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All rights reserved. Reproduction by any means, ele ctronic or mechanical 
including photocopying, recording or by any informa tion storage and retrieval 
system or translation in whole or part is not permi tted without written
authorization from Ford Motor Company. Ford may cha nge the contents without 
notice and without incurring obligation.
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CALIFORNIA Proposition 65 Warning
WARNING: Engine exhaust, some of its constituents, and
certain vehicle components contain or emit chemical s known to
the State of California to cause cancer and birth d efects or other
reproductive harm. In addition, certain fluids cont ained in vehicles and
certain products of component wear contain or emit chemicals known
to the State of California to cause cancer and birt h defects or other
reproductive harm.

PERCHLORATE MATERIAL
Certain components of this vehicle such as air bag airbag  modules, seat belt 
pretensioners, and button cell batteries may contai n Perchlorate Material
- Special handling may apply for service or vehicle  end of life disposal.
See www.dtsc.ca.gov/hazardouswaste/perchlorate.
CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations on acquiring your new Ford Escape H ybrid. Please take the time 
to get well acquainted with your vehicle by reading  this handbook. The more you 
know and understand about your vehicle, the greater  the safety and pleasure you 
will derive from driving it.
For more information on Ford Motor Company and its products visit the following 
website:
*  In the United States: www.ford.com
*  In Canada: www.ford.ca
Additional owner information is given in separate p ublications.

 



 

This Owner's Guide describes every option and model  variant available and 
therefore some of the items covered may not apply t o your
particular vehicle. Furthermore, due to printing cy cles it may describe options 
before they are generally available.
Remember to pass on this Owner's Guide when reselli ng the vehicle. It
is an integral part of the vehicle.

Fuel pump and high voltage battery shut-off switche s: In the event of an 
accident the fuel pump shut-off switch may
automatically cut off the fuel supply to the engine  and the high voltage shut-
off switch cuts off power from the high voltage bat tery. These switches can also 
be activated through sudden vibration (e.g. collisi on when parking). For 
information on resetting the fuel pump shut-off swi tch and the high voltage 
battery shutoff switch, refer to the Fuel pump/high  voltage shut-off switches in 
the Roadside Emergencies chapter.

SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION

Warning symbols in this guide
How can you reduce the risk of personal injury to y ourself or others? In this 
guide, answers to such questions are contained in c omments highlighted by the 
warning triangle symbol. These comments should be r ead and observed.

Warning symbols on your vehicle
When you see this symbol, it is imperative that you  consult the relevant section 
of this guide before touching or attempting adjustm ent
of any kind.

Protecting the environment
We must all play our part in protecting the environ ment. Correct vehicle usage 
and the authorized disposal of waste, cleaning and lubrication materials are 
significant
steps towards this aim. Information in this respect  is highlighted in this guide 
with the tree symbol.

BREAKING-IN YOUR VEHICLE
Your vehicle does not need an extensive break-in. T ry not to drive continuously 
at the same speed for the first 1,000 miles (1,600 km) of new vehicle operation. 
Vary your speed frequently in order to give the mov ing parts a chance to break 
in.
Drive your new vehicle at least 5001,000  miles ( 8001,600  km) before towing a 
trailer. For more detailed information about towing  a trailer, refer to Trailer 
towing in the Tires, Wheels and Loading chapter.
Do not add friction modifier compounds or special b reak-in oils since these 
additives may prevent piston ring seating. See Engi ne oil in the Maintenance and 
Specifications chapter for more information on oil usage.

HYBRID OPERATION
The Hybrid is a whole new kind of SUV that combines  electric and gasoline 
propulsion without compromise, to provide breakthro ugh performance and 
efficiency. It requires no special fuels and never has to be plugged in. 
Familiarizing yourself with these unique characteri stics
will help ensure optimal performance from your new vehicle.

 



 

Normal vehicle operation
Starting: Turn the ignition key to the START positi on while your vehicle
is in Park (P). The gas engine will turn on, accomp anied by the green
"ready indicator" light. Your engine may shut off s hortly after starting,
depending on temperature and battery charge level. This is a natural
part of your Hybrid's fuel-saving features. The "re ady indicator" light will
stay on, and you do not need to restart the vehicle .
Note: You may notice higher engine speeds upon star t-up. This temporary 
condition is normal and necessary to heat up the ca bin for occupant comfort.
Driving: The gas engine automatically starts and st ops to provide power when 
it's needed and to save fuel when it's not. While c oasting at low speeds, coming 
to a stop, or standing, the gas engine normally shu ts
down and the vehicle operates in electric-only mode . Conditions that cause the 
engine to start up or remain running include:
*  Driving request for moderate to rapid accelerati on
*  Vehicle speed above 40 mph (65 kph)
*  Ascending a hill
*  ECON mode not selected (while Climate Control is  ON)
*  Selection of climate control defrost mode or def rost/floor mode
*  Charge level of high voltage battery is low
*  Very high or low outside temperature (to provide  system cooling/heating)
Stopping: The gas engine may shut off to conserve f uel as you come to
a stop. Restarting the vehicle is not required. Sim ply step on the
accelerator when you are ready to drive.
Transmission Operation: Due to the technologically advanced, electronically 
controlled Continuously Variable Transaxle (eCVT) y ou will not feel shift 
changes like those of a non-hybrid vehicle. Your Hy brid's transmission is 
designed to do its work seamlessly.
Since your engine speed is controlled by the transm ission, it may seem elevated 
at times. This is normal hybrid operation and helps  deliver fuel efficiency and 
performance.

Neutral: It is not recommended to idle the vehicle in (N) Neutral for 
extended periods of time because this will discharg e your high voltage 
battery and decrease fuel economy. Also, the engine  cannot provide 
power to the hybrid system in (N) Neutral.
Low Gear: Low gear (L) is designed to mimic the enh anced engine braking 
available in non-hybrid vehicles. On long downhill grades, (L) Low gear may 
produce high engine speeds to provide necessary eng ine braking. This is normal 
and will not damage your vehicle. Response during a cceleration should be the 
same as in the (D) Drive position.
Reverse: (R) Reverse Gear vehicle speed is limited to 22 mph
(35 km/h).

Unique Hybrid operating characteristics
Your Hybrid, with its new technology, behaves diffe rently compared to a non-
hybrid. Here is a description of the major differen ces:
Battery: Your Hybrid is equipped with a high voltag e battery cooling system in 
the rear of the vehicle. A cool battery ensures bat tery life and provides the 
best possible performance. Your hybrid high voltage  battery may periodically re-
condition itself to ensure maximum efficiency. You
may notice slight changes in drivability during thi s process, but it's an 
important part of your Hybrid's high voltage batter y optimization features.
You may hear a series of clicks from the cargo area  when you first turn the key 
in the ignition. This sound is the high voltage con tactors closing

 



 

to allow you to start your hybrid.
In addition, you may hear fan noise and a slight ta pping sound from the rear as 
the vent door operates. This fan may continue to op erate for
short durations after the vehicle has been turned o ff. These noises are a 
customary part of hybrid operation and do not requi re service.
If the vehicle is left inoperative for over 31 days , it may be necessary to 
jumpstart the vehicle. For more information, refer to Jump starting
your (Low voltage [underhood] battery only) in the Roadside
Emergencies chapter.
Engine: The engine speed in your hybrid is not dire ctly tied to your vehicle 
speed. Your vehicle's engine and transmission are d esigned to deliver the power 
you need at the most efficient engine speed. During  heavy accelerations, your 
hybrid may reach high engine speeds (up to
6000 RPM). This is characteristic of the Atkinson c ycle engine technology 
helping to maximize your hybrid's fuel economy.

In prolonged mountainous driving, you may see the e ngine tachometer changing 
without your input. This is intentional and maintai ns the battery charge level. 
You may also notice during extended downhill drivin g that your engine continues 
to run instead of shutting off.
During this "engine braking", the engine stays on, but it's not using any fuel. 
You may also hear a slight whine or whistle when op erating your vehicle. This is 
the normal operation of the electric generator in t he hybrid system.
During certain events (such as vehicle servicing) y our low voltage (underhood) 
battery may become disconnected or disabled. When t his occurs, and after 
reconnecting the low voltage (underhood) battery an d driving the vehicle, the 
engine may continue to operate for 3-5 seconds afte r the key is turned to the 1 
(LOCK) position. This is a normal condition, as the  vehicle's computers are 
relearning the operating characteristics of your pa rticular engine in order to 
operate it at
maximum efficiency.
Braking: Your hybrid is equipped with standard hydr aulic braking and 
regenerative braking. Regenerative braking is perfo rmed by your transmission and 
it captures brake energy and stores it in your high  voltage battery.
You may hear a pumping sound when you unlock or ent er the vehicle
and a venting sound a few minutes after shutting of f the vehicle. This is
the hydraulic portion of your regenerative braking system charging and
discharging.

Driving to optimize fuel economy
Your fuel economy should improve throughout your hy brid's break-in period. As 
with any vehicle, fuel economy can be significantly  impacted by your driving 
habits and accessory usage. For best results, keep in
mind these tips:
Tire Inflation: Keep tires properly inflated and on ly use recommended size.
Climate Control: Your hybrid is equipped with an "E CON" button that offers a 
more fuel efficient operation of your automatic tem perature control system.
When activated, the "ECON" feature allows the engin e to shut down at low speeds 
or when your vehicle is stopped.
If cooler temperature is desired, the "ECON" button  can be turned off, for 
better interior cooling but lower fuel economy.

The "ECON" mode turns itself off when you select de frost or 
defrost/floor mode, although on cold days, you may still experience 

 



 

engine shut-down while in defrost or defrost/floor mode.
Drive Habits: Aggressive driving increases the amou nt of energy required to move 
your vehicle. In general, better fuel economy is
achieved with mild to moderate acceleration and dec eleration. Moderate braking 
is particularly important since it allows you to ma ximize the energy captured by 
the regenerative braking system.
NOTE: Having your engine running is not always an i ndication of inefficiency - 
in some cases it is actually more efficient than dr iving in electric mode.
Additional Tips:
*  Do not carry extra loads
*  Be mindful of adding external accessories that m ay increase aerodynamic drag
*  Observe posted speed limits
*  Perform all scheduled maintenance
*  There is no need to wait for your engine to "war m up". The vehicle is ready 
to drive immediately after starting

Frequently asked questions
QuestionAnswerWhat is the pumping sound I 
hear when I unlock or enter the vehicle, and the ve nting sound a few minutes 
after shutting off my vehicle?This is the hydraulic  portion of your 
regenerative braking system pressurizing and depres surizing. You may also hear 
it occasionally after pressing the brake pedal.What  are the series of clicks 
from the cargo area when I first turn the key in th e ignition?The high voltage 
battery is
electrically isolated from the rest of the vehicle when the key is OFF. When the 
key is turned ON, high voltage contactors inside th e battery are closed to make 
the electricity available to the motor/generator an d enable the vehicle to 
drive. The 
clicks are the sound of these contactors as they cl ose and open during start up 
and shut down.Why does the engine always start
at key-on?Your engine is started at key-on
because the emission components need to be warm in order to minimize tailpipe 
emissions, and in 
cooler climates for cabin heating and windshield de frost performance.After I 
start my car in the
morning, why does it take a long time before the en gine shuts down?There are 
several reasons the engine 
stays on for an extended amount of time when it is first started. One common 
reason is to ensure that the emissions components a re warm enough to minimize 
tailpipe 
emissions. As the climate gets cooler, this "engine -ON" time is extended.

QuestionAnswerWhy does my engine never shut
down above 40 mph (64 km/h)?The engine is required to turn on
above this speed to protect the transaxle hardware. Why does my engine stay ON
when it's extremely cold outside?In order to ensure  that the climate
control system can begin heating the cabin and/or d efrosting the 
windshield as soon as a driver requests it, the eng ine coolant temperature has 
to be kept sufficiently hot. Keeping the engine on is required to maintain the 
correct minimum temperature.Why does my engine rev up so
high sometimes when I 
accelerate?Your vehicle's engine and
transmission are designed to deliver the power you need at the most efficient 
engine speed. This may be higher than expected duri ng heavy accelerations, and 

 



 

may fluctuate during steady state driving. These ar e characteristics of the 
Atkinson 
engine cycle and the eCVT transaxle technology that  help maximize your hybrid's 
fuel economy.What does it mean when my
power assist gauge moves to the right? To the left? Electricity is coming out of 
the
battery when the gauge moves to the right. Electric ity is going into the battery 
when the gauge moves to the left.

QuestionAnswerWhat is the fan noise and slight
tapping sound I hear from the rear of my hybrid?The  fan noise comes from two 
fans
located inside the high voltage battery. These fans  turn on when 
the battery requires cooling air. The fan speed, an d associated noise 
level, will change according to the amount of cooli ng required to maintain good 
performance.How far can I go in Electric 
Drive if I run out of gas?Running out of gas is not
recommended. However, you may be able to go about o ne mile, driving at 
30 mph (48 km/h), if the battery has a normal state  of charge.What is the engine 
oil change
service interval?The engine oil should be changed
every 10,000 miles (16,000 km) under normal operati ng conditions. See the 
Scheduled maintenance guide chapter.Can I put E10 o r E85 in my
vehicle, and how will it affect my fuel economy?You r hybrid vehicle can use E10
(10% ethanol, 90% gasoline) fuel, 
but you may notice slightly reduced fuel economy be cause ethanol contains less 
energy per gallon than gasoline. Your hybrid vehicl e is not designed to use E85 
(85% ethanol).How long will my high voltage
battery last? Does it need maintenance?The high vol tage battery system is
designed to last the life of the vehicle and requir es no 
maintenance. QuestionAnswerCan Can you charge the battery with 
a plug into an A/C outlet?There are no provisions f or charging 
the high voltage battery from a power supply extern al to the vehicle. What

QuestionAnswerWhat  is the purpose of the 
ECON button?ECON mode may provide improved 
fuel economy by preventing the gasoline engine from  running for the sole purpose 
of providing air conditioning. When the engine turn s off, the A/C compressor 
does not operate and warm air may come out of the v ents. In ECON mode, A/C 
operates as normal when the 
gasoline engine is running.Can I tow the hybrid beh ind my
motor home with all four wheels down?Yes. Your hybr id vehicle can be
"flat-towed" without modification. See the Recreati onal Towing section in the 
Tires, Wheels and Loading chapter for more informat ion.
SPECIAL NOTICES

New Vehicle Limited Warranty
For a detailed description of what is covered and w hat is not covered by your 
vehicle's New Vehicle Limited Warranty, refer to th e Warranty
Guide that is provided to you along with your Owner 's Guide.

Special instructions
For your added safety, your vehicle is fitted with sophisticated electronic 
controls.

Please read the section Airbag supplemental restrai nt system

 



 

(SRS) in the Seating and Safety Restraints chapter.  Failure to
follow the specific warnings and instructions could  result in personal
injury.

Front seat mounted rear-facing child or infant seat s should
NEVER be placed in front of an active passenger air bag.

Service Data Recording
Service data recorders in your vehicle are capable of collecting and storing 
diagnostic information about your vehicle. This pot entially
includes information about the performance or statu s of various systems and 
modules in the vehicle, such as engine, throttle, s teering or brake systems. In 
order to properly diagnose and service your vehicle , Ford Motor Company, Ford of 
Canada, and service and repair facilities may
access vehicle diagnostic information through a dir ect connection to your 
vehicle when diagnosing or servicing your vehicle.
Event Data Recording
Other modules in your vehicle - event data recorder s - are capable of collecting 
and storing data during a crash or near crash event . The recorded information 
may assist in the investigation of such an event.
The modules may record information about both the v ehicle and the occupants, 
potentially including information such as:
*  how various systems in your vehicle were operati ng;
*  whether or not the driver and passenger seatbelt s were buckled;
*  how far (if at all) the driver was depressing th e accelerator and/or the 
brake pedal;
*  how fast the vehicle was traveling; and
*  where the driver was positioning the steering wh eel.
To access this information, special equipment must be directly connected
to the recording modules. Ford Motor Company and Fo rd of Canada do
not access event data recorder information without obtaining consent,
unless pursuant to court order or where required by  law enforcement,
other government authorities or other third parties  acting with lawful
authority. Other parties may seek to access the inf ormation
independently of Ford Motor Company and Ford of Can ada.

Notice to owners of pickup trucks and utility type vehicles

Utility vehicles have a significantly higher rollov er rate than other types of 
vehicles.

Before you drive your vehicle, please read this Own er's Guide carefully. Your 
vehicle is not a passenger car. As with other vehic les of this type, failure to 
operate this vehicle correctly may result in loss o f vehicle control, vehicle 
rollover, personal injury or death.

Using your vehicle with a snowplow
Do not use this vehicle for snowplowing.
Your vehicle is not equipped with a snowplowing pac kage.

Using your vehicle as an ambulance
Do not use this vehicle as an ambulance.
Your vehicle is not equipped with the Ford Ambulanc e Preparation

 



 

Package.

Cell phone use
The use of Mobile Communications Equipment has beco me increasingly important in 
the conduct of business and personal affairs. Howev er, drivers must not 
compromise their own or others' safety when using
such equipment. Mobile Communications can enhance p ersonal safety and security 
when appropriately used, particularly in emergency
situations. Safety must be paramount when using mob ile communications equipment 
to avoid negating these benefits.
Mobile Communication Equipment includes, but is not  limited to cellular phones, 
pagers, portable email devices, in-vehicle communic ations
systems, telematics devices and portable two-way ra dios.

Driving while distracted can result in loss of vehi cle control, accident and 
injury. Ford strongly recommends that drivers use
extreme caution when using any device that may take  their focus off the road. 
The drivers primary responsibility is the safe oper ation of their vehicle. Only 
use cell phones and other devices not essential to the driving task when it is 
safe to do so.

Export unique (Non-United States/Canada) vehicle sp ecific information
For your particular global region, your vehicle may  be equipped with features 
and options that are different from the ones that a re described
in this Owner's Guide. A market unique supplement m ay be supplied that 
complements this book. By referring to the market u nique supplement, if 
provided, you can properly identify those features,
recommendations and specifications that are unique to your vehicle. This Owner's 
Guide is written primarily for the U.S. and Canadia n Markets. Features or 
equipment listed as standard may be different on un its built
for Export. Refer to this Owner's Guide for all oth er required information and 
warnings.

These are some of the symbols you may see on your v ehicle.

Vehicle Symbol Glossary

Safety Alert See Owner's Guide

Fasten Safety Belt Airbag - Front

Airbag - Side Child Seat Lower
Anchor

Child Seat Tether
Anchor

Brake System

 



 

Anti-Lock Brake System Parking Brake System

Brake Fluid -
Non-Petroleum Based Parking Aid System  

Stability Control System Speed Control

Master Lighting Switch Hazard Warning Flasher

Fog Lamps-Front       Fuse Compartment

Fuel Pump Reset Windshield Wash/Wipe

Windshield
Defrost/Demist

Rear Window
Defrost/Demist

Power Windows
Front/Rear

Child Safety Door
Lock/Unlock

Vehicle Symbol Glossary

Power Window Lockout

Interior Luggage
Compartment Release

Panic Alarm Engine Oil

Engine Coolant Engine Coolant
Temperature

 



 

Do Not Open When Hot            Battery

Avoid Smoking, Flames,
or Sparks Battery Acid

Explosive Gas Fan Warning

Power Steering Fluid Maintain Correct Fluid
Level

MAX
MIN

Emission System Service Engine Soon Engine Air Filter

Passenger Compartment
Air Filter Jack

Check Fuel Cap Low Tire Pressure
Warning

WARNING LIGHTS AND CHIMES

Warning lights and gauges can alert you to a vehicl e condition that may become 
serious enough to cause extensive repairs. A warnin g light may illuminate when a 
problem exists with one of your vehicle's functions . Many lights will illuminate 
when you start your vehicle to make sure the
bulbs work. If any light remains on after starting the vehicle, refer to the 
respective system warning light for additional info rmation.
Check Service  engine  soon : The Check Engine Service engine soon  indicator light 
illuminates when the ignition is first turned to th e RUNON position to check 

 



 

the bulb and to indicate whether the vehicle is rea dy for Inspection/Maintenance 
(I/M) testing. Normally, the " Check Engine Service engine soon " light will stay 
on until the engine is cranked, then turn itself of f if no malfunctions are 
present. However, if after 15 seconds the " Check Engine Service
engine soon " light blinks eight times, it means that the vehic le is not ready 
for I/M testing. See the Readiness for Inspection/M aintenance (I/M) testing in 
the Maintenance and Specifications chapter.
Solid illumination after the engine is started indi cates the On Board 
Diagnostics System (OBD-II) has detected a malfunct ion. Refer to On board 
diagnostics (OBD-II) in the Maintenance and Specifi cations chapter. If the light 
is blinking, engine misfire is occurring which coul d damage your catalytic 
converter. Drive in a moderate fashion (avoid heavy  acceleration and 
deceleration) and have your vehicle serviced immedi ately by your authorized 
dealer.

Under engine misfire conditions, excessive exhaust temperatures
could damage the catalytic converter, the fuel syst em, interior
floor coverings or other vehicle components, possib ly causing a fire.

Check fuel cap: Illuminates when
the fuel cap may not be properly
installed. Continued driving with
this light on may cause the Check Service
engine soon warning light to come 
on, refer to Fuel filler cap in the
Maintenance and Specification chapter.
Brake system warning light: To confirm the brake sy stem warning light is 
functional, it will

momentarily illuminate when the ignition is turned to the RUN

BRAKE

position (when the engine is not running), or in a position between RUN
and START, or by applying the parking brake when th e ignition is turned
to the RUN position. If the brake system warning li ght does not
illuminate at this time, seek service immediately f rom your authorized
dealer. Illumination after releasing the parking br ake indicates low brake
fluid level and the brake system should be inspecte d immediately by
your authorized dealer.

Driving a vehicle with the brake system warning lig ht on is dangerous. A 
significant decrease in braking performance may
occur. It will take you longer to stop the vehicle.  Have the vehicle checked by 
your authorized dealer. Driving extended distances with the parking brake 
engaged can cause brake failure and the risk of per sonal injury.

Anti-lock brake system: If the
ABS light stays illuminated or

 



 

continues to flash, a malfunction has
been detected, have the system
serviced immediately by your

ABS

authorized dealer. Normal braking is still function al unless the brake warning 
light also is illuminated.

Airbag readiness: If this light fails
to illuminate when the ignition is 
turned to the RUN position, 
continues to flash or remains on, 
have the system serviced immediately by your author ized dealer. A 
chime will also sound when a malfunction in the sup plemental restraint 
system has been detected.
Safety belt: Reminds you to fasten your safety belt . A Belt-Minder(r) chime will 
also sound to remind you to fasten your safety belt . Refer to the Seating and 
safety restraints Safety Restraints
chapter to activate/deactivate the Belt-Minder(r) c hime feature.
Master vehicle electrical hazard warning lamp: Indi cates Hybrid component 
fault/failure that will cause the vehicle to shutdo wn or
fail to start.
Note: If the vehicle is still running, the vehicle may soon
shutdown without further warning and should be stop ped safely.
If this lamp is lit, stop the vehicle, shift to P ( Park), turn the key to the 
Off position, and attempt to restart the vehicle. I f the fault remains, the 
vehicle may require refueling, jump starting, reset ting of the shut-off 
switches, or service. For information regarding Low  voltage
[underhood] battery only) and Fuel pump/High voltag e shut-off switches please 
refer to the Roadside Emergencies chapter.
Ready indicator light: Illuminates once the vehicle  has successfully started. 
Indicates the vehicle is ready to drive even when y ou don't hear the engine 
running.

Charging system: Illuminates when the 12V charging system is not working 
properly.

Engine oil pressure: Illuminates when the oil press ure falls below the normal 
range, refer to Engine oil in the Maintenance and
Specifications chapter.

Engine or motor electronic
coolant temperature: Illuminates
when the coolant temperature
exceeds the threshold. When the light is flashing o r remains on, stop the
vehicle as soon as possible, switch off the engine and let cool. Refer to
Engine coolant and motor/electronics coolant in the  Maintenance
and Specifications chapter.

Never remove the coolant reservoir cap while the en gine is running or hot.

 



 

ABS active/Traction control (tm)  active (if equipped): Flashes when the ABS 
system is active. If the light remains on, have the  system serviced immediately, 
refer to the Driving chapter for more information.
Low tire pressure warning: Illuminates when your ti re pressure is low. If the 
light remains ON at start up or while driving, the tire pressure should be 
checked. Refer
to Inspecting and Inflating Your Tires your tires  in the Tires, Wheels and 
Loading chapter. When the ignition is first turned to RUN, the light will 
illuminate for 3 seconds 
to ensure the bulb is working. If the light does no t turn ON or begins to flash, 
have the system inspected by your authorized dealer . For more information on 
this system, refer to Understanding Your Tire Pressure Monitoring System Tire 
pressure monitoring system  in the Tires, Wheels and Loading chapter.
Low fuel: Illuminates when the fuel level in the fu el tank is at or near empty 
(refer to Fuel gauge in this chapter).

Speed control: Illuminates when the speed control i s engaged. Turns off when the 
speed control system
is disengaged.

Anti-theft system: Flashes when 
the SecuriLock (tm)  Passive Anti-theft 
System has been activated.

Throttle control/Powertrain: Illuminates when a pow ertrain fault has been 
detected. Contact your authorized dealer as soon as  possible.
Door ajar: Illuminates when the ignition is in the RUN position and any door is 
open.

Turn signal: Illuminates when the left or right tur n signal or the hazard lights 
are turned on. If the
indicators flash faster, check for a burned out bul b.
High beams: Illuminates when the high beam headlamp s are turned on.

Key-in-ignition warning chime: Sounds when the key is left in the ignition in 
the OFF/LOCK or ACCESSORY position and the driver's  door
is opened.
Headlamps on warning chime: Sounds when the headlam ps or parking lamps are on, 
the ignition is off (the key is not in the ignition ) and the driver's door is 
opened.
Parking brake ON chime: Sounds when the parking bra ke is left ON
and the vehicle is driven. If the warning stays on after the park brake is
off, contact your authorized dealer as soon as poss ible.
Transmission not in park chime: Sounds when the PRN DL is not in P (Park) 
position, the driver's door is ajar and the ignitio n is in RUN.
HEV Engine off Reminder Chime: Sounds for 10 second s when the
PRNDL is in the P (Park) position and the Driver's door is ajar (open)
while ignition is in RUN. Always turn your ignition  key to Off and remove
key before leaving your vehicle. (The engine may be  off when the vehicle
is stopped, yet the key is on, and the engine can t urn on at any time)

 



 

Message center activation chime: Sounds when a warn ing message (except PARKING 
BRAKE ENGAGED while parked) appears in the message center display for the first 
time.

GAUGES

Speedometer: Indicates the current vehicle speed.

Battery gauge: Provides information about the vehic le's energy usage.
*  ASSIST - Battery provides extra power to boost t he vehicle's acceleration.
*  CHARGE - Storing extra energy in the battery whe n coasting or slowing down.
Odometer: Registers the total miles
(kilometers) of the vehicle.
Refer to Message Center center  in the Driver Controls chapter on how to switch 
the display from Metric to English.

Trip odometer: Registers the miles 
(kilometers) of individual journeys. 
To reset, press and release the 
message center INFO button until
TRIP A mode appears in the display. 
Press the control again to select the
TRIP B feature. Press and hold the RESET button to reset.
Tachometer: Indicates the engine speed in revolutio ns per minute. Driving with 
your tachometer pointer continuously at the top of the scale (in the red zone) 
may damage the engine. The pointer will indicate en gine RPMs when the engine is 
running and point at the EV symbol when 
the engine is off and the vehicle is running on pur e electrical power.
Fuel gauge: Indicates
approximately how much fuel is left
in the fuel tank (when the ignition
is in the ON position). The fuel
gauge may vary slightly when the
vehicle is in motion or on a grade.

 



 

Refer to Filling the tank in the Maintenance and Sp ecifications chapter for more 
information.

AUDIO SYSTEMS

AM/FM/single CD /  or in-dash CD6/MP3 satellite compatible sound system

Driving while distracted can result in loss of vehi cle control,
accident and injury. Ford strongly recommends that drivers use
extreme caution when using any device that may take  their focus off
the road. The drivers primary responsibility is the  safe operation of
their vehicle. Only use cell phones and other devic es not essential to
the driving task when it is safe to do so.

Accessory delay: Your vehicle is equipped with acce ssory delay. With this 
feature, the window switches, radio and moon roof ( if equipped)
may be used for up to ten minutes after the ignitio n is turned off or until 
either front door is opened.

Note: Your vehicle is equipped with 
a unique audio system. If your
display shows six small circles in the 
display, your audio system is a CD6 
system. If not, your system is a
Single CD system.
1. EJECT: For a single CD system, press EJECT to ej ect the CD.
For a CD6 system, press EJECT and select the desire d CD slot by 
pressing the corresponding memory preset #. The dis play will read 
EJECTING #. When the system has ejected the CD, the  display will read
REMOVE CD #. Remove the CD. If you do not remove th e CD the 
system will reload the disc.

 



 

To auto eject all loaded discs, press and hold EJEC T. The system will 
eject all discs and prompt you when to remove them.
2. MEMORY PRESETS:In radio mode, to set a station, select the desired frequency 
band, AM, FM1 or FM2. Tune to the desired station. Press and hold a preset 
button until
sound returns and PRESET # SAVED appears in the dis play. You can save up to 30 
stations, 10 in AM, 10 in FM1 and FM2.
In CD/MP3 mode, press to select tracks or desired f olders.
In satellite radio mode (if equipped), there are 30  available presets,
10 each for SAT1, SAT2 and SAT3. To save satellite channels in your
memory presets, tune to the desired channel then pr ess and hold a
preset control until sound returns.
Satellite radio is available only with a valid SIRI US radio
subscription. Check with your authorized dealer for  availability.
3. CLOCK: To set the time, press CLOCK. The display  will read SET TIME. Use the 
memory preset #s to
enter in the desired time, hours and minutes. The c lock will then begin from 
that time.
4. SOUND: Press repeatedly to
cycle through the following features:

BASS: Press SOUND repeatedly to reach the bass sett ing. Press
SEEK/TRACK to adjust the level of bass.

TREBLE: Press SOUND repeatedly to reach the treble setting. Press
SEEK/TRACK to adjust the level of treble.
BALANCE: Press SOUND repeatedly to reach the balanc e setting.
Press SEEK/TRACK to adjust the audio between the left  (L) and right (R) 
speakers.
FADE: Press SOUND repeatedly to reach the bass fade  setting. Press
   SEEK/TRACK to adjust the audio between the back ( B) and front (F) 
speakers.
SPEED COMPENSATED VOLUME (if equipped): Press SOUND  repeatedly to reach the 
SPEED COMPENSATED VOLUME setting. Radio volume auto matically gets louder with 
increasing vehicle speed to
compensate for road and wind noise. Use SEEK/TRACK to  adjust.
The default setting is off; increasing your vehicle  speed will not change the 
volume level.
Adjust 1-7: Increasing this setting from 1 (lowest setting) to 7 (highest 
setting) allows the radio volume to automatically c hange slightly with vehicle 
speed to compensate for road and wind noise.
Recommended level is 1-3; SPEED OFF turns the featu re off and level 7
is the maximum setting.
ALL SEATS (Occupancy mode, if equipped): Press SOUN D
repeatedly to reach the Occupancy mode setting. Pre ss
   SEEK/TRACK to select and optimize sound for ALL S EATS, DRIVERS SEAT or 
REAR SEATS.
5. TUNE: In radio mode, turn right / left to go up / down the frequency band in 
individual increments.
In satellite radio mode
(if equipped), turn right / left to
go to the next / previous available
SIRIUS satellite station.

 



 

6. MENU: Press repeatedly to 
access the following features:

SATELLITE RADIO MENU (late availability - if equipp ed): Press
MENU when satellite radio mode is active to access.  Press OK to enter
into the satellite radio menu. Press / to cycle through the following 
options:
*  CATEGORY: Press OK to enter category mode. Press / to scroll through 
the list of available SIRIUS channel Categories (Po p,
Rock, News, etc.) Press OK when the desired categor y appears in the
display. After a category is selected, press SEEK t o search for that
specific category of channels only (i.e. ROCK). You  may also select
CATEGORY ALL to seek all available SIRIUS categorie s and channels.
Press OK to close and return to the main menu.
*  SAVE SONG: Press OK to save the currently playin g song's title in
the system's memory. (If you try to save something other than a song,
CANT SAVE will appear in the display.) When the cho sen song is
playing on any satellite radio channel, the system will alert you with
an audible prompt. Press OK while SONG ALERT is in the display and
the system will take you to the channel playing the  desired song. You
can save up to 20 song titles. If you attempt to sa ve more than 20
titles, the display will read REPLACE SONG? Press O K to access the
saved titles and press / to cycle through the saved titles. When the song 
title appears in the display that you would like to  replace, press OK. SONG 
REPLACED will appear in the display.
*  DELETE SONG: Press OK to delete a song from the system's memory. Press
/ to cycle through the saved songs. When the song app ears in the display 
that you would like to delete, press OK.
The song will appear in the display for confirmatio n. Press OK again
and the display will read SONG DELETED. If you do n ot want to
delete the currently listed song, press / to select either
RETURN or CANCEL.
Note: If there are no songs presently saved, the di splay will read NO
SONGS.
*  DELETE ALL SONGS: Press OK to delete all song's from the
system's memory. The display will read ARE YOU SURE  ? Press OK to
confirm deletion of all saved songs and the display  will read ALL
DELETED.
Note: If there are no songs presently saved, the di splay will read NO
SONGS.

*  ENABLE ALERTS / DISABLE ALERTS: Press OK to enab le/disable
the satellite alert status which alerts you when yo ur selected songs are playing 
on a satellite radio channel. (The system default i s disabled.) SONG ALERTS 
ENABLED/DISABLED will appear in the display. The me nu listing will display the 
opposite state. For example, if you have chosen to enable the song alerts, the 
menu listing will read DISABLE
as the alerts are currently on, so your other optio n is to turn them off.
Satellite radio is available only with a valid SIRI US radio subscription. Check 
with your authorized dealer for availability.

AUTO PRESET ON/OFF: Press SEEK/TRACK to toggle betwee n ON/OFF. Autoset 
allows you to set the strongest local radio station s without losing your 
original manually set preset stations for
AM/FM1/FM2. To activate the autoset feature, toggle  AUTOSET to ON, 

 



 

and either wait five seconds for the search to init iate or press OK to 
immediately initiate the search. (If you press anot her control within those five 
seconds, the search will not initiate. ) The 10 str ongest
stations will be filled and the station stored in p reset 1 will begin playing.
If there are less than 10 strong stations, the syst em will store the last one in 
the remaining presets.
RDS ON/OFF: Available only in FM mode. This feature  allows you to search RDS-
equipped stations for a certain category of music f ormat: CLASSIC, COUNTRY, 
JAZZ/RB, ROCK, etc.
To activate, press MENU repeatedly until RDS (ON/OF F) appears in
the display. Use SEEK/TRACK to toggle RDS ON/OFF. Whe n
RDS is OFF, you will not be able to search for RDS equipped stations or view the 
station name or type.
To change categories: Press MENU until RDS ON appea rs in the display. Press CAT. 
Press / until the desired category appears in the dis play. Then 
press SEEK/TRACK to find the next station
playing that category of music or SCAN for a brief sampling of all stations 
playing that category of music.
COMPRESSION: Available only in CD/MP3 mode. Press M ENU until
COMPRESSION ON/OFF appears in the display. Use
   SEEK/TRACK to toggle ON/OFF. When COMPRESSION is ON, the system will 
bring the soft and loud CD passages together for a more
consistent listening level.

7. TEXT: In MP3 mode, press 
TEXT repeatedly to view Album 
(AL), Folder (FL), Song (SO) and
Artist (AR) in the display, if available.
In satellite radio mode (if equipped), press and re lease to display the artist 
and song title. While in TEXT MODE, press again to scroll
through the Artist (AR), Song (SO), Channel (CH) an d Category (CA).
In TEXT MODE, sometimes the display requires additi onal text to be displayed. 
When the < / > indicator is active, press TEXT and then
press SEEK/TRACK to view the additional display text.

8. AUX: Press AUX to access LINE (auxiliary audio m ode).
For location and further information
on auxiliary audio mode, refer to Auxiliary input j ack later in this
chapter.
9. SAT (Satellite Radio, if equipped): Press SAT to  access satellite radio mode, 
if equipped. Press repeatedly to cycle through SAT1 , SAT2 and SAT3 modes.
10. CD: Press to enter CD/MP3 mode. If a disc is al ready loaded into the system, 
CD/MP3 play will
begin where it ended last. If no CD is loaded, NO D ISC will appear in the 
display.
11. AM/FM: Press repeatedly to select AM/FM1/FM2 fr equency band.

12. SEEK/TRACK: In radio mode,
press SEEK/TRACK to access the previous/next strong r adio station.
In CD/MP3 mode, press
   SEEK/TRACK to access the previous/next track.
In satellite radio mode (if equipped), press SEEK/TR ACK to seek to the 
previous/next channel. If a specific category is se lected,
(Jazz, Rock, News, etc.), press SEEK/TRACK to seek to  the previous/next 
channel in the selected category. Press and hold

 



 

SEEK/TRACK to fast seek through the previous/next ch annels.

In Category mode, press SEEK/TRACK to select a catego ry. 
Satellite radio is available only with a valid SIRI US subscription. Check with 
your authorized dealer for availability.
13. CAT (Category) / FOLD (Folder):
In Category radio  mode, use to select from 
various music categories. To change RDS categories,  ensure that RDS is 
ON in the Menu listing. Press MENU again until RDS ON appears in the 
display. Press CAT. PRESS UP OR DOWN TO CHANGE RDS CATEGORY 
will appear in the display. Press SEEK/TRACK to scrol l through all possible 
categories. When the desired category appears in th e display, 
press SEEK/TRACK to find the next station playing tha t selection or press SCAN 
for a brief sampling of all stations playing that c ategory of music.

In MP3 mode, press FOLD and then press / to access th e previous/next 
folder.
In satellite radio mode ( early availability - if equipped), use to select from 
various satellite radio categories. To change categ ories in satellite radio 
mode, press CAT/FOLD. The active category will appe ar in 
the display. Press SEEK/TRACK or turn the TUNE knob 
left/right to scroll through the available categori es. Press and hold SCAN 
for a brief sampling of all channels in that catego ry or press SEEK to 
seek to the next channel in that  category.
In satellite radio mode (late availability - if equ ipped), press to toggle 
between turning the most recently selected satellit e radio category on or off. 
The category icon (CAT) will illuminate in the disp lay when a specific category 
is selected (the icon will not illuminate during
CATEGORY ALL). If no category has ever been selecte d, NO CATEGORY SELECTED will 
display.
Note: Separate categories can be set for SAT1, SAT2  or SAT3.
Refer to Satellite radio menu under MENU for furthe r information on
selecting a satellite radio  category.

14. ON/OFF/VOL (Volume): Press
to turn ON/OFF. Turn to
increase/decrease volume.
Note: If the volume is set above a certain level an d the ignition is turned off, 
the volume will come back on at a "nominal" listeni ng level when the ignition 
switch is turned back on.
15. SHUFFLE:
In CD and MP3 mode,press
SHUFFLE to engage shuffle mode .
and  shuffle within the current disc . SHUFFLE ON will appear in the 
display. If you wish to engage shuffle mode right a way, press
   SEEK/TRACK to begin random play. Otherwise, rando m play will begin when 
the current track is finished playing. SHUFFLE and the track 
# will appear in the display.
To disengage, press SHUFFLE again. SHUFFLE OFF will  appear in the
display.
For a single CD system, the system will  shuffle within the current disc .
For a CDX6 system, the system will shuffle between all loaded discs. The disc # 
will appear in the top left hand corner of the disp lay.

 



 

16. SCAN: In radio mode, press for a brief sampling  of all strong radio 
stations.
In CD/MP3 mode, press for a brief sampling of all t racks on the current disc or 
folder.
In satellite radio mode (if equipped), press SCAN f or a brief sampling of all 
available SIRIUS satellite channels. If a specific category
is selected, (Jazz, Rock, News, etc.) press SCAN fo r a brief sampling of all 
available SIRIUS satellite channels within the sele cted Category.
17. DIRECT: Press to access a desired radio station , track, MP3 folder or SIRIUS 
satellite channel (if equipped).
In radio mode, press DIRECT and then press the desi red radio frequency (i.e. 
101.1) using the memory presets.
In CD mode, press DIRECT. The display will read DIR ECT TRACK MODE SELECT TRACK. 
Enter the desired track number using the numbered c ontrols. The system will then 
begin playing that track.
In MP3 folder mode, press DIRECT and the number of the desired folder. The 
system will advance to that specific folder.

In satellite radio mode (if equipped), press DIRECT  then enter the
desired channel (i.e. 002) using the memory presets . If you only enter
one digit, press OK and the system will go to that satellite channel. If
you enter three digits, the system will automatical ly go to that channel, if
available. You may cancel your entry by pressing DI RECT. If an invalid
station number is entered, INVALID CHANNEL will app ear in the display
and the system will continue playing the current st ation.
18. LOAD: For a single CD system, this control is n ot operational. To load a CD, 
simply
insert the disc label side up into the CD slot.
For a CD6 system, press LOAD. When the display read s SELECT
SLOT, choose the desired slot number using memory p resets 1-6. When
the display reads LOAD CD#, load the desired disc, label side up. If you
do not choose a slot within 5 seconds, the system w ill choose for you.
Once loaded, the first track will begin to play.
To auto load up to 6 discs, press and hold LOAD unt il the display
reads AUTOLOAD#. Load the desired disc, label side up. The system will
prompt you to load discs for the remaining availabl e slots. Insert the
discs, one at a time, label side up, when prompted.  Once loaded, the disc
in preset #1 will begin to play.
19. CD slot: For a single CD system, insert a CD/MP 3, label side up.
For a CD6 system, press LOAD and select a CD slot u sing the memory presets. When 
prompted by the system, insert a CD/MP3 label side up.

Auxiliary input jack  (Line in)
Your vehicle is equipped with an Auxiliary Input Ja ck (AIJ). The Auxiliary Input 
Jack provides a way to connect your portable music player to the in-vehicle 
audio
system. This allows the audio from a portable music  player to be played through 
the vehicle speakers with high fidelity. To achieve  optimal performance, please 
observe the following instructions when
attaching your portable music device to the audio s ystem.

 



 

Required equipment:
1. Any portable music player designed to be used wi th headphones
2. An audio extension cable with stereo male 1/8 in . (3.5 mm)
connectors at each end
To play your portable music player using the auxili ary input jack:
1. Begin with the vehicle parked and the radio turn ed off.
2. Ensure that the battery in your portable music p layer is new or fully charged 
and that the device is turned off.
3. Attach one end of the audio extension cable to t he headphone output
of your player and the other end of the audio exten sion cable to the AIJ
in your vehicle.
4. Turn the radio on, using either a tuned FM stati on or a CD loaded into the 
system. Adjust the volume to a comfortable listenin g level.
5. Turn the portable music player on and adjust the  volume to 1/2 the volume.
6. Press AUX on the vehicle radio repeatedly until LINE IN appears in the 
display.

You should hear audio from your portable music play er although it may
be low.
If your vehicle is equipped with a navigation syste m, refer to Auxiliary
input jack section in the Audio features chapter of  your Navigation
supplement.
7. Adjust the sound on your portable music player u ntil it reaches the level of 
the FM station or CD by switching back and forth be tween the AUX and FM or CD 
controls.
Troubleshooting:
1. Do not connect the audio input jack to a line le vel output. Line level 
outputs are intended for connection to a home stere o and are not compatible with 
the AIJ. The AIJ will only work correctly with devi ces that have a headphone 
output with a volume control.
2. Do not set the portable music player's volume le vel higher than is necessary 
to match the volume of the CD or FM radio in your a udio system as this will 
cause distortion and will reduce sound quality. Man y portable music players have 
different output levels, so not all players should be set at the same levels. 
Some players will sound best at full volume and oth ers will need to be set at a 
lower volume.
3. If the music sounds distorted at lower listening  levels, turn the
portable music player volume down. If the problems persists, replace or
recharge the batteries in the portable music player .
4. The portable music player must be controlled in the same way manner when it 
is used with headphones as the AIJ does not provide  control
(play, pause, etc.) over the attached portable musi c player.
5. For safety reasons, connecting or adjusting the settings on your portable 
music player should not be attempted while the vehi cle is moving. Also, the 
portable music player should be stored in a secure
location, such as the center console or the glove b ox, when the vehicle is
in motion. The audio extension cable must be long e nough to allow the
portable music player to be safely stored while the  vehicle is in motion.

 



 

GENERAL AUDIO INFORMATION
Radio frequencies:
AM and FM frequencies are established by the Federa l Communications Commission 
(FCC) and the Canadian Radio and Telecommunications  Commission (CRTC). Those 
frequencies are:
AM: 530, 540-1700, 1710 kHz
FM: 87.7, 87.9-107.7, 107.9 MHz
Radio reception factors:
There are three factors that can affect radio recep tion:
*  Distance/strength: The further you travel from a n FM station, the weaker the 
signal and the weaker the reception.
*  Terrain: Hills, mountains, tall buildings, power  lines, electric fences, 
traffic lights and thunderstorms can interfere with  your reception.
*  Station overload: When you pass a broadcast towe r, a stronger signal may 
overtake a weaker one and play while the weak stati on frequency
is displayed.
CD/CD player care
Do:
*  Handle discs by their edges only. (Never touch t he playing
surface).
*  Inspect discs before playing.
*  Clean only with an approved CD
cleaner.

*  Wipe discs from the center out.
Don't:
*  Expose discs to direct sunlight or heat sources for extended periods
of time.
*  Clean using a circular motion.

CD units are designed to play commercially pressed 4.75 in (12 cm) audio compact 
discs only. Due to technical incompatibility, certa in recordable and re-
recordable compact discs may not function correctly  when used in Ford CD 
players.
Do not use any irregular shaped CDs or discs with a  scratch protection film 
attached.

CDs with homemade paper (adhesive) labels should no t be inserted into the CD 
player as
the label may peel and cause the CD to become jamme d. It is recommended that 
homemade CDs be identified with
permanent felt tip marker rather
than adhesive labels. Ballpoint pens may damage CDs . Please
contact your authorized dealer for further informat ion.
Audio system warranty and service
Refer to the Warranty Guide for audio system warran ty information. If service is 
necessary, see your dealer or qualified technician.

Satellite radio information (if equipped)
Satellite radio channels: SIRIUS broadcasts a varie ty of music, news, sports, 
weather, traffic and entertainment satellite radio channels. For more 

 



 

information and a complete list of SIRIUS satellite  radio channels, visit 
www.sirius.com in the United States, www.sirius-can ada.ca in
Canada, or call SIRIUS at 1-888-539-7474.
Satellite radio reception factors: To receive the s atellite signal, your vehicle 
has been equipped with a satellite radio antenna lo cated on the roof of your 
vehicle. The vehicle roof provides the best locatio n for an unobstructed, open 
view of the sky, a requirement of a satellite radio  system. Like AM/FM, there 
are several factors that can affect satellite radio  reception performance:
*  Antenna obstructions: For optimal reception perf ormance, keep the antenna 
clear of snow and ice build-up and keep luggage and  other material as far away 
from the antenna as possible.

*  Terrain: Hills, mountains, tall buildings, bridg es, tunnels, freeway 
overpasses, parking garages, dense tree foliage and  thunderstorms can 
interfere with your reception.
*  Station overload: When you pass a ground based b roadcast repeating tower, a 
stronger signal may overtake a weaker one and resul t in an audio mute.
Unlike AM/FM audible static, you will hear an audio  mute when there is
a satellite radio signal interference. Your radio d isplay may display NO
SIGNAL to indicate the interference.
SIRIUS satellite radio service: SIRIUS Satellite Ra dio is a subscription based 
satellite radio service that broadcasts music, spor ts, news and entertainment 
programming. A service fee is required in order to receive SIRIUS service. 
Vehicles that are equipped with a factory installed
SIRIUS Satellite Radio system include:
*  Hardware and limited subscription term, which be gins on the date of sale or 
lease of the vehicle.
*  Online media player providing access to all 65 S IRIUS music channels over the 
internet (U.S. customers only).
For information on extended subscription terms, con tact SIRIUS at
1-888-539-7474.
Note: SIRIUS reserves the unrestricted right to cha nge, rearrange, add
or delete programming including canceling, moving o r adding particular
channels, and its prices, at any time, with or with out notice to you. Ford
Motor Company shall not be responsible for any such  programming
changes.
Satellite Radio Electronic Serial Number (ESN): Thi s 12-digit Satellite Serial 
Number is needed to activate, modify or track your satellite radio account. You 
will need this number when communicating
with SIRIUS. While in Satellite Radio mode, you can  view this number on the 
radio display by pressing AUX and Preset 1 control simultaneously.

Radio DisplayConditionAction RequiredACQUIRINGRadio  requires more
 than two seconds to produce audio for the selected  channel.No action required.
This message should disappear shortly.SAT FAULTInte rnal module or
system failure present.If this message does
not clear within a short period of time, or with an  ignition key cycle, your 
receiver may have a fault. See your authorized deal er for service.INVALID 
CHNLChannel no longer
available.This previously
 available channel is no longer available. Tune to another channel. If the 
channel was one of your presets, you may choose ano ther channel for that preset 
button.UNSUBSCRIBEDSubscription not
available for this channel.Contact SIRIUS at

 



 

1-888-539-7474 to subscribe to the channel or tune to another channel.NO 
TEXTArtist information not
available.Artist information not
available at this time on this channel. The system is working
properly.

Radio DisplayConditionAction RequiredNO TEXTSong ti tle information
not available.Song title information
not available at this time on this channel. The sys tem is working properly.NO 
TEXTCategory information
not available.Category information
not available at this time on this channel. The sys tem is working properly.NO 
SIGNALLoss of signal from
the SIRIUS satellite or SIRIUS tower to the vehicle  antenna.You are in a 
location
that is blocking the SIRIUS signal (i.e., tunnel, u nder an overpass, dense 
foliage, etc). The system is working properly. When  you move into an open area, 
the signal should return.UPDATINGUpdate of channel
programming in progress.No action required. The
process may take up to three minutes.CALL SIRIUS
1-888-539-7474Satellite service has
been deactivated by SIRIUS Satellite Radio.Call SIR IUS at
 1-888-539-7474 to re-activate or resolve subscript ion issues.
NAVIGATION SYSTEM (IF EQUIPPED)
Your vehicle may be equipped with a Navigation Syst em. Refer to the
Navigation supplement for further information.

DUAL AUTOMATIC TEMPERATURE CONTROL

1. AUTO/Driver temperature: Press to engage full au tomatic operation. The system 
will automatically determine fan speed, airflow
distribution, A/C on or off, and outside or recircu lated air, to heat or cool 
the vehicle to reach the desired temperature. Turn to increase/decrease
the temperature on the driver side of the vehicle. The control also
adjusts the passenger side temperature when PASS TE MP is disengaged.
The recommended initial setting is between 72°F (22 °C) and 75°F
(24°C), then adjust for comfort. The driver side te mperature setting will
appear in the upper left corner of the display. The  engine may run
continuously to provide A/C operation unless ECON m ode is selected.
Selecting ECON mode affects A/C operation. Refer to  ECON information
later in this section.
2. R Rear defroster: Press to activate/deactivate th e rear window defroster. 
Refer to Rear window defroster later in this chapte r for more information.
3. Defrost: Distributes outside air through the wind shield defroster vents 
and demister vents. Can be used to clear the windsh ield of fog and thin ice. The 
system will automatically provide outside air to re duce window fogging. On days 
where the outside temperature is
approximately freezing or higher, the engine will r un continuously in this mode. 
Press this button again to return to the previous a ir flow selection
or press AUTO to return to automatic operation.

4. Defrost/Floor: Distributes air through the windsh ield defroster 

 



 

vents, demister vents, floor vents and rear seat fl oor vents. The system
will automatically provide outside air to reduce wi ndow fogging. On days 
where the outside temperature is approximately free zing or higher, the 
engine will run continuously in this mode.
5. Power/ : Press to activate/deactivate the climate control
system. When the system is off, outside air is shut  out. Turn to manually 
increase/decrease the fan speed. The manual fan spe ed setting will
appear on the left side of the display. To return t o automatic fan operation, 
press AUTO.
6. Panel: Distributes air through the instrument pan el vents.

7. Panel/Floor: Distributes air through the instrume nt panel vents, demister 
vents, floor vents and rear seat floor vents.
8. Floor: Distributes air through the demister vents , floor vents and rear 
seat floor vents.
9. Passenger temperature: Press to engage/disengage  separate passenger side 
temperature control. Turn to increase/decrease the temperature on the passenger 
side of the vehicle. The recommended initial settin g is between 72°F (22°C) and 
75°F (24°C), then adjust for
comfort. The passenger side temperature setting wil l appear in the upper right 
corner of the display.
10. Passenger heated seat control (if equipped): Pre ss to activate/deactivate 
the passenger heated seat. See Heated seats in the Seating and Safety Restraints 
chapter.
11. Recirculated air: Press to activate/deactivate a ir
recirculation in the vehicle. Recirculated air may reduce the amount of time 
needed to cool down the interior of the vehicle, ma y reduce the
energy needed to keep the interior of the vehicle c ool, and may also help reduce 
undesired outside odors from reaching the interior of the vehicle. Recirculated 
air is controlled automatically when AUTO is select ed or
can be engaged manually in any airflow mode except ( defrost). Recirculated 
air may turn off automatically in some airflow mode s to reduce window fogging 
potential. When the ignition switch is turned off a nd back on, the climate 
system will return to the recirculated air mode onl y if the A/C button LED is 
illuminated and the air distribution
selection is either AUTO, (panel) or (panel/floor).

12. ECON: Press to activate/deactivate economy air conditioning 
operation. ECON mode may provide improved fuel econ omy by 
preventing the gasoline engine from running for the  sole purpose of 
providing A/C. When the gas engine turns off, the A /C compressor does
not operate to cool the cabin and comfort may be re duced. In ECON 
mode, A/C operates as normal when the gasoline engi ne is running. To 
prioritize cooling comfort over fuel economy, deact ivate ECON. ECON
can not be selected in (defrost) or (floor/defrost).
13. A/C: Press to activate/deactivate air condition ing. Use with recirculated 
air to improve cooling performance and efficiency. Engages automatically in 
AUTO, (defrost) and (floor/defrost). Selecting
ECON mode affects A/C operation. Refer to ECON info rmation previously
in this section.
14. Driver heated seat control (if equipped): Press to activate/adjective the 
driver heated seat. See Heated seats in the Seating  and Safety Restraints 
chapter.
Outside temperature: The outside temperature will a ppear in the display and is 
labeled EXT TEMP.

 



 

Temperature conversion: To switch between Fahrenhei t and Celsius, refer to Setup 
menu in the Message center section of the Driver Co ntrols chapter.

Operating tips
*  To reduce fog build up on the windshield during humid weather, select
(defrost) or (floor/defrost).
*  To reduce humidity build up inside the vehicle, do not drive with the system 
OFF or with (recirculated air) engaged and A/C off.
*  Do not put objects under the front seats that wi ll interfere with the airflow 
to the back seats by blocking the air from the rear  seat floor vents.
*  Remove any snow, ice or leaves from the air inta ke area at the base of the 
windshield.
*  To improve the A/C cool down, drive with the win dows slightly open
for 2-3 minutes after start up or until the vehicle  has been "aired out."

For maximum cooling performance:
*  Automatic operation:
1. Press AUTO for full automatic operation.
2. Do not override A/C or (recirculated air).
3. Set the temperature to 60°F (16°C). Make sure EC ON mode is deactivated.
*  Manual operation:
1. Select A/C.
2. Select or .

3. Select (recirculated air) to provide colder airfl ow.
4. Set the temperature to 60°F (16°C).
5. Set highest fan setting initially, then adjust t o maintain comfort. Make sure 
ECON mode is deactivated.
To aid in side window defogging/demisting in cold w eather:
1. Select .
2. Select A/C.
3. Adjust the temperature control to maintain comfo rt.
4. Set the fan speed to the highest setting.
5. Direct the outer instrument panel vents towards the side windows.
To increase airflow to the outer instrument panel v ents, close the vents located 
in the middle of the instrument panel.

Do not place objects on top of the instrument panel  as these objects may become 
projectiles in a collision or sudden stop.

REAR WINDOW DEFROSTER R
The rear defroster control is located on the climat e control panel and works to 
clear the rear window of fog and thin ice.
The ignition must be in the 3 (RUN) position to ope rate the rear window 
defroster.
Press R to turn the rear window defroster on. An ind icator light on the 
button will illuminate when active. The rear window  defroster turns off 
automatically after approximately 15 minutes. If a low battery condition is 
detected or the ignition is turned to the 1 (LOCK) or 2
(ACC) position, the rear window defroster will not function. To manually
turn off the rear window defroster at any time, pre ss R again.
If your vehicle is equipped with both rear defroste r and heated mirrors, the 
same button will activate both. Refer to Heated out side mirrors in the Driver 
Controls chapter.

 



 

Do not use razor blades or other sharp objects to c lean the inside of the rear 
window or to remove decals from the inside or the
rear window. This may cause damage to the heated gr id lines and will not be 
covered by your warranty.

HEADLAMP CONTROL
Rotate the headlamp control to the first position to  turn on the 
parking lamps. Rotate to the second position to turn  on the headlamps.

Autolamp control (if equipped)
The autolamp system provides light sensitive automa tic on-off control of the 
exterior lights normally controlled by the headlamp  control.
The autolamp system is factory programmed to keep t he lights on for 20 seconds 
after the ignition switch is turned to off. This de lay can be programmed, using 
the
procedure listed below, to any value 
up to 180 seconds. If equipped, this
delay can also be programmed through the message ce nter
*  To turn autolamps on, rotate the control counter clockwise.
*  To turn autolamps off, rotate the control clockw ise to OFF.
Note: If the vehicle is equipped with autolamps it will have the
headlamps on with windshield wipers feature. If the  windshield
wipers are turned on (for a fixed period of time) t he exterior lamps will turn 
on with headlamp control in the Autolamp position.

Autolamp delay system (if equipped)
If your vehicle is equipped with autolamps, you can  set the delay time to keep 
the headlights on for up to three minutes after the  key is turned
OFF. The delay time is set to 20 seconds at the fac tory, but the delay time may 
be changed by following the steps below (Steps 1 th rough 6 must be done within 
10 seconds):

1. Turn the key to the 1 (LOCK)
position.
2. Rotate the headlamp control to the autolamp posi tion.
3. Rotate the headlamp control to the OFF position.
4. Turn the key to the 3 (RUN)
position.
5. Turn the key back to the 1 (LOCK) position.
6. Turn the headlamp control to the autolamp positi on (the headlights should 
turn on).
7. Turn the headlamp control to the OFF position wh en the desired delay time (up 
to 3 minutes) has been reached.

Foglamp Fog lamp  control (if equipped)
The headlamp control also operates the foglamps fog lamps . The foglamps fog lamps  
can be turned on when the headlamp
control is in the , or
positions and the high beams are not turned on.

 



 

Pull headlamp control towards you to turn foglamps fog lamps  on. The foglamp fog 
lamp  indicator light will illuminate.

High beams
Push the lever toward the instrument panel to activ ate. Pull
the lever towards you to deactivate.

Flash to pass
Pull toward you slightly to activate and release to  deactivate.

Daytime running lamps (DRL) (if equipped)
Turns the lowbeam headlamps on with a reduced outpu t. To activate:
*  the ignition must be in the 3 (RUN) position.
*  the headlamp control must be in the OFF, parking  lamps or autolamp position.
*  the transmission is not in P (Park),

Always remember to turn on your headlamps at dusk o r during inclement weather. 
The Daytime Running Lamp (DRL) system
does not activate the tail lamps and generally may not provide adequate lighting 
during these conditions. Failure to activate your h eadlamps under these 
conditions may result in a collision.

PANEL DIMMER CONTROL
Use to adjust the brightness of the instrument pane l and all applicable switches 
in the vehicle during headlamp and parklamp parking lamp  operation.
Move the control to the full upright position, past  detent, to turn on the 
interior lamps.
Rotate to full down position (past detent) to preve nt interior lamps 
from illuminating when the doors are opened .

Note: If the battery is disconnected, discharged, o r a new battery is
installed, the dimmer switch requires re-calibratio n. Rotate the dimmer
switch from the full dim position to the full Dome/ ON position to reset.
This will ensure that your displays are visible und er all lighting
conditions .

AIMING THE HEADLAMPS
The headlamps on your vehicle are properly aimed at  the assembly plant.
If your vehicle has been in an accident the alignme nt of your headlamps
should be checked by your authorized dealer.

Vertical aim adjustment
1. Park the vehicle directly in front of a wall or screen on a level surface, 
approximately 25 feet (7.6 meters) away.
*  (1) 8 feet (2.4 meters)
*  (2) Center height of lamp to ground

 



 

*  (3) 25 feet (7.6 meters)
*  (4) Horizontal reference line
2. Measure the height from the center of your headl amp to the ground and mark an 
8 foot (2.4 meter) horizontal reference line on the  vertical wall or screen at 
this
height (a piece of masking tape works well). The ce nter of the lamp is marked by 
a 3.0 mm circle on the headlamp lens.
3. Turn on the low beam headlamps to illuminate the  wall or screen and open the 
hood. Cover the left-hand headlamp with an opaque c loth.
4. On the wall or screen you will observe a light p attern with a distinct 
horizontal edge of high intensity light towards the  right. If this edge is not 
at the horizontal
reference line, the beam will need to be adjusted.

5. Locate the vertical adjuster on 
the headlamp, then use a 4 mm 
socket to turn the adjuster either 
counterclockwise (to adjust up) or
clockwise (to adjust down) aligning 
the upper edge of the light pattern 
to the horizontal line.
6. Move the opaque cloth to cover the right-hand he adlamp and repeat Steps 4 and 
5 for the left-hand headlamp.
7. HORIZONTAL AIM IS NOT REQUIRED FOR THIS VEHICLE AND IS NON-ADJUSTABLE.
8. Close the hood and turn off the lamps.
TURN SIGNAL CONTROL
*  Push down to activate the left turn signal.
*  Push up to activate the right turn signal.

INTERIOR LAMPS

Dome lamps and map lamps
The front dome lamp is located overhead between the  driver and passenger seats.
The dome lamp control has three positions:
*  OFF: In this position, the lamp 
will not illuminate  when the doors
are open or when attempting to
turn the dome lamp on by fully
rotating the dimmer control
located on the instrument panel .
*  DOOR: In this position, the dome lamp will illum inate only when a door is 
opened and will remain illuminated for 25 seconds a fter the door is shut.

*  ON: In this position, the lamp will remain illum inated. 
The map lamp controls (without moon roof) are locat ed on the dome lamp. Press 
the button on either
side of each map lamp to illuminate the lamps. Push  the button again to turn off 
the lamps.

 



 

For models equipped with a moon roof, the map lamps  are located on the moon roof 
control panel. Press the button on either side of e ach map lamp to illuminate 
the lamps. Push the button again to turn off the la mps.
The map lamps will illuminate whenever a door is op ened. After
the door is shut, the lamps will remain illuminated  for 25 seconds.

Cargo and dome lamp
Rear cargo lamp equipped with an ON/OFF/DOOR contro l will light when:
*  the doors are closed and the control is in the O N position.
*  the control is in the DOOR
position and any door is open.
When the control is in the OFF position, it will no t illuminate when you open 
the doors.
Interior lighting battery saver
The interior lamps will automatically extinguish af ter 10 minutes when the 
ignition key is in OFF/LOCK position, a door has be en left open or the interior 
lamp controls are in the ON position.

BULB REPLACEMENT 

Headlamp Condensation
The headlamps are vented to equalize pressure. When  moist air enters the 
headlamp(s) through the vents, there is a possibili ty that condensation can 
occur. This condensation is normal and will clear w ithin 45 minutes of headlamp 
operation.

Using the right bulbs
Replacement bulbs are specified in the chart below.  Headlamp bulbs must be 
marked with an authorized "D.O.T." for North Americ a and an
"E" for Europe to ensure lamp performance, light br ightness and pattern and safe 
visibility. The correct bulbs will not damage the l amp assembly
or void the lamp assembly warranty and will provide  quality bulb burn time.
FunctionNumber of bulbsTrade numberHeadlamps (high and
low beams)2
H13Park/turn lamps
(front)2
3457 NAK 3157A (amber)Side marker (front)2194Rear
stop/tail/sidemarker2
3157K / 4157KBackup lamp2921 Foglamp Fog lamp  (front)2PS24WFFCenter High-mount
stop lamp5
W5WLRear license plate
lamp2
168All replacement bulbs are clear in color except where noted.To replace all 
instrument panel lights - see your authorized deale r
Replacing the interior bulbs
Check the operation of all bulbs frequently.

Replacing exterior bulbs
Check the operation of all the bulbs frequently.

Replacing headlamp bulbs
1. Make sure that the headlamp control is in the OF F position.
2. Open the hood.
3. Reach over the front bolster.

 



 

4. Remove the bulb by turning it counterclockwise a nd then pulling it straight 
out.

5. Disconnect the electrical connector from the bul b.

Handle a halogen headlamp bulb carefully and keep o ut
of children's reach. Grasp the bulb only by its pla stic base and do not touch 
the glass. The oil from your hand could cause the b ulb to
break the next time the headlamps are operated.

6. Connect the electrical connector on the new bulb .
7. Insert the glass end of the new bulb into the he adlamp assembly. When the 
grooves in the plastic base are aligned, turn the n ew bulb clockwise to install.

Replacing front parking lamp/turn signal bulbs
1. Make sure that the headlamp control is in the OF F position.
2. Open the hood.
3. Reach over the front bolster.
4. Rotate the bulb socket counterclockwise and remo ve from the lamp assembly.

5. Carefully pull the bulb out of the 
socket and push in the new bulb.
6. Install the bulb socket into the lamp assembly a nd rotate clockwise.

Replacing front sidemarker bulbs
For bulb replacement, see your authorized dealer.

Replacing tail/stop/turn/sidemarker/backup lamp bul bs
The tail/stop/turn/sidemarker/backup lamp bulbs are  located in the same portion 
of the tail lamp assembly, one just below the other . Follow the same steps to 
replace either bulb:
1. Make sure the headlamp switch is in the OFF posi tion and then open the 
liftgate to expose the lamp assembly screws.
2. Remove the two screws from the lamp assembly.
3. Carefully remove the lamp assembly away from the  vehicle by pulling the 
assembly straight out to expose the bulb socket. DO  NOT
TIP THE LAMP ASSEMBLY SIDEWAYS.
4. Rotate the bulb socket counterclockwise and remo ve from lamp assembly.
5. Pull bulb straight out of socket and push in the  new bulb.
6. Install the bulb socket into the lamp assembly a nd rotate clockwise.
7. Carefully install the tail lamp assembly on the vehicle and secure with two 
screws.

Replacing license plate lamp bulbs
1. Make sure the headlamp switch is in the OFF posi tion.
2. Depress the lever and carefully pry the license plate lamp assembly (located 
above the license plate) from the liftgate.

 



 

3. Rotate the bulb socket counterclockwise and remo ve from lamp assembly.
4. Pull bulb straight out of socket and push in the  new bulb.
5. Install the bulb socket into the lamp assembly a nd rotate clockwise.
6. To install, carefully press the lamp assembly in to liftgate.

Replacing high-mount brake lamp bulbs
To remove the lamp assembly:
1. Remove the two screws and move the lamp assembly  away from the liftgate.

2. Remove the bulb holder from the lamp assembly by  depressing the snaps.

3. Pull the bulb straight out of the
socket and push in the new bulb.
To complete installation, follow the removal proced ure in reverse order.

Replacing foglamp fog lamp  bulbs (if equipped)
1. Make sure the foglamp fog lamp  switch is in the OFF position.
2. From underneath the vehicle, remove the harness/ bulb assembly from the lamp 
assembly.
3. Carefully disconnect the bulb from the harness a ssembly via the two snap 
clips.
Install the new bulb in reverse order.

MULTI-FUNCTION LEVER
Windshield wiper: Rotate the end of the control awa y from you to increase the 
speed of the wipers; rotate towards you to decrease  the speed of the wipers.

Windshield washer: Push the end
of the stalk:
*  briefly: causes a single swipe of the wipers wit hout washer fluid.
*  a quick push and hold: the wipers will swipe thr ee times with
washer fluid.
*  a long push and hold: the wipers and washer flui d will be activated for up to 
ten seconds.
Courtesy wipe feature: One extra wipe will happen a  few seconds
after washing the front window to clear any water t hat is dripping down
from the top of the windshield caused by the washin g.
Note: Do not operate the washer when the washer res ervoir is empty. This may 
cause the washer pump to overheat. Check the washer  fluid level frequently. Do 
not operate the wipers when the windshield is dry.
This may scratch the glass, damage the wiper blades  and cause the wiper motor to 
burn out. Before operating the wiper on a dry winds hield,
always use the windshield washer. In freezing weath er, be sure the wiper blades 
are not frozen to the windshield before operating t he wipers.

Windshield wiper features (if equipped with Autolam p feature)

 



 

The exterior lamps will turn on with the ignition o n, headlamp control in the 
Autolamp position and the windshield wipers are tur ned on (for a
fixed period of time).

Rear window wiper/washer controls
For rear wiper operation, rotate the rear window wi per and washer control to the 
desired position. Select:
INT 2 - Normal speed operation of rear wiper.
INT 1 - Intermittent operation of rear wiper.
OFF - Rear wiper and washer off.
For rear wash cycle, rotate (and hold as desired) t he rear wiper/washer control 
to either position.
From either position, the control will automaticall y return to the INT 2
or OFF position.

TILT STEERING WHEEL
To adjust the steering wheel:
1. Pull down the steering column tilt lever.
2. Move the steering wheel up or down until you fin d the desired location.

3. Push the steering column tilt lever up. This wil l lock the steering wheel in 
position.

Never adjust the steering wheel when the vehicle is
moving.

ILLUMINATED VISOR MIRROR (IF EQUIPPED)
Lift the mirror cover to turn on the
visor mirror lamps.

CENTER CONSOLE
Your vehicle is equipped with a variety of console features. These include:
1. Cupholders
2. Utility compartment console lid has a CD holder,  a business card holder and 
two pen holders. The
utility compartment has a removable bin with coin h older slots, a sliding tray, 
a cell phone holder and CD holders
3. Rear power point
4. Rear cupholders
5. Small storage trays

Use only soft cups in the cupholders. Hard objects can injure you in a 
collision.

The tray and inside bin can be
removed to open up space to fit a
laptop computer, MP3 players, CDs
or handbags. To remove, open the
console lid and pull the bin straight

 



 

up and out from the console
housing.

The sliding tray and inside bin can
be hooked on the side or rear of the
console for extra storage.

AUXILIARY POWER POINT (12V)
Power outlets are designed for accessory plugs only . Do not insert any other 
object in the power outlet as this will damage the
outlet and blow the fuse. Do not hang any type of a ccessory or accessory bracket 
from the plug. Improper use of the power outlet can  cause damage not covered by 
your warranty.

The auxiliary power point is located
in the instrument panel.
A second auxiliary power point is located on the re ar side of the center 
console.
Do not use the power point for operating the cigare tte lighter element (if 
equipped).
To prevent the fuse from being blown, do not use th e power
point(s) over the vehicle capacity of 12 VDC/180W. If the power point or cigar 
lighter socket is not working, a fuse may have blow n. Refer to
Fuses and Relays relays  in the Roadside Emergencies chapter for informatio n on 
checking and replacing fuses.
To have full capacity usage of your power point, the e ngine is required to be 
running to avoid unintentional discharge of the bat tery. To prevent 
the battery from being discharged , :
*  do not use the power point longer than necessary wh en the engine is not 
running ,
*  do not leave battery chargers, video game adapte rs, computers and other 
devices plugged in overnight or when the vehicle is  parked for extended periods .
Always keep the power point caps closed when not be ing used.
Cigar/Cigarette lighter (if equipped)
Do not plug optional electrical accessories into th e cigarette lighter socket.
Do not hold the lighter in with your hand while it is heating, this will damage 
the lighter element and socket. The lighter will be  released from its heating 
position when it is ready to be used.
Improper use of the lighter can cause damage not co vered by your warranty.

Power point (110 VAC) (if equipped)

 



 

The 110 VAC power point outlet is used for powering  electrical devices that 
require up to 150W. Exceeding the 150W limit will c ause the power point to cut 
off the power temporarily to provide overload prote ction.

Note: The 110 VAC power point is
equipped with a safety cap and a
safety twist tab. They both provide
protection from inserting any object
into the power point other than the
110 VAC electrical device plug. The
safety cap should always be in a
closed position whenever the power
point outlet is not in use.
The 110 VAC power point is located in the floor con sole in front of the 
gearshift.
The power outlet is not designed for the following electric appliances;
they may not work properly:
*  Cathode ray tube type televisions.
*  Motor loads, such as vacuum cleaners, electric s aws and other electric power 
tools, compressor-driven refrigerators, etc.
*  Measuring devices, which process precise data, s uch as medical equipment, 
measuring equipment, etc.
*  Other appliances requiring an extremely stable p ower supply:
microcomputer-controlled electric blankets, touch s ensor lamps, etc.
Do not keep electrical devices plugged in the power  point whenever the device is 
not in use. It is not recommended to use any extens ion cord with the 110 VAC 
power point, since it will
defeat the safety protection design provided by the  cap and twist tab. It will 
also cause the power point to overload due to
powering multiple devices that can reach beyond the  150W load limit.
The power point can switch to a fault mode when it is overloaded, overheated, or 
shorted. For overloading and shorting conditions, u nplug your device and turn 
the ignition key off then on. For an overheating co ndition, let the system cool 
off, then turn the ignition key off then on.
The 110 VAC power point can provide power whenever the vehicle ignition is in 
the run position and the power point green indicato r light located in the top 
left corner is turned on. Refer to the indicator li ght code below for the power 
point status.

Indicator light Code
Green light is On - Power point is ready to supply power
Green light is Off - Power point power supply is of f. Ignition is not in
RUN position
Green light is blinking - Power point is in fault m ode

POWER WINDOWS

Do not leave children unattended in the vehicle and  do not let children play 
with the power windows. They may seriously injure
themselves.

When closing the power windows, you should verify t hey are free
of obstructions and ensure that children and/or pet s are not in

 



 

the proximity of the window openings.

Press and pull the window switches
to open and close windows.
*  Push down (to the first detent)
and hold the switch to open.
*  Pull up (to the first detent) and hold the switc h to close.

AUTO

Rear Window Buffeting: When one or both of the rear  windows are
open, the vehicle may demonstrate a wind throb or b uffeting noise. This
noise can be alleviated by lowering a front window approximately two to
three inches.

One touch down  (AUTO)
Allows the driver's window to open fully without ho lding the control down. Push 
the switch completely down to the second detent and  release quickly. The window 
will open fully. Momentarily press the switch to an y position to stop the window 
operation.

AUTO

Window lock
The window lock feature allows only the driver to o perate the power windows.
To lock out all the window controls ( except for the driver's )  press the right 
side of the control. Press the left side to restore  the window controls.
Accessory delay
With accessory delay, the window switches, moon roo f (if equipped) and audio 
system may be used for up to ten minutes after the ignition switch
is turned to the OFF position or until either front  door is opened.

INTERIOR MIRROR
The interior rear view mirror has two pivot points on the support arm which lets 
you adjust the mirror UP or DOWN and from SIDE to S IDE.

Do not adjust the mirror while the vehicle is in mo tion.

Automatic dimming rear view mirror (if equipped)
Your vehicle may be equipped with
an inside rear view mirror which has
an auto-dimming function. The
electronic day/night mirror will
change from the normal (high

 



 

reflective) state to the non-glare
(darkened) state when bright lights (glare) reach t he mirror. When the
mirror detects bright light from behind the vehicle , it will automatically
adjust (darken) to minimize glare.
The mirror will automatically return to the normal state whenever the vehicle is 
placed in R (Reverse) (when the mirror is on) to en sure a bright clear view when 
backing up.
Do not block the sensors on the front and back of t he inside rear view mirror 
since this may impair proper mirror performance.
Do not clean the housing or glass of any mirror wit h harsh abrasives, fuel or 
other petroleum-based cleaning products.

Electronic compass (if equipped)
The compass heading is displayed as one of N, NE, E , SE, S, SW, W and
NW in the center stack display.
The compass reading may be affected when you drive near large
buildings, bridges, power lines and powerful broadc ast antenna. Magnetic
or metallic objects placed in, on or near the vehic le may also affect
compass accuracy.
Usually, when something affects the compass reading s, the compass will correct 
itself after a few days of operating your vehicle i n normal conditions. If the 
compass still appears to be inaccurate, a manual ca libration may be necessary. 
Refer to Compass zone adjustment.
Most geographic areas (zones) have a magnetic north  compass point that varies 
slightly from the northerly direction on maps. This  variation is four degrees 
between adjacent zones and will become noticeable a s the
vehicle crosses multiple zones. A correct zone sett ing will eliminate this 
error. Refer to Compass calibration adjustment.
Compass zone adjustment
1. Determine which magnetic zone you are in for you r geographic

location by referring to the zone map.
2. Turn ignition to the ON position.
3. Start the engine.

3. Locate the reset button on top of the compass se nsor mounted behind the 
mirror.
4. From Setup menu, select the
Update Zone function.
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4. Press and hold the reset button
on the compass module for
approximately 5 seconds until ZONE
XX appears in the center stack
display.
5. Continue to press the reset button until the correc t zone Press and hold the 
RESET
control for approximately 5 seconds
until ZONE XX  appears in the 
center stack display.
6. Continue to press the RESET
control until the correct zone  appears in the center stack  display.

7. The direction will display after 
the button RESET control  is released. The 
zone is now updated.

Compass calibration adjustment
Perform compass calibration in an open area free fr om steel structures and high 
voltage lines. For optimum calibration, turn off al l electrical accessories 
(heater/air conditioning, wipers, etc.) and make su re all vehicle doors are 
shut.
1. Start the vehicle.
2. Locate the reset button on the compass sensor mount ed on the base of 
mirror.3. To calibrate, press and hold the reset button on the compass 
module RESET control  for approximately ten seconds until CAL appears. R elease the 
button control .
4. 3.  Slowly drive the vehicle in a
circle (less than 3 mph [5 km/h]) until the CAL dis play changes to the
direction value. It may take up to five circles to complete calibration.
5. 4.  The compass is now calibrated.

EXTERIOR MIRRORS Power side view mirrors
Do not adjust the mirror while the vehicle is in mo tion.

To adjust your mirrors:
1. Rotate the control clockwise to adjust the right  mirror and rotate the 
control counterclockwise to adjust the left mirror.
2. Move the control in the direction you wish to ti lt the mirror.

 



 

3. Return to the center position to lock mirrors in  place.

Fold-away mirrors
Fold the side mirrors in carefully when driving thr ough a narrow space, like an 
automatic car wash.

Heated outside mirrors (if equipped)
Both mirrors are heated automatically to remove ice , mist and fog when the rear 
window defrost is activated.
Do not remove ice from the mirrors with a scraper o r attempt to readjust the 
mirror glass if it is frozen in place.
These actions could cause damage to the glass and m irrors.

SPEED CONTROL
With speed control set, you can maintain a set spee d without keeping your foot 
on the accelerator pedal.

Do not use the speed control in heavy traffic or on  roads that are winding, 
slippery or unpaved.

Setting speed control
The controls for using your speed control are locat ed on the steering wheel for 
your convenience.
1. Press the ON control and release it.
2. Accelerate to the desired speed.

3. Press the SET + control and 
release it.
4. Take your foot off the accelerator pedal.
5. The indicator light on the instrument cluster wil l turn on.

Note:
*  Vehicle speed may vary momentarily when driving up and down a steep hill.
*  If the vehicle speed increases above the set spe ed on a downhill, you may 
want to apply the brakes to reduce the speed.
*  If the vehicle speed decreases more than 10 mph (16 km/h) below your set 
speed on an uphill, your speed control will disenga ge.
*  If the vehicle speed decreases to 30 mph (48 km/ h) or less, your speed 
control will disengage

Disengaging speed control
To disengage the speed control:
*  Depress the brake pedal
Disengaging the speed control will not erase previo us set speed.

 



 

Resuming a set speed
Press the RESUME control and release it. This will automatically return the 
vehicle to the previously set speed.

Increasing speed while using speed control
There are three ways to set a higher speed:
*  Press and hold the SET + control until you get t o the desired
speed, then release the control.
*  Press and release the SET + control to operate t he Tap-Up function. Each tap 
will increase the set speed by 1 mph
(1.6 km/h).
*  Use the accelerator pedal to get to the desired speed. When the vehicle 
reaches that speed press and release the SET + cont rol.

Reducing speed while using speed control
There are three ways to reduce a set speed:
*  Press and hold the SET - control until you get t o the desired
speed, then release the control.
*  Press and release the SET - control to operate t he Tap-Down function. Each 
tap will decrease the set speed by 1 mph
(1.6 km/h).
*  Depress the brake pedal until the desired vehicl e speed is reached, press the 
SET + control.

Turning off speed control
There are two ways to turn off the speed control:
*  Press the speed control OFF
control.
*  Turn OFF the ignition.
Note: When you turn off the speed control or the ig nition, your speed control 
set speed memory is erased.

STEERING WHEEL CONTROLS (IF EQUIPPED)

Driving while distracted can result in loss of vehi cle control, accident and 
injury. Ford strongly recommends that drivers use
extreme caution when using any device that may take  their focus off the road. 
The drivers primary responsibility is the safe oper ation of their vehicle. Only 
use steering wheel controls and other devices not e ssential to the driving task 
when it is safe to do so.

These controls allow you to operate some audio cont rol features.

Radio control features
Press MEDIA to select:
*  AM, FM1, FM2, or CD
*  LINE IN (Auxiliary input jack) (if equipped)

In Radio mode:
*  Press to access the next/previous preset station.
In CD mode:
*  Press to listen to the next track on the disc.

 



 

In any mode:
*  Press VOL + or - to adjust the volume.

MOON ROOF (IF EQUIPPED)

Do not let children play with the moon roof or leav e children unattended in the 
vehicle. They may seriously hurt themselves.

When closing the moon roof, you should verify that it is free of
obstructions and ensure that children and/or pets a re not in the
proximity of the moon roof opening.

To operate the moon roof:
*  The moon roof is equipped with an automatic, one -touch, express opening 
feature. Press and
release the rear portion of the control. To stop mo tion at any time during the 
one-touch opening, press the control again.

*  To close, press and hold the front portion of th e control until the
moon roof comes to a complete stop then release the  control.
To operate the moon roof vent position:
*  To open, press and hold the front portion of the  control. This will open the 
vent.
*  To close, press and hold the rear portion of the  control until the moon roof 
comes to a complete stop then release the control.
Note: If the battery is disconnected, discharged, o r a new battery is installed, 
the moon roof needs to be opened to the vent positi on to reset the moon roof 
positions.
If you open and close the moon roof repeatedly, the  moon roof motor may overheat 
and shut down for 45 seconds while the motor cools.

MESSAGE CENTER
With the ignition in the RUN
position, the message center,
located on your instrument cluster,
displays important vehicle and daily
driving information through a
constant monitor of vehicle
systems. You may select display features on the mes sage center for a
display of status. The system will also notify you of potential vehicle
problems with a display of system warnings followed  by an indicator
chime.

Selectable features

 



 

Reset
Press this control to select and reset functions sh own in the INFO menu and 
SETUP menu.

Info menu
This control displays the following control display s:
*  Trip Odometer A or B
*  Distance to Empty
*  Average Fuel Economy (if equipped)
*  Instantaneous Fuel Economy (if equipped)
*  Electric Energy
*  Blank (odometer off)
Note: If equipped with a Navigation Screen, the Ave rage Fuel Economy and 
Instantaneous Fuel Economy will display in that scr een instead of
the message center display.
Odometer/Trip odometer
Refer to Gauges in the Instrument Cluster chapter.
Distance to empty (DTE)
Selecting this function from the INFO menu will giv e you an estimate of how far 
you can drive
with the fuel remaining in your tank under normal d riving conditions. Remember 
to turn the ignition OFF
when refueling your vehicle. Otherwise, the display  will not show the addition 
of fuel for a few miles (kilometers). DTE will vary  according to your driving 
habits.
Average fuel economy (AFE) (if equipped)
Selecting this function from the
INFO menu will display your
average fuel economy in miles/gallon
or liters/100 km.
If you calculate your average fuel
economy by dividing miles traveled by gallons of fu el used (liters of fuel
by used 100 kilometers traveled), your figure may b e different than
displayed for the following reasons:
*  your vehicle was not perfectly level during fill -up
*  differences in the automatic shut-off points on the fuel pumps at service 
stations

*  variations in top-off procedure from one fill-up  to another
*  rounding off the displayed values to the nearest  0.1 gallon (liter)
1. Drive the vehicle at least 5 miles (8 km) with t he speed control system 
engaged to display a stabilized average.
2. Record the highway fuel economy for future refer ence.
It is important to press the RESET control after se tting the speed control to 
get accurate highway fuel economy readings.
To reset back to zero, press and hold the RESET but ton for 2 seconds.
Instantaneous fuel economy (if equipped)
Select this function from the INFO menu to display your instantaneous fuel 
economy. This will display your fuel economy as a B ar Graph
ranging from poor economy
to excellent economy.
Your vehicle must be moving to calculate instantane ous fuel economy.

 



 

When your vehicle is not moving, this function show s , one or no bars 
illuminated. Instantaneous fuel economy cannot be r eset.
Electric Energy
Select this function from the INFO menu for the sta te of charge of the high 
voltage battery. For normal operation "ELECT ENERGY  OK"
will be displayed.

Setup menu
Press this control for the following displays:
*  Reset to English (if in another language)
*  System Check
*  Oil Life
*  Units (English/Metric)
*  Autolamp Delay (if equipped)
*  Autolock (if equipped)

*  Autounlock (if equipped)
*  Language

Reset to English (if in another language)
When entering the SETUP MENU
and a non-English language has
been selected, "PRESS RESET FOR
ENGLISH" will be displayed to
change back to English.
Press the RESET control to change back to English.

System check
Selecting this function from the SETUP menu causes the message center to cycle 
through each of the systems being monitored. For ea ch of the monitored systems, 
the message center will indicate either
an OK message or a warning message for four seconds .
Pressing the RESET control cycles the message cente r through each of the systems 
being monitored. If you don't press any button, the  system will cycle itself.
The sequence of the system check report is as follo ws:
1. Oil life
2. Electric drive
3. Brake system
4. Liftgate and glass
5. DTE/Fuel level

Oil life
An oil change is required whenever indicated by the  message center. USE ONLY 
RECOMMENDED ENGINE OILS.
To reset the oil monitoring system to 100% after ea ch oil change (approximately 
10,000 miles [16,000 km] or 12 months) perform the following:

1. Press and release the SETUP 
control to display "OIL LIFE = 
XXX% HOLD RESET = NEW".

2. Press and hold the RESET

 



 

control for 2 seconds and release.
Oil life is set to 100% and "OIL LIFE
SET TO 100%" is displayed.
3. While "OIL LIFE SET TO 100%"
is displayed, if a lower oil life start
value is desired, press and release the RESET contr ol to reduce the start 
value. Each press of the RESET control reduces the value by 10 percent.
Note: Oil life start value of 100% equals 10,000 mi les [16,000 km] or 12 months. 
For example, setting oil life start value to 60% se ts the oil life start value 
to 6,000 miles (9,600 km) and 219 days.
Units (English/Metric)
1. Select this function from the SETUP menu for the  current units to be 
displayed.
2. Press the RESET control to change the message di splay from English to Metric.
Autolamp delay
This feature keeps your headlights on for up to thr ee minutes after the ignition 
is switched off.
1. To disable/enable the autolamp delay feature, se lect this function from the 
SETUP control for the current display mode.
2. Press the RESET control to select the new Autola mp delay values of 0,
10, 20, 30, 60, 90, 120 or 180 seconds.
Autolock
This feature automatically locks all vehicle doors when the vehicle is shifted 
into any gear, putting the vehicle in motion.

1. To disable/enable the autolock 
feature, select this function from the 
SETUP control for the current
display mode.
2. Press the RESET control to turn the autolock ON or OFF.
Autounlock
This feature automatically unlocks all vehicle door s when the driver's door is 
opened within 10 minutes of the ignition being turn ed off.
1. To disable/enable the autounlock feature, select  this function from the SETUP 
control for the current
display mode.
2. Press the RESET control switch to turn the autou nlock ON or OFF.
Language
1. Select this function from the SETUP menu for the  current language to be 
displayed.
2. Waiting 4 seconds or pressing the
RESET control cycles the message
center through each of the language choices.
Selectable languages are English, Spanish, or Frenc h.
3. Press and hold the RESET control for 2 seconds t o set the language choice.
System warnings/information
System warnings alert you to possible problems or m alfunctions in your vehicle's 
operating systems.
In the event of a multiple warning situation, the m essage center will cycle the 
display to show all warnings by displaying each one  for four seconds.
The message center will display the last selected f eature if there are no more 
warning messages. This allows you to use the full f unctionality of the message 
center after you acknowledge the warning by pressin g the RESET control and 
clearing the warning message.

 



 

Warning messages that have been reset are divided i nto two categories:
*  They will reappear on the display ten minutes fr om the reset.
*  They will not reappear until an ignition LOCK-RU N cycle has been completed if 
the fault condition still exists.
This acts as a reminder that these warning conditio ns still exist within the 
vehicle.
WarningsStatusDriver door ajarWarning cannot be res etPassenger door ajarRear 
left door ajarRear right door ajarStop safely nowWa rning returns after 10 
minutes if
condition still existsHigh engine temperatureHigh m otor temperaturePark brake 
engagedXXX miles (km) to empty fuel
level lowLiftgate/Glass ajarWarning returns after t he ignition key
is turned from OFF to RUN.Service brake systemLow b rake fluidRegen brakes 
disabledLow tire pressureTire pressure monitor faul tTire pressure sensor 
faultXX% oil life change soonOil change requiredDRIVER required
DRIVER DOOR AJAR. Displayed when the driver door is not 
completely closed.
PASSENGER DOOR AJAR. Displayed when the passenger d oor is not completely closed.
REAR LEFT DOOR AJAR. Displayed when the rear left d oor is not completely closed.
REAR RIGHT DOOR AJAR. Displayed when the rear right  door is not completely 
closed.

STOP SAFELY NOW. Displayed when the Master electric al hazard warning lamp is 
illuminated indicating a Hybrid component failure. If this warning occurs, the 
vehicle will soon shutdown without further warning,  stop the vehicle as soon as 
safely possible and contact your authorized dealer as soon as possible.
HIGH ENGINE TEMPERATURE. Displayed when the engine coolant
is overheating. Engine coolant temperature warning lamp will illuminate
indicating coolant temperature is high. Stop the ve hicle as soon as safely
possible, turn off the engine and let it cool. Chec k the coolant and
coolant level. Refer to Engine coolant in the Maint enance and
Specifications chapter. If the warning stays on or continues to come on,
contact your authorized dealer as soon as possible.

When the engine and radiator are hot, scalding cool ant and steam may shoot out 
under pressure and cause serious injury.
Do not remove the cooling system cap when the engin e and radiator are hot.

HIGH MOTOR TEMPERATURE. Displayed when the motor
electronics are overheating. Stop the vehicle as so on as safely possible,
turn off the engine and let it cool. Refer to Engin e coolant and
motor/electronics coolant in the Maintenance and Sp ecifications
chapter. If the warning stays on or continues to co me on, contact your
authorized dealer as soon as possible.
PARK BRAKE ENGAGED. Displayed when the manual park brake is set, the engine is 
running and the vehicle is driven more than 3 mph
(5 km). If the warning stays on after the park brak e is released, contact your 
authorized dealer as soon as possible.
XXX MILES TO EMPTY FUEL LEVEL LOW. Displayed as an early reminder of a low fuel 
condition.
LIFTGATE/GLASS AJAR. Displayed when the liftgate or  liftgate glass
is not completely closed. Press RESET to reset disp lay.

 



 

SERVICE BRAKE SYSTEM. Displayed when the braking sy stem is not operating 
properly. If the warning stays on or continues to c ome on, contact your 
authorized dealer as soon as possible.
LOW BRAKE FLUID. Indicates the brake fluid level is  low and the brake system 
should be inspected immediately. Refer to Brake flu id reservoir in the 
Maintenance and Specifications chapter.
REGEN BRAKES DISABLED. Indicates the regenerative b raking system is disabled at 
this moment. Please see your authorized dealer if t his warning remains present 
over several days.

LOW TIRE PRESSURE. Displayed when one or more tires  on your 
vehicle have low tire pressure. Refer to Inflating Your Tires your tires  in the 
Tires, 
Wheels and Loading chapter.
TIRE PRESSURE MONITOR FAULT. Displayed when the Tir e
Pressure Monitoring System is malfunctioning. If th e warning stays on or
continues to come on, have the system inspected by your authorized
dealer.
TIRE PRESSURE SENSOR FAULT. Displayed when a tire p ressure sensor is 
malfunctioning, or your spare tire is in use. For m ore
information on how the system operates under these conditions, refer to
Understanding Your Tire Pressure Monitoring System Tire pressure monitoring 
system  in the Tires, Wheels and Loading 
chapter. If the warning stays on or continues to co me on, have the 
system inspected by your authorized dealer
XX% OIL LIFE CHANGE SOON/OIL CHANGE REQUIRED.
Displayed when the engine oil life remaining is 10%  or less. When oil life
left is between 10% and 0%, the XX% OIL LIFE CHANGE  SOON
message will be displayed. When oil life left reach es 0%, the OIL
CHANGE REQUIRED message will be displayed.

LIFTGATE
*  To open the liftgate window, unlock the liftgate  (with the power door locks 
or the remote entry) and push the right side contro l button under the license 
plate lamp shield.
*  To open the liftgate, unlock the liftgate (with the power door locks or the 
remote entry) and push the middle control button un der the license plate lamp 
shield.
To lock the liftgate and the liftgate window, use t he power door locks. Do not 
open the liftgate or liftgate glass in a garage or other enclosed
area with a low ceiling. If the liftgate glass is r aised and the liftgate is
also opened, both liftgate and glass could be damag ed against a low
ceiling.
Do not leave the liftgate or liftgate glass open wh ile driving. Doing so
could cause serious damage to the liftgate and its components as well as
allowing carbon monoxide to enter the vehicle.

Make sure that the liftgate door and/or window are closed to
prevent exhaust fumes from being drawn into the veh icle.
Exhaust fumes contain carbon monoxide which can inj ure your lungs
and cause drowsiness and even death. This will also  prevent
passengers and cargo from falling out. If you must drive with the
liftgate door or window open, keep the vents open s o outside air comes

 



 

into the vehicle.

CARGO AREA FEATURES Cargo shade (if equipped)

If your vehicle has a cargo shade, you can use it t o cover items in the cargo 
area of your vehicle.
To install the shade:
*  Insert the ends of the cargo
shade into the mounting features
located behind the rear seat on
the rear trim panels.
To operate the shade:
1. Grasp the rear edge of the cargo shade and pull rearward.
2. Secure both ends of the support rod into the ret ention slots located on the 
rear quarter trim panels.

Ensure that the posts are properly latched in mount ing features. 
The cover may cause injury in a sudden stop or acci dent if it is
not securely installed.

Do not place any objects on the cargo area shade. T hey may
obstruct your vision or strike occupants of vehicle  in the case of
a sudden stop or collision.

LUGGAGE RACK
Your vehicle is equipped with a roof rack. The maxi mum load for the
roof rack is 100 lbs lb  (44 kg), evenly distributed on the cross-bars. If it is 
not possible to evenly distribute the load, positio n it in the center or as far 
forward on the cross-bars as possible.
Do not use the vehicle's door handles as tie down l oops. Use the tie-down loops 
on the thumbwheels to secure load.

To adjust the cross-bar (if equipped) position:
1. Loosen the thumbwheel at both ends of the cross- bar (both
cross-bars are adjustable).
2. Slide the cross-bar to the desired location.
3. Tighten the thumbwheel at both ends of the cross -bar.

To remove the cross-bar assembly (if equipped) from  the roof rack side rails:
1. Loosen the thumbwheel at both ends of the cross- bar (both
cross-bars are adjustable).

2. Slide the cross-bar to the end of 
the rail.

 



 

3. Use a long, flat object to depress the tongue in  the endcaps on both sides of 
the cross-bar.
4. Slide the cross-bar assembly off the end of the rail.

To reinstall the cross-bar assembly (if equipped) t o the roof rack
side rails:
1. Ensure that both cross-bar assemblies are instal led with the F (front) arrow 
facing towards the front of the vehicle.
2. Use a long, flat object to depress the tongue in  the endcaps on both sides of 
the cross-bar.
3. Slide the cross-bar assemblies over the end cap tongue and into the side 
rails.

4. Tighten thumbwheel at both ends 
of the cross-bar.

KEYS
Your vehicle is equipped with two Integrated Keyhea d Transmitters (IKTs). The 
IKT functions as both a programmed ignition key tha t operates all the locks and 
starts the vehicle, and a remote keyless entry tran smitter.

Your IKTs are programmed to your vehicle; using a n on-programmed key
will not permit your vehicle to start. If you lose your authorized dealer
supplied IKTs, replacement IKTs are available throu gh your authorized
dealer. Standard SecuriLock ° (tm)  keys without remote entry transmitter
functionality can also be purchased from your autho rized dealer if
desired.
Always carry a spare key with you in case of an eme rgency.
For more information regarding programming replacem ent IKTs, refer to the 
SecuriLocW ° SecuriLock(tm)  passive anti-theft system section later in this 
chapter.
Note: Your vehicle's IKTs were issued with an adhes ive security label on them 
that provides important vehicle key cut
information. It is recommended that you maintain th e label in a safe
place for future reference, such as the inside fron t cover of this Owner's 
Guide.

RECOMMENDED HANDLING OF THE INTEGRATED KEYHEAD

 



 

Recommended handling of the Integrated Keyhead Tran smitter
TRANSMITTER (IKT)
To avoid inadvertently activating the remote entry functions of your vehicle, it 
is recommended that the Integrated Keyhead Transmit ter (IKT) be handled properly 
when starting and turning off your vehicle.
When inserting the IKT into the ignition cylinder, place your thumb
on the center thumb rest of the IKT and forefinger on the logo badge on the 
opposite side.

To gain more leverage when rotating the IKT in the ignition lock cylinder, you 
can readjust the location of
your thumb to grasp the IKT on the
outer edge next to the control.

Likewise, when rotating the IKT to the 1 (LOCK) pos ition in the ignition lock 
cylinder, the bottom edge of the IKT adjacent to th e
control can be utilized.

POWER DOOR LOCKS
*  Press the control to unlock all doors.
*  Press the control to lock all doors.

Door key unlocking/locking
Unlocking the doors
Turn the key in the door cylinder to unlock the dri ver's door only. All other 
doors will remain locked.
Locking the doors
Turn the key in the door cylinder to lock the drive r's door only.

Autolock
The autolock feature will lock all the doors, liftg ate and liftgate window when:
*  all doors are closed,
*  the ignition is in the 3 (ON) position,
*  you shift into any gear putting the vehicle in m otion, and
*  the vehicle attains a speed greater than 12 mph (20 km/h). The autolock 
feature repeats when:
*  any door is opened then closed while the ignitio n is in the 3 (ON)
position and the vehicle speed is 9 mph (15 km/h) o r lower, and
*  the vehicle attains a speed greater than 12 mph (20 km/h).
Deactivating/activating autolock
Your vehicle comes with the autolock feature enable d. There are four methods to 
enable/disable this feature:

 



 

*  Through your authorized dealer, or
*  Performing the power door lock control procedure , or
*  Performing the keyless entry key pad (if equippe d) procedure, or
*  Performing the message center (if equipped) proc edure.

Note: The autolock feature can be activated/deactiv ated independently of the 
autounlock feature.
Before following the activation or deactivation pro cedures, make sure
that the anti-theft system is not armed, ignition i s in the 1 (OFF/LOCK)
position, and all vehicle doors, liftgate and liftg ate window are closed.
Power door unlock/lock procedure
You must complete Steps 1-5 within
30 seconds or the procedure will
have to be repeated. If the
procedure needs to be repeated,
you must wait 30 seconds. Note:
All doors must be closed and
remain closed throughout the
configuration process.
1. The ignition must be off to begin sequence.
2. Turn the ignition to the 3 (ON) position.
3. Press the power door unlock control three times.
4. Turn the ignition from the 3 (ON) to the 1 (OFF/ LOCK) position.
5. Press the power door unlock control three times.
6. Turn the ignition back to the 3 (ON) position. T he horn will chirp.
7. Press the unlock control, then press the lock co ntrol. The horn will chirp 
once if autolock was deactivated or twice (one shor t and one long chirp) if 
autolock was activated.
8. Turn the ignition to the 1 (OFF/LOCK) position. The horn will chirp once to 
confirm the procedure is complete.
Keyless entry key pad procedure
1. Turn the ignition to the 1 (OFF/LOCK) position.
2. Close all doors, the liftgate and liftgate windo w.
3. Enter 5-digit entry code
4. Press and hold the 3 * 4. While holding the 3 * 4 press the 7 * 8.
5. Release the 7 * 8.
6. Release the 3 * 4.
The user should receive a horn chirp to indicate th e system has been disabled or 
a chirp followed by a honk to indicate the system h as been enabled.

Message center procedure
For information on activating/deactivating the auto lock feature using the 
vehicle's message center (if equipped), refer to Me ssage center information in 
the Driver Controls chapter.

Autounlock
The autounlock feature will unlock all the doors wh en:
*  the ignition is in the 3 (RUN) position, all the  doors are closed, and the 
vehicle has been in motion at a speed greater than 12 mph
(20 km/h);
*  the vehicle has then come to a stop and the igni tion is turned to the 1 
(OFF/LOCK) or 2 (ACC) position; and
*  the driver door is opened within 10 minutes of t he ignition being 
transitioned to the 1 (LOCK) or 2 (ACC) position.

 



 

Note: The doors will not autounlock if the vehicle has been electronically 
locked before the driver door is opened.
Deactivating/activating autounlock
Your vehicle comes with the autounlock feature acti vated. There are four methods 
to enable/disable this feature:
*  Through your authorized dealer, or
*  by using the power door unlock/lock sequence,
*  Performing the keyless entry key pad procedure ( if equipped), or
*  by using the instrument cluster message center ( if equipped). Refer to
Message center in the Driver Controls chapter.
Note: The autounlock feature can be activated/deact ivated independently of the 
autolock feature.
Power door lock switch autounlock enable/disable pr ocedure
Before starting, ensure the ignition is in the 1 (L OCK) position and all vehicle 
doors are closed. You must complete Steps 1-5 withi n 30 seconds or the procedure 
will have to be repeated. If the procedure needs to  be repeated, wait a minimum 
of 30 seconds before beginning again.
1. Place the key in the ignition and turn the ignit ion to the 3 (RUN)
position.

2. Press the power door unlock control on the door panel three times.
3. Turn the ignition from the 3 (RUN) position to t he 1 (LOCK) position.
4. Press the power door unlock control on the door panel three times.
5. Turn the ignition back to the 3 (RUN) position. The horn will chirp
one time to confirm programming mode has been enter ed and is active.
6. To enable/disable the autounlock feature, press the lock control, then press 
the unlock control. The horn will chirp once if aut ounlock was deactivated or 
twice (one short and one long chirp) if autounlock was activated.
7. Turn the ignition to the 1 (LOCK) position. The horn will chirp once to 
confirm the procedure is complete.

Keyless entry key pad autounlock enable/disable pro cedure
1. Turn the ignition to the 1 (LOCK) position.
2. Close all doors.
3. Enter factory-set 5-digit entry code.
4. Press and hold the 3 * 4. While holding the 3 * 4, press and release the 7 * 
8. While still holding the 3 * 4, press and release  the 7 * 8 a  second time.
5. Release the 3 * 4.
The user should receive a horn chirp to indicate th e system has been disabled or 
a chirp followed by a honk to indicate the system h as been enabled.

Message center procedure
For information on activating/deactivating the auto unlock feature using the 
vehicle's message center (if equipped), refer to Me ssage center information in 
the Driver Controls chapter.

Smart unlocking feature
The smart unlocking feature helps prevent you from locking yourself out
of the vehicle. With the key in any ignition positi on, the driver's door will
automatically unlock if it is locked using the powe r lock control on the
driver's door panel while the driver's door is open .

CHILDPROOF DOOR LOCKS

 



 

When these locks are set, the rear doors cannot be opened from the inside. The 
rear doors can be opened from the outside when the doors are unlocked.
The childproof locks are located on rear edge of ea ch rear door and must be set 
separately for each door.
NOTE: Setting the lock for one door will not automa tically set the
lock for both doors so you must set each child lock  on each door separately.
Insert the key and turn in the direction of arrow s hown on the door to engage 
the child proof lock. Turn in the opposite directio n to disengage childproof 
locks.

REMOTE ENTRY SYSTEM (IF EQUIPPED)
The Integrated Keyhead Transmitter (IKT) complies w ith part 15 of the FCC rules 
and with RSS-210 of Industry Canada. Operation is s ubject to the following two 
conditions: (1) This device may not cause harmful i nterference, and (2) This 
device must accept any interference received, inclu ding interference that may 
cause undesired operation.
Changes or modifications not expressly approved by the party responsible for 
compliance could void the user's authority to opera te the equipment.

The typical operating range for your
IKT is approximately 33 feet (10 
meters). A decrease in operating 
range could be caused by:
*  weather conditions,
*  nearby radio towers,
*  structures around the vehicle, or
*  other vehicles parked next to your vehicle.
The IKT allows you to:
*  remotely unlock the vehicle doors.
*  remotely lock all the vehicle doors.
*  remotely open the power liftgate glass.
*  activate the personal alarm.
*  operate the illuminated entry feature.
The remote entry lock/unlock feature operates in an y ignition position except 
while the key is held in the 4 (START) position. Th e panic feature operates with 
the key in the 1 (LOCK) position.
If there are problems with the remote entry system,  make sure to take ALL 
Integrated Keyhead Transmitters with you to the aut horized dealer in order to 
aid in troubleshooting the problem.
Two step door unlocking

1. Press and release to unlock the driver's door. No te: The interior lamps 
will illuminate if the lamp is in the DOOR position .
2. Press and release again within three seconds to u nlock the passenger 
doors, the liftgate and liftgate glass.
The battery saver feature will turn off the interio r lamps 10 minutes after the 
ignition is turned to the 1 (OFF/LOCK) position.
One step door unlocking
If the one step door unlocking feature is activated , press and release once to 
unlock all of the doors, the liftgate and liftgate glass. Note: The interior 
lamps will illuminate (refer to Illuminated entry i nformation
later in this section), if the control on the overh ead lamp is in the DOOR
position.

 



 

Switching from two step to one step door unlocking
Unlocking can be switched between two step and one step door unlocking by 
pressing and holding both and buttons simultaneously on the remote entry 
transmitter for approximately 4 4
seconds. The turn signal will flash twice to indica te that the vehicle has
switched to one step unlocking. Repeat the procedur e to switch back to two step 
unlocking.

Locking the doors

1. Press and release to lock all the doors. Assuming  all vehicle doors and 
the liftgate are properly closed and the park/turn lamps will flash once.
2. Press and release again within three seconds to c onfirm that all the doors 
and liftgate are closed and locked. Note: The doors  will lock again and the horn 
will chirp once.
If any of the doors or the hood are not properly cl osed, the horn will chirp 
twice and park/turn lamps will not flash when the co ntrol is pressed.

Opening the liftgate (if equipped)
Press twice within 3 seconds to open the liftgate gl ass.

Car finder
Press twice within 3three  seconds. The horn will chirp and the turn lamps wi ll 
flash. It is recommended that this method be used t o locate your vehicle, rather 
than using the panic alarm.

Sounding a panic alarm
Press  and hold for 1.5 seconds to activate the alarm. To deactivate the 
feature, press the 
control again, turn the ignition to the 3 (RUN) or 4 (START) position, or wait 
for the alarm to time out in approximately 3 minute s.
Note: The panic alarm will only operate when the ig nition is in the 1 (LOCK) 
position.

Replacing the battery
The Integrated Keyhead Transmitter uses one coin ty pe three-volt lithium battery 
CR2032 or equivalent.

To replace the battery:
1. Twist a thin coin in the slot of the IKT near th e key ring in order to remove 
the battery cover.

2. Do not wipe off any grease on the battery termin als on the back
surface of the circuit board.

 



 

3. Remove the old battery. Note: Please refer to lo cal regulations when
disposing of transmitter batteries.
4. Insert the new battery. Refer to the instruction s inside the IKT for the 
correct orientation of the battery. Press the batte ry down to ensure that the 
battery is fully seated in the battery housing cavi ty.
5. Snap the battery cover back onto the key.
Note: Replacement of the battery will not cause the  IKT to become deprogrammed 
from your vehicle. The IKT should operate normally after battery replacement.

Replacing lost Integrated Keyhead Transmitters (IKT s)
If you would like to have your Integrated Keyhead T ransmitters reprogrammed 
because you lost one, or would like to buy addition al
IKTs, you can either reprogram them yourself, or ta ke all IKTs to your 
authorized dealer for reprogramming.
How to reprogram your Integrated Keyhead Transmitte rs (IKTs)
To program a new Integrated Keyhead Transmitter you rself, refer to
Programming spare Weyskeys  in the SecuriLocW ° SecuriLock(tm)  passive anti-theft
section of this chapter. Note: At least two IKTs ar e required to perform
this procedure yourself.

Illuminated entry
The interior lamps and puddle lamps (if equipped) i lluminate when the Integrated 
Keyhead Transmitter or the keyless entry system key pad is used to unlock the 
door(s).
The illuminated entry system will turn off the inte rior lights if:
*  the ignition is turned to the 3 (RUN) position, or
*  the Integrated Keyhead Transmitter lock control is pressed, or
*  the vehicle is locked using the keyless entry ke ypad (if equipped), or
*  after 25 seconds of illumination. The inside lig hts will not turn off if:
*  they have been turned on with the dimmer control , or
*  any door is open.
Illuminated exit
*  The interior lights will illuminate when the key  is removed from the 
ignition.
The lamps automatically turn off after 25 seconds. The dome and cargo lamp 
controls must not be set to the OFF position for th e illuminated exit system to 
operate.

Perimeter lamps illuminated entry
With the Integrated Keyhead Transmitter system, the  following items will 
illuminate when the (unlock) control on the transmit ter is pressed:
*  Head lamps
*  Park lamps
*  Tail lamps
The lamps will automatically turn off:
*  if the ignition switch is turned to the 3 (RUN) position, or
*  the IKT (lock) control is pressed, or
*  after 25 seconds of illumination.
Note: On some vehicles, the perimeter lamps illumin ated entry feature will not 
activate in daylight conditions.
Deactivating/activating perimeter lamps illuminated  entry
You may enable/disable this feature by having your vehicle serviced by your 
authorized dealer.

 



 

You may also perform the following power door lock sequence to enable/disable 
the perimeter lamps feature. Note: Before starting,  ensure the ignition is in 
the 1 (LOCK) position and all vehicle doors are clo sed.
You must complete Steps 1-5 within 30 seconds or th e procedure will have to be 
repeated. If the procedure needs to be repeated, wa it a minimum of 30 seconds 
before beginning again.
1. The ignition must be OFF to begin the sequence.
2. Place the key in the ignition and turn the ignit ion to the 3 (RUN) position.
3. Press the power door unlock control on the door panel three times.
4. Turn the ignition from the 3 (RUN) position to t he 1 (LOCK) position.
5. Press the power door unlock control on the door panel three times.
6. Turn the ignition back to the 3 (RUN) position. The horn will chirp
one time to confirm programming mode has been enter ed and is active.
7. Press the power door unlock control twice within  5 seconds. Note: The horn 
will chirp once to indicate the perimeter lighting feature has been deactivated. 
The horn will chirp once and honk once (one short a nd one long) to indicate the 
perimeter lighting feature has been activated.
8. Turn the ignition to the 1 (LOCK) position to ex it the procedure.
Note: The horn will chirp once to confirm the proce dure is complete.

SECURILOCK° (tm)  PASSIVE ANTI-THEFT SYSTEM
SecuriLock ° (tm)  passive anti-theft system is an engine immobilizat ion system. 
This system is designed to help prevent the engine from being started unless a 
coded Integrated Keyhead Transmitter (IKT) programm ed to your vehicle is used. 
The use of the wrong type of coded key may lead to a "no-start" condition.
Your vehicle comes with two coded Integrated Keyhea d Transmitters; additional 
coded IKTs may be purchased from your authorized de aler. Standard 
SecuriLock ° (tm)  keys without remote entry transmitter functionalit y can also be 
purchased from your authorized dealer if desired. T he authorized dealer can 
program your spare IKTs to your

vehicle or you can program the IKTs yourself. Refer  to Programming spare 
Integrated Keyhead Transmitters for instructions on  how to program the coded 
key.
Note: The SecuriLock ° (tm)  passive anti-theft system is not compatible with n on-
Ford aftermarket remote start systems. Use of these  systems may result in 
vehicle starting problems and a loss of security pr otection.
Note: Large metallic objects, electronic devices th at are used to purchase 
gasoline or similar items, or a second coded key on  the same key chain may cause 
vehicle starting issues. You need to prevent these objects from touching the 
coded IKT while starting the engine. These objects will not cause damage to the 
coded IKT, but may cause a momentary issue if they are too close to the IKT when 
starting the engine. If a problem occurs, turn the ignition off, remove all 
objects on the key chain away from the coded IKT an d restart the engine.

Anti-theft indicator
The anti-theft indicator is located in the instrume nt panel cluster.

*  When the ignition is in the 1 (LOCK) position, t he indicator
will flash once every 2 seconds to indicate the Sec uriLock ° (tm)  system is 
functioning as a theft deterrent.
*  When the ignition is in the 3 (RUN) position, th e indicator will glow for 3 
seconds to indicate normal system functionality.

 



 

If a problem occurs with the SecuriLock ° (tm)  system, the indicator will flash 
rapidly or glow steadily when the ignition is in th e 3 (RUN) position. If
this occurs, the vehicle will not start and should be taken to an authorized 
dealer for service.

Automatic arming
The vehicle is armed immediately after switching th e ignition to the 1 (LOCK) 
position.
The theft indicator will flash every two seconds to  act as a theft deterrent 
when the vehicle is armed.

Automatic disarming
The vehicle is disarmed immediately after the ignit ion is turned to the 3 (RUN) 
position.

The theft indicator will illuminate for three secon ds and then go out. If
the theft indicator stays on for an extended period  of time or flashes rapidly, 
have the system serviced by your authorized dealer.

Replacement Integrated Keyless Transmitters (IKT) a nd coded keys
Note: Your vehicle comes equipped with two Integrat ed Keyhead
Transmitters (IKTs). The IKT functions as both a pr ogrammed ignition
key that operates all the locks and starts the vehi cle, as well as a remote 
keyless entry transmitter. A maximum of eight coded  keys can be programmed to 
your vehicle; only four of these eight keys can be IKTs
with remote entry functionality.
If your IKTs or standard SecuriLock ° (tm)  coded keys are lost or stolen and you 
don't have an extra coded key, you will need to hav e your vehicle towed to an 
authorized dealer. The key codes need to be erased from 
your vehicle and new coded keys will need to be pro grammed.
Replacing coded keys can be very costly. Store an e xtra programmed key away from 
the vehicle in a safe place to help prevent any
inconveniences. Please visit an authorized dealer t o purchase additional spare 
or replacement keys.

Programming spare keys
You can program your own Integrated Keyhead Transmi tters or standard
SecuriLock ° (tm)  coded keys to your vehicle. This procedure will pr ogram both the 
engine immobilizer keycode and the remote entry tra nsmitter portion of the IKT 
to your vehicle. Note: A maximum of eight coded
keys can be programmed to your vehicle; only four o f these eight can be
IKTs with remote entry functionality.
Tips:
*  Only use Integrated Keyhead Transmitters (IKTs) or standard
SecuriLock ° (tm)  keys.

*  You must have two previously programmed coded ke ys (keys that already operate 
your vehicle's engine) and the new unprogrammed key (s) readily accessible.
*  If two previously programmed coded keys are not available, you must take your 
vehicle to your authorized dealer to have the spare  key(s) programmed.

Please read and understand the
entire procedure before you begin.
1. Insert the first previously programmed coded key  into the ignition.

 



 

2. Turn the ignition from the 1 (LOCK) position to the 3 (RUN) position. Keep 
the ignition in the 3 (RUN) position for at least t hree seconds, but
no more than 10 seconds.
3. Turn the ignition to the 1 (LOCK) position and r emove the first coded key 
from the ignition.
4. Within ten seconds of turning the ignition to th e 1 (LOCK) position, insert 
the second previously coded key into the ignition.
5. Turn the ignition from the 1 (LOCK) position to the 3 (RUN) position. Keep 
the ignition in the 3 (RUN) position for at least t hree seconds, but
no more than 10 seconds.
6. Turn the ignition to the 1 (LOCK) position and r emove the second previously 
programmed coded key from the ignition.
7. Within twenty seconds of turning the ignition to  the 1 (LOCK)
position and removing the previously programmed cod ed key, insert the
new unprogrammed key (new key/valet key) into the i gnition.
8. Turn the ignition from the 1 (LOCK) position to the 3 (RUN) position. Keep 
the ignition in the 3 (RUN) position for at least s ix seconds.
9. Remove the newly programmed coded key from the i gnition.
If the key has been successfully programmed it will  start the vehicle's engine 
and will operate the remote entry system (if the ne w key is an Integrated 
Keyhead Transmitter). The theft indicator light wil l illuminate for three 
seconds and then go out to indicate successful prog ramming.
If the key was not successfully programmed, it will  not start your vehicle's 
engine and/or will not operate the remote entry fea tures. The
theft indicator light may flash on and off. Wait 20  seconds and you may repeat 
Steps 1 through 8. If failure repeats, bring your v ehicle to your authorized 
dealer to have the new key(s) programmed.
To program additional new unprogrammed key(s), wait  twenty seconds and then 
repeat this procedure from Step 1.

FRONT SEATS
Notes:

Reclining the seatback can cause an occupant to sli de under the seat's safety 
belt, resulting in severe personal injuries in the
event of a collision.

Do not pile cargo higher than the seatbacks to redu ce the risk of
injury in a collision or sudden stop.

Before returning the seatback to its original posit ion, make sure
that cargo or any objects are not trapped behind th e seatback.
After returning the seatback to its original positi on, pull on the
seatback to ensure that it has fully latched. An un latched seat may
become dangerous in the event of a sudden stop or c ollision.

 



 

Adjustable head restraints

To minimize the risk of neck injury in the event of  a crash, the driver and 
passenger occupants should not sit in and/or operat e
the vehicle, until the head restraint is placed in its proper position. The 
driver should never adjust the head restraint while  the vehicle is in motion.

The purpose of these head restraints is to help lim it head motion in the event 
of a rear collision. To properly adjust your head r estraints, lift the head 
restraint so that it is located directly behind you r head or as close
to that position as possible.
The head restraints can be moved up and down.

Push side control and push down on
head restraint to lower it.

Adjusting the front manual seat (if equipped)
Lift handle to move seat forward or backward.

Pull lever up to adjust seatback.

Adjusting the front power seat (if equipped)

Never adjust the driver's seat or seatback when the  vehicle is moving.

Do not pile cargo higher than the seatbacks to avoi d injuring
people in a collision or sudden stop.

Always drive and ride with your seatback upright an d the lap
belt snug and low across the hips.

 



 

Reclining the seatback can cause an occupant to sli de under the
seat's safety belt, resulting in severe personal in juries in the
event of a collision.

Sitting improperly out of position or with the seat  back reclined
too far can take off weight from the seat cushion a nd affect the
decision of the passenger sensing system, resulting  in serious injury or
death in a crash. Always sit upright against your s eatback, with your
feet on the floor.

To reduce the risk of possible serious injury: Do n ot hang objects
off seat back or stow objects in the seatback map p ocket (if
equipped) when a child is in the front passenger se at. Do not place
objects underneath the front passenger seat or betw een the seat and
the center console (if equipped). Check the "passen ger airbag off" or
"pass airbag off" indicator lamp for proper airbag status. Refer to Front
passenger sensing system section for additional det ails. Failure to
follow these instructions may interfere with the fr ont passenger seat
sensing system.

The control is located on the outboard side of the seat cushion. 

Press to raise or lower the front
portion of the seat cushion.

Press to raise or lower the rear portion of the sea t cushion.

Press the control to move the seat forward, backwar d, up or down.

Heated seats (if equipped)

Persons who are unable to feel pain to the skin bec ause of advanced age, chronic 
illness, diabetes, spinal cord injury,
medication, alcohol use, exhaustion, or other physi cal conditions, must exercise 
care when using the seat heater. The seat heater ma y cause burns even at low 
temperatures, especially if used for long periods o f time. Do not place anything 
on the seat that insulates against heat,

 



 

such as a blanket or cushion, because this may caus e the seat heater
to overheat. Do not puncture the seat with pins, ne edles, or other
pointed objects because this may damage the heating  element which
may cause the seat heater to overheat. An overheate d seat may cause
serious personal injury.

Note: Do not do the following:
*  Place heavy objects on the seat
*  Operate the seat heater if water or any other li quid is spilled on the seat. 
Allow the seat to dry thoroughly.
To operate the heated seats:
*  Push the button located on the instrument panel to activate.
*  Push again to deactivate.

The heated seats will activate when the ignition is  in the RUN position. The 
system automatically shuts off after 10 minutes.

REAR SEATS

Head restraints
The purpose of these head restraints is to help lim it head motion in the event 
of a rear collision. To properly adjust your head r estraints, lift the head 
restraint so that it is located directly behind you r head or as close
to that position as possible.
The head restraints can be moved
up and down. Lift the head restraint
so that it is located directly or as
close as possible behind your head.

Push control to lower or remove 
head restraint.

Folding down rear seats
1. Raise the rear seat head restraint and remove.

 



 

2. Place the head restraint under the front seat fo r storage.

3. Pull the seat release control.

Note: Make sure the floor is clear of all objects b efore folding the seat.

4. Flip seat forward.

Attach the safety belt web snap button to the quart er trim panel snap button. 
This will ensure that safety belt does not get caug ht by staying out of the seat 
back folding path.

5. To release seatback, pull the seatback release l ever (on top of seat) toward 
the front seat. This is common for both 60% and 40%  seatbacks.
Note: When the seatback release lever is pulled, sl owly lower seatback to the 
flat position.

6. Rotate seatback down into load 
floor position.

 



 

Returning the rear seats to upright position
1. Pull seatback up and into upright position makin g sure seatback locks into 
place and the red seat
unlatched indicator on release paddle is not visibl e.

2. Rotate seat cushion down into the seating positi on making sure that
the seat cushion is locked into place and that the safety belt buckles are 
exposed.

Make sure safety belt buckle heads are through elas tic
holders on seat backs. Safety belt buckles may brea k if they are trapped 
underneath the seatback as the seatback is rotated down.

Before returning the seatback to its original posit ion, make sure
that cargo or any objects are not trapped behind th e seatback.
After returning the seatback to its original positi on, reinstall the head
restraints, and pull on the seatback to ensure that  it has fully latched.
An unlatched seat may become dangerous in the event  of a sudden
stop or collision.

Remove the head restraint
stored under the front set
and return it to the original
position on the seatback. Failure
to do so could result in personal
injury.

3. Unsnap the safety belt webbing from the quarter trim panel.

To remove the rear cushion
1. Lift the yellow tab to release the hinges.
2. Pull the cushion to the outboard side of the veh icle.

To install the rear cushion
1. Push the cushion to the inboard side of the vehi cle.
2. Make sure that the hinges are locked into place.

 



 

SAFETY RESTRAINTS

Personal Safety System ° (tm)
The Personal Safety System ° (tm)  provides an improved overall level of frontal 
crash protection to front seat occupants and is des igned to help further reduce 
the risk of airbag-related injuries. The system is able to
analyze different occupant conditions and crash sev erity before activating the 
appropriate safety devices to help better protect a  range of
occupants in a variety of frontal crash situations.
Your vehicle's Personal Safety System ° (tm)  consists of:
*  Driver and passenger dual-stage airbag supplemen tal restraints.
*  Front safety belts with pretensioners, energy ma nagement retractors, and 
safety belt usage sensors.
*  Driver's seat position sensor
*  Front passenger sensing system
*  "Passenger airbag off" or "pass airbag off" indi cator lamp
*  Front crash severity sensor.
*  Restraints Control Module (RCM) with impact and safing sensors.
*  Restraint system warning light and back-up tone.
*  The electrical wiring for the airbags, crash sen sor(s), safety belt 
pretensioners, front safety belt usage sensors, dri ver seat position sensor, 
front passenger sensing system, and indicator light s.

How does the Personal Safety System ° (tm)  work?
The Personal Safety System ° (tm)  can adapt the deployment strategy of your 
vehicle's safety devices according to crash severit y and occupant 
conditions. A collection of crash and occupant sens ors provides
information to the Restraints control module (RCM).  During a crash, the 
RCM activates may activate  the safety belt pretensioners and/or either one or  
both 
stages of the dual-stage airbag supplemental restra ints based on crash 
severity and occupant conditions.
The fact that the pretensioners or airbags did not activate for both front seat 
occupants in a collision does not mean that somethi ng is wrong with the system. 
Rather, it means the Personal Safety System ° (tm)  determined
the accident conditions (crash severity, belt usage , etc.) were not appropriate 
to activate these safety devices. Front airbags are  designed
to activate only in frontal and near-frontal collis ions (not rollovers, side 
impacts or rear impacts) unless the collision cause s sufficient
longitudinal deceleration. The pretensioners are de signed to activate in 
frontal, and in side collisions and rollovers.
Driver and passenger dual-stage airbag supplemental  restraints
The dual-stage airbags offer the capability to tail or the level of airbag 
inflation energy. A lower, less forceful energy lev el is provided for more 
common, moderate-severity impacts. A higher energy level is used for
the most severe impacts. Refer to Airbag supplement al restraints
section in this chapter.
Front crash severity sensor
The front crash severity sensor enhances the abilit y to detect the severity of 
an impact. Positioned up front, it provides valuabl e

 



 

information early in the crash event on the severit y of the impact. This allows 
your Personal Safety System ° (tm)  to distinguish between different levels of 
crash severity and modify the deployment strategy o f the
dual-stage airbags and safety belt pretensioners.
Driver's seat position sensor
The driver's seat position sensor allows your Perso nal Safety System ° (tm)  to 
tailor the deployment level of the driver dual-stag e airbag based on seat 
position. The system is designed to help protect sm aller drivers sitting 
close to the driver airbag by providing a lower air bag output level.

Front passenger sensing system
For airbags to do their job they must inflate with great force, and this force 
can pose a potentially deadly risk to occupants tha t are very close
to the airbag when it begins to inflate. For some o ccupants, like infants
in rear-facing child seats, this occurs because the y are initially sitting
very close to the airbag. For other occupants, this  occurs when the
occupant is not properly restrained by safety belts  or child safety seats
and they move forward during pre-crash braking. The  most effective way
to reduce the risk of unnecessary injuries is to ma ke sure all occupants
are properly restrained. Accident statistics sugges t that children are
much safer when properly restrained in the rear sea ting positions than in
the front.

Air bags can kill or injure a child in a child seat . NEVER place a rear-facing 
child seat in front of an active air bag. If you mu st
use a forward-facing child seat in the front seat, move the seat all the way 
back.

Always transport children 12 years old and under in  the back
seat and always properly use appropriate child rest raints.

The front passenger sensing system can automaticall y turn off the passenger 
front airbag. The system is designed to help protec t small (child size) 
occupants from airbag deployments when they are imp roperly seated or restrained 
in the front passenger seat contrary to
proper child-seating or restraint usage recommendat ions. Even with this 
technology, parents are STRONGLY encouraged to alwa ys properly
restrain children in the rear seat. The sensor also  turns off the passenger 
front airbag and passenger seat-mounted side airbag  when the passenger 
seat is empty.
When the front passenger seat is occupied and the s ensing system has turned off 
the passenger's frontal airbag, the "pass airbag of f" indicator will light and 
stay lit to remind you that the front passenger fro ntal
airbag is off. See Front passenger sensing system i n the airbags section of this 
chapter.
Front safety belt usage sensors
The front safety belt usage sensors detect whether or not the driver and front 
outboard passenger safety belts are fastened. This information
allows your Personal Safety System ° (tm)  to tailor the airbag deployment 
and safety belt pretensioner activation depending u pon safety belt usage. 
Refer to Safety restraints section in this chapter.

Front safety belt pretensioners

 



 

The safety belt pretensioners at the front outboard  seating positions are 
designed to tighten the safety belts firmly against  the occupant's body during 
frontal collisions, and in side collisions and roll overs. This helps increase 
the effectiveness of the safety belts. In frontal c ollisions, the safety belt 
pretensioners can be activated alone or, if the col lision is of sufficient 
severity, together with the front airbags.
Front safety belt energy management retractors
The front outboard safety belt energy management re tractors allow webbing to be 
pulled out of the retractor in a gradual and contro lled manner in response to 
the occupant's forward momentum. This helps reduce the risk of force-related 
injuries to the occupant's chest by
limiting the load on the occupant. Refer to Energy management feature
section in this chapter.
Determining if the Personal Safety System ° (tm)  is operational
The Personal Safety System ° (tm)  uses a warning light in the instrument cluster 
or a back-up tone to indicate the condition of the system. Refer
to the Warning light section in the Instrument Clus ter chapter. Routine 
maintenance of the Personal Safety System ° (tm)  is not required.
The Restraints control module (RCM) monitors its ow n internal circuits and the 
circuits for the airbag supplemental restraints, cr ash sensor(s), safety belt 
pretensioners, front safety belt buckle sensors, dr iver seat position sensor, 
and front passenger sensing system. In addition, th e
RCM also monitors the restraints warning light in t he instrument cluster.
A difficulty with the system is indicated by one or  more of the following.
*  The warning light will either flash or stay lit.
*  The warning light will not illuminate immediatel y after ignition is turned 
on.
*  A series of five beeps will be heard. The tone p attern will repeat 
periodically until the problem and warning light ar e repaired.
If any of these things happen, even intermittently,  have the Personal Safety 
System ° (tm)  serviced at an authorized dealer immediately. Unle ss serviced, the 
system may not function properly in the event of a collision.

Safety restraints precautions

Always drive and ride with your seatback upright an d the lap belt snug and low 
across the hips.

To reduce the risk of injury, make sure children si t where they
can be properly restrained.

Never let a passenger hold a child on his or her la p while the
vehicle is moving. The passenger cannot protect the  child from
injury in a collision.

All occupants of the vehicle, including the driver,  should always
properly wear their safety belts, even when an airb ag
supplemental restraint system (SRS) is provided.

It is extremely dangerous to ride in a cargo area, inside or
outside of a vehicle. In a collision, people riding  in these areas

 



 

are more likely to be seriously injured or killed. Do not allow people to
ride in any area of your vehicle that is not equipp ed with seats and
safety belts. Be sure everyone in your vehicle is i n a seat and using a
safety belt properly.

In a rollover crash, an unbelted person is signific antly more likely
to die than a person wearing a safety belt.

Each seating position in your vehicle has a specifi c safety belt
assembly which is made up of one buckle and one ton gue that
are designed to be used as a pair. 1) Use the shoul der belt on the
outside shoulder only. Never wear the shoulder belt  under the arm. 2) 
Never swing the safety belt around your neck over t he inside shoulder. 
3) Never use a single belt for more than one person .

Always transport children 12 years old and under in  the back
seat and always properly use appropriate child rest raints.

Safety belts and seats can become hot in a vehicle that has been
closed up in sunny weather; they could burn a small  child. Check
seat covers and buckles before you place a child an ywhere near them.

Combination lap and shoulder belts
1. Insert the belt tongue into the proper buckle (t he buckle closest to the 
direction the tongue is coming from) until you hear  a snap and feel it latch. 
Make sure the tongue is securely fastened in the bu ckle.

2. To unfasten, push the release button and remove the tongue from the buckle.

Energy Management Feature
*  This vehicle has a safety belt system with an en ergy management feature at 
the front outboard seating positions to help furthe r reduce the risk of injury 
in the event of a head-on collision.
*  The front outboard safety belt system has a retr actor assembly that is 
designed to extend the safety belt webbing in a con trolled manner.
This helps reduce the belt force acting on the user 's chest.
All safety belts in the vehicle are combination lap  and shoulder belts. The 
passenger safety belts have two types of locking mo des described below:

 



 

Vehicle sensitive mode
This is the normal retractor mode, which allows fre e shoulder belt length 
adjustment to your movements and locking in respons e to vehicle movement. For 
example, if the driver brakes suddenly or turns a c orner 
sharply, or the vehicle receives an impact of appro ximately 5 mph (8 km/h) 
or more, the combination safety belts will lock to help reduce forward 
movement of the driver and passengers.

Automatic locking mode
When to use the automatic locking mode
In this mode, the shoulder belt is automatically pr e-locked. The belt will still 
retract to remove any slack in the shoulder belt. T he automatic locking mode is 
not available on the driver safety belt.
This mode should be used any time a child safety se at, except a
booster, is installed in passenger front or rear se ating positions. Children
12 years old and under should be properly restraine d in the rear seat
whenever possible. Refer to Safety restraints for c hildren or Safety
seats for children later in this chapter.
How to use the automatic locking mode
*  Buckle the combination lap and shoulder belt.

*  Grasp the shoulder portion and pull downward unt il the entire belt is pulled 
out.

*  Allow the belt to retract. As the belt retracts,  you will hear a clicking 
sound. This indicates the safety belt is now in the  automatic locking mode.

How to disengage the automatic locking mode
Disconnect the combination lap/shoulder belt and al low it to retract completely 
to disengage the automatic locking mode and activat e the vehicle sensitive 
(emergency) locking mode.

After any vehicle collision, the safety belt system s at all seating 
positions (except the driver position, which doesn' t have this
feature) must be checked by an authorized dealer to  verify that the 
automatic locking retractor feature for child seats  is still functioning 
properly. In addition, all safety belts should be c hecked for proper 
function.

 



 

BELT AND RETRACTOR ASSEMBLY MUST BE REPLACED if
the safety belt assembly "automatic locking retract or" feature or
any other safety belt function is not operating pro perly when checked
by an authorized dealer. Failure to replace the Bel t and Retractor
assembly could increase the risk of injury in colli sions.

Safety belt height adjustment
Your vehicle has safety belt height adjustments at the front outboard seating 
positions. Adjust the height of the shoulder belt s o the belt rests across the 
middle of your shoulder.
To adjust the shoulder belt height, squeeze and hol d the buttons on the side and 
slide the height adjuster up or down. Release the b uttons and
pull down on the height adjuster to make sure it is  locked in place.

Position the safety belt height adjusters so that t he belt rests across the 
middle of your shoulder. Failure to adjust the safe ty
belt properly could reduce the effectiveness of the  safety belt and increase the 
risk of injury in a collision.

Safety belt pretensioner
Your vehicle is equipped with safety belt pretensio ners at the driver and front 
passenger seating positions.
The safety belt pretensioners activate during front al collisions, and in
side collisions and rollovers. A safety belt preten sioner is a device which
tightens the webbing of the lap and shoulder belts in such a way that
they fit more snugly against the body.

The driver and front passenger safety belt system ( including 
retractors, buckles and height adjusters) must be r eplaced if the
vehicle is involved in a collision that results in deployment of front 
airbags, seat-mounted side airbags and Safety Canop y° (tm) , and safety 
belt pretensioners.

Failure to replace the safety belt assembly under t he above
conditions could result in severe personal injuries  in the event of
a collision.

Safety belt extension assembly
If the safety belt is too short when fully extended , a 9 inch (23 cm) or
12 inch (31 cm) safety belt extension assembly can be added (part
numbers 611C22-A and 611C22-B respectively). These assemblies can
be obtained from an authorized dealer.
Use only extensions manufactured by the same suppli er as the safety
belt. Manufacturer identification is located at the  end of the webbing on
the label. Also, use the safety belt extension only  if the safety belt is too
short for you when fully extended.

Do not use extensions to change the fit of the shou lder belt across the torso.

 



 

Safety belt maintenance
Inspect the safety belt systems periodically to mak e sure they work properly and 
are not damaged. Inspect the safety belts to make s ure there are no nicks, tears 
or cuts. Replace if necessary. All safety belt asse mblies, including retractors, 
buckles, front safety belt buckle assemblies, buckl e support assemblies (slide 
bar-if equipped), shoulder belt height adjusters (i f equipped), shoulder belt 
guide on seatback (if equipped), child safety seat LATCH and tether anchors, and 
attaching hardware, should be inspected after a col lision. Ford Motor Company
recommends that all safety belt assemblies in use i n vehicles involved in
a collision be replaced. However, if the collision was minor and an
authorized dealer finds that the belts do not show damage and continue
to operate properly, they do not need to be replace d. Safety belt
assemblies not in use during a collision should als o be inspected and
replaced if either damage or improper operation is noted.

Failure to inspect and if necessary replace the saf ety belt 
assembly under the above conditions could result in  severe
personal injuries in the event of a collision.

For proper care of soiled safety belts, refer to In terior in the Cleaning
chapter.

Safety belt warning light and indicator chime
The safety belt warning light illuminates in the in strument cluster and a chime 
sounds to remind the occupants to fasten their safe ty belts.
Conditions of operation
If...Then...The driver's safety belt is not
buckled before the ignition switch is turned to the  ON position...The safety 
belt warning light
illuminates 1 minute and the warning chime sounds 6  seconds.The driver's safety 
belt is
buckled while the indicator light is illuminated an d the warning chime is 
sounding...The safety belt warning light and
warning chime turn off.The driver's safety belt is
buckled before the ignition switch is turned to the  ON position...The safety 
belt warning light and
indicator chime remain off.
Belt-Minder(r)
The Belt-Minder(r) feature is a supplemental warnin g to the safety belt warning 
function. This feature provides additional reminder s by intermittently sounding 
a chime and illuminating the safety belt warning la mp in the instrument cluster 
when the driver's and front passenger's safety belt  is unbuckled.
The Belt-Minder(r) feature uses information from th e front passenger sensing 
system to determine if a front seat passenger is pr esent and therefore 
potentially in need of a warning. To avoid activati ng the
Belt-Minder(r) feature for objects placed in the fr ont passenger seat, warnings 
will only be given to large front seat occupants as  determined by the front 
passenger sensing system.

Both the driver's and passenger's safety belt usage s are monitored and 
either may activate the Belt-Minder(r) feature. The  warnings are the same 

 



 

for the driver and the front passenger. If the Belt -Minder(r) warnings have 
expired (warnings for approximately 5 minutes) for one occupant (driver
or front passenger), the other occupant can still a ctivate the
Belt-Minder(r) feature.
If...Then...The driver's and front passenger's 
safety belts are buckled before the ignition switch  is turned to the ON position 
or less than 1-2 minutes have elapsed since the ign ition switch has been turned 
ON...The Belt-Minder(r) feature will not
activate.The driver's or front passenger's
safety belt is not buckled when the vehicle has rea ched at least 5 km/h (3 mph) 
and 1-2 minutes have elapsed since the ignition swi tch 
has been turned to ON...The Belt-Minder(r) feature is 
activated - the safety belt warning light illuminat es and the warning chime 
sounds for 6 seconds every 
30 seconds, repeating for approximately 5 minutes o r until the safety belts are 
buckled.The driver's or front passenger's
safety belt becomes unbuckled for approximately 1 m inute while the vehicle is 
traveling at least 5 km/h (3 mph) and more than 1-2  minutes have elapsed since 
the ignition switch has been turned to ON...The Bel t-Minder(r) feature is 
activated - the safety belt warning light illuminat es and the warning chime 
sounds for 6 seconds every 
30 seconds, repeating for approximately 5 minutes o r until the safety belts are 
buckled.

The following are reasons most often given for not wearing safety belts
(All statistics based on U.S. data):
Reasons given...Consider..."Crashes are rare events "36700 crashes occur every 
day. The
more we drive, the more we are exposed to "rare" ev ents, even for good drivers. 
1 in 4 of us will be seriously injured in 
a crash during our lifetime."I'm not going far"3 of  4 fatal crashes occur within 
25 
miles of home."Belts are uncomfortable"Your Ford sa fety belts are designed to
enhance comfort. If you are uncomfortable - try dif ferent positions for the 
safety belt upper anchorage and seatback which shou ld be as upright as possible; 
this can improve comfort."I was in a hurry"Prime ti me for an accident.
Belt-Minder(r) reminds us to take a few seconds to buckle up."Safety belts don't 
work"Safety belts, when used properly,
reduce risk of death to front seat occupants by 45%  in cars, and by 60% in light 
trucks."Traffic is light"Nearly 1 of 2 deaths occur  in
single-vehicle crashes, many when no other vehicles  are around."Belts wrinkle my 
clothes"Possibly, but a serious crash can do
much more than wrinkle your clothes, particularly i f you are unbelted."The 
people I'm with don't
wear belts"Set the example, teen deaths occur 4
times more often in vehicles with TWO or MORE peopl e. Children and younger 
brothers/sisters imitate behavior they see.

Reasons given...Consider..."I have an airbag"Airbag s offer greater protection 
when
used with safety belts. Frontal airbags are not des igned to inflate in rear and 
side crashes or rollovers."I'd rather be thrown cle ar"Not a good idea. People 
who are
ejected are 40 times more likely to DIE. Safety bel ts help prevent ejection, WE 
CAN'T "PICK OUR CRASH".
Do not sit on top of a buckled safety belt or inser t a latchplate

 



 

into the buckle to avoid the Belt-Minder(r) chime. To do so may
adversely affect the performance of the vehicle's a ir bag system

One - time disable
If at any time the driver/front passenger quickly b uckles then unbuckles the 
safety belt for that seating position, the Belt-Min der(r) is disabled for the 
current ignition cycle. The Belt-Minder(r) feature will enable during
the same ignition cycle if the occupant buckles and  remains buckled for 
approximately 30 seconds. Confirmation is not given  for the one time disable.

Deactivating/activating the Belt-Minder(r) feature
The driver and front passenger Belt-Minder(r) are d eactivated/activated 
independently. When deactivating/activating one sea ting position, do not buckle 
the other position as this will terminate the proce ss.
Read Steps 1 - 4 thoroughly before proceeding with the deactivation/activation 
programming procedure.
The driver and front passenger Belt-Minder(r) featu res can be 
deactivated/activated by performing the following p rocedure:
Before following the procedure, make sure that:
*  The parking brake is set
*  The gearshift is in P (Park)
*  The ignition switch is in the OFF position
*  The driver and front passenger safety belts are unbuckled

While the design allows you to deactivate your Belt -Minder(r), this
system is designed to improve your chances of being  safely
belted and surviving an accident. We recommend you leave the
Belt-Minder(r) system activated for yourself and ot hers who may use the
vehicle. To reduce the risk of injury, do not deact ivate/activate the
Belt-Minder(r) feature while driving the vehicle.

1. Turn the ignition switch to the RUN (or ON) posi tion. ( DO NOT START THE 
ENGINE) .
2. Wait until the safety belt warning light turns o ff .  (Approximately 1
minute) .
*  Step 3 must be completed within 50 seconds after  the safety belt warning 
light turns off.
3. For the seating position being disabled, at a mo derate speed, buckle then 
unbuckle the safety belt 9nine  times, ending in the unbuckled state. ( Step 3 
must be completed within 50 seconds after the safet y belt 
warning light turns off. )
*  After Step 3, the safety belt warning light will  be turned on for three 
seconds.
4. Within approximately 7seven  seconds of the light turning off, buckle then 
unbuckle the safety belt.
*  This will disable the Belt-Minder(r) feature for  that seating position if it
is currently enabled. As confirmation, the safety b elt warning light will
flash 4four  times per second for 3three  seconds.
*  This will enable the Belt-Minder(r) feature for that seating position if it
is currently disabled. As confirmation, the safety belt warning light will
flash 4four  times per second for 3three  seconds, followed by 3 three
seconds with the light off, then followed by the sa fety belt warning 

 



 

light flashing 4four  times per second for 3three  seconds again.
*  After receiving confirmation, the deactivation/a ctivation procedure is 
complete.

AIRBAG SUPPLEMENTAL RESTRAINT SYSTEM (SRS)

4X4

Important SRS precautions
The SRS is designed to work with the safety belt to  help protect the driver and 
right front passenger from certain upper body injur ies. Airbags DO NOT inflate 
slowly; there is a risk of injury from a deploying airbag.

All occupants of the vehicle, including the driver,  should always
properly wear their safety belts, even when an air bag
supplemental restraint system (SRS) is provided.

Always transport children 12 years old and under in  the back
seat and always properly use appropriate child rest raints.

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)
recommends a minimum distance of at least 10 inches  (25 cm)
between an occupant's chest and the driver airbag m odule.

Never place your arm over the airbag module as a de ploying
airbag can result in serious arm fractures or other  injuries.

To properly position yourself away from the airbag:
*  Move your seat to the rear as far as you can whi le still reaching the pedals 
comfortably.
*  Recline the seat slightly one or two degrees fro m the upright position.

Do not put anything on or over the airbag module. P lacing objects on or over the 
airbag inflation area may cause those

 



 

objects to be propelled by the airbag into your fac e and torso causing serious 
injury.

Do not attempt to service, repair, or modify the ai rbag
supplemental restraint systems or its fuses. See yo ur authorized
dealer.

Modifications to the front end of the vehicle, incl uding frame,
bumper, front end body structure, tow hooks and B-p illar
surrounding parts may affect the performance of the  airbag sensors
increasing the risk of injury. Do not modify the fr ont end of the
vehicle.

Additional equipment may affect the performance of the airbag
sensors increasing the risk of injury. Please refer  to the Body
Builders Layout BooWBook  for instructions about the appropriate
installation of additional equipment.

Children and airbags
Children must always be properly restrained. Accide nt statistics
suggest that children are safer when properly restr ained in the rear
seating positions than in the front seating positio n. Failure to follow these 
instructions may increase the risk of injury in a c ollision.

Airbags can kill or injure a child in a child seat.
NEVER place a rear-facing child seat in front of an  active airbag. If you must 
use a forward-facing
child seat in the front seat, move the seat all the  way back.

How does the airbag supplemental restraint system w ork?
The airbag SRS is designed to activate when the veh icle sustains a longitudinal 
deceleration sufficient
to cause the airbag sensors to close an electrical circuit that initiates airbag 
inflation. The fact that the airbags did not inflat e in a collision does not 
mean that something is wrong with the system. Rathe r, it means the forces were 
not sufficient enough to cause activation. Front ai rbags are designed to inflate 
in
frontal and near-frontal collisions, not rollover, side-impact, or rear-impacts 
unless the collision causes sufficient longitudinal  deceleration.

The airbags inflate and deflate
rapidly upon activation. After airbag
deployment, it is normal to notice a
smoke-like, powdery residue or
smell the burnt propellant. This may
consist of cornstarch, talcum
powder or sodium compounds which
may irritate the skin and eyes, but

 



 

none of the residue is toxic.
While the SRS is designed to help reduce serious in juries, contact with
a deploying airbag may also cause abrasions, swelli ng or temporary hearing loss. 
Because airbags must inflate rapidly and with consi derable force, there is the 
risk of death or
serious injuries such as fractures, facial and eye injuries or internal 
injuries, particularly to occupants who are not pro perly restrained or are 
otherwise out of position at the time of airbag dep loyment. It is
extremely important that occupants be properly rest rained as far away from the 
airbag module as possible while maintaining vehicle  control.
The SRS consists of:
*  driver and passenger airbag modules (which inclu de the inflators and 
airbags).
*  seat-mounted side airbags. Refer to Seat-mounted  side airbag system
later in this chapter
*  Safety Canopy ° (tm)  system. Refer to Safety Canopy ° (tm)  system later in this 
chapter.
*  one or more impact and safing sensors.
*  Safety belt pretensioners
*  a readiness light and tone.
*  diagnostic module.
*  and the electrical wiring which connects the com ponents.
*  Front passenger sensing system. Refer to Front p assenger sensing system. 
later in this chapter.
*  "Passenger airbag off" or "pass airbag off" indi cator lamp. Refer to
Front passenger sensing system later in this chapte r.

The RCM (restraints control module) monitors its ow n internal circuits and the 
supplemental airbag electrical system wiring (inclu ding the
impact sensors, the system wiring, the airbag syste m readiness light, the airbag 
back up power and the airbag ignitors).

Several air bag system components get hot after inf lation. Do not touch them 
after inflation.

If the airbag has deployed, the airbag will not fun ction again
and must be replaced immediately. If the airbag is not
replaced, the unrepaired area will increase the ris k of injury in a
collision.

Front passenger sensing system
The front passenger sensing system is designed to m eet the regulatory 
requirements of Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standa rd (FMVSS) 208
and is designed to disable (will not inflate) the f ront passenger's frontal 
airbag under certain conditions.
The front passenger sensing system works with senso rs that are part of the front 
passenger's seat and safety belt. The sensors are d esigned to detect the 
presence of a properly seated occupant and determin e if the front passenger's 
frontal airbag should be enabled (may inflate) or d isabled (will not inflate).
The front passenger sensing system will disable (wi ll not inflate) the front 
passenger's frontal airbag if:
*  the front passenger seat is unoccupied, or has s mall/medium objects in the 
front seat,

 



 

*  the system determines that an infant is present in a rear-facing infant seat 
that is installed according to the manufacturer's i nstructions,
*  the system determines that a small child is pres ent in a forward-facing child 
restraint that is installed according to the manufa cturer's instructions,
*  the system determines that a small child is pres ent in a booster seat,
*  a front passenger takes his/her weight off of th e seat for a period of time,
The front passenger sensing system will turn off th e passenger seat side airbag 
if:
*  the seat is empty and safety belt is unbuckled.

The front passenger sensing system
uses a "passenger airbag off" or
"pass airbag off" indicator which will
illuminate and stay lit to remind you
that the front passenger frontal airbag is off. The  indicator lamp is
located in the center stack of the instrument panel  just above the air
vents.
Note: The indicator lamp will illuminate for a shor t period of time when the 
ignition is turned to the ON position to confirm it  is functional.
When the front passenger seat is not occupied (empt y seat) or in the
event that the front passenger frontal airbag is en abled (may inflate), the
indicator lamp will be unlit.
The front passenger sensing system is designed to d isable (will not inflate) the 
front passenger's frontal airbag when a rear facing  infant seat, a forward-
facing child restraint, or a booster seat is detect ed.
*  When the front passenger sensing system disables  (will not inflate) the front 
passenger frontal airbag, the indicator lamp will i lluminate and stay lit to 
remind you that the front passenger frontal airbag is disabled.
*  If the child restraint has been installed and th e indicator lamp is not lit, 
then turn the vehicle off, remove the child restrai nt from the vehicle and 
reinstall the restraint following the child restrai nt manufacturer's 
instructions.
The front passenger sensing system is designed to e nable (may inflate) the front 
passenger's frontal airbag anytime the system sense s that a person of adult size 
is sitting properly in the front passenger seat.
*  When the front passenger sensing system enables the front passenger frontal 
airbag (may inflate), the indicator will be unlit a nd stay unlit.
If a person of adult size is sitting in the front p assenger's seat, but the
"passenger airbag off" or "pass airbag off" indicat or lamp is lit, it is
possible that the person isn't sitting properly in the seat. If this happens:
*  Turn the vehicle off and ask the person to place  the seatback in the full 
upright position.
*  Have the person sit upright in the seat, centere d on the seat cushion, with 
the person's legs comfortably extended.
*  Restart the vehicle and have the person remain i n this position for about two 
minutes. This will allow the system to detect that person and enable the 
passenger's frontal airbag.

*  If the indicator lamp remains lit even after thi s, the person should be
advised to ride in the rear seat.

OccupantPass Airbag Off
Indicator Lamp
Passenger AirbagEmpty seatUnlitDisabledSmall child in child

 



 

safety seat or boosterLitDisabledSmall child with s afety
belt buckled or unbuckledLitDisabledAdultUnlitEnabl ed
Even with Advanced Restraints Systems, children 12 and under
should be properly restrained in the back seat.

After all occupants have adjusted their seats and p ut on safety belts, it's very 
important that they continue to sit properly. A pro perly seated occupant sits 
upright, leaning against the seat back, and centere d on the seat cushion, with 
their feet comfortably extended on the floor. Sitti ng improperly can increase 
the chance of injury in a crash event. For
example, if an occupant slouches, lies down, turns sideways, sits forward, leans 
forward or sideways, or puts one or both feet up, t he chance of
injury during a crash is greatly increased.

Sitting improperly out of position or with the seat  back reclined too far can 
take off weight from the seat cushion and affect th e
decision of the front passenger sensing system, res ulting in serious injury or 
death in a crash.
Always sit upright against your seatback, with your  feet on the floor.

The front passenger sensing system may detect small  or medium objects placed on 
the seat cushion. For most objects that are in the front passenger seat, the 
passenger airbag will be disabled. Even though the passenger airbag is disabled, 
the "pass airbag off" lamp may or may not
be illuminated according to the table below.

ObjectsPass Airbag Off
Indicator Lamp
Passenger AirbagSmall (i.e. 3 ring
binder, small purse, bottled water)UnlitDisabledMed ium (i.e. heavy
briefcase, fully packed luggage)LitDisabledEmpty se at, or small
to medium object with safety belt buckledLitDisabledIf buckledLitDisabledIf  you 
think that the status of the passenger airbag off i ndicator lamp is incorrect, 
check for the following:
*  Objects lodged underneath the seat
*  Objects between the seat cushion and the center console (if equipped)
*  Objects hanging off the seat back
*  Objects stowed in the seatback map pocket (if eq uipped)
*  Objects placed on the occupant's lap
*  Cargo interference with the seat
*  Other passengers pushing or pulling on the seat
*  Rear passenger feet and knees resting or pushing  on the seat
The conditions listed above may cause the weight of  a properly seated occupant 
to be incorrectly interpreted by the front passenge r sensing system. The person 
in the front passenger seat may appear heavier or l ighter due to the conditions 
described in the list above.

To reduce the risk of possible serious injury:
Do not stow objects in seat back map pocket (if equ ipped) or
hang objects off seat back if a child is in the fro nt passenger seat.
Do not place objects underneath the front passenger  seat or between
the seat and the center console (if equipped).

 



 

Check the "passenger airbag off" or "pass airbag of f" indicator lamp for
proper airbag Status.
Failure to follow these instructions may interfere with the front
passenger seat sensing system.

In case there is a problem with the 
front passenger sensing system, the 
airbag readiness lamp in the 
instrument cluster will stay lit.
If the airbag readiness lamp is lit, do the followi ng:
The driver and/or adult passengers should check for  any objects that
may be lodged underneath the front passenger seat o r cargo interfering 
with the seat.
If objects are lodged and/or cargo is interfering w ith the seat; please take the 
following steps to remove the obstruction:
*  Pull the vehicle over.
*  Turn the vehicle off.
*  Driver and/or adult passengers should check for any objects lodged underneath 
the front passenger seat or cargo interfering with the seat.
*  Remove the obstruction(s) (if found).
*  Restart the vehicle.
*  Wait at least 2 minutes and verify that the airb ag readiness lamp is no 
longer illuminated
*  If the airbag readiness lamp remains illuminated , this may or may/not
be a problem due to the front passenger sensing sys tem.
DO NOT attempt to repair or service the system; tak e your vehicle immediately to 
an authorized dealer.
If it is necessary to modify an advanced front airb ag system to accommodate a 
person with disabilities, contact the Ford Customer  Relationship Center at the 
phone number shown in the Customer Assistance chapt er of this Owner's Guide.

Any alteration/modification to the front passenger seat may affect the 
performance of the front passenger sensing system.

Determining if the system is operational
The SRS uses a readiness light in the instrument cl uster or a tone to indicate 
the status of the system. Refer to Airbag readiness  section in the Instrument 
Cluster chapter. Routine maintenance of the airbag is not required.

A difficulty with the system is indicated by one or  more of the following:
*  The readiness light will either flash or stay li t.
*  The readiness light will not illuminate immediat ely after ignition is turned 
on.
*  A series of five beeps will be heard. The tone p attern will repeat 
periodically until the problem and/or light are rep aired.
If any of these things happen, even intermittently,  have the SRS serviced
at an authorized dealer immediately. Unless service d, the system may not 
function properly in the event of a collision.

Seat-mounted side airbag system

Do not place objects or mount equipment on or near the airbag
cover on the side of the seatbacks of the front sea ts or in front

 



 

seat areas that may come into contact with a deploy ing airbag. Failure
to follow these instructions may increase the risk of personal injury in
the event of a collision.

Do not use accessory seat covers. The use of access ory seat
covers may prevent the deployment of the side airba gs and
increase the risk of injury in an accident.

Do not lean your head on the door. The side airbag could injure
you as it deploys from the side of the seatback.

Do not attempt to service, repair, or modify the ai rbag SRS, its
fuses or the seat cover on a seat containing an air bag. See an
authorized dealer.

All occupants of the vehicle should always wear the ir safety belts
even when an airbag SRS is provided.

How does the side airbag system work?
The design and development of the side airbag syste m included recommended 
testing procedures that were developed by a group o f automotive safety experts 
known as the Side Airbag Technical Working Group. T hese recommended testing 
procedures help reduce the risk of
injuries related to the deployment of side airbags.
The side airbag system consists of the following:
*  An inflatable nylon bag (airbag) with a gas gene rator concealed behind the 
outboard bolster of the driver and front passenger seatbacks.
*  A special seat cover designed to allow airbag de ployment.
*  The same warning light, electronic control and d iagnostic unit as used for 
the front airbags.
*  Two crash sensors located on the lower portion o f the b-pillar (one on each 
side of the vehicle).
Side airbags, in combination with safety belts, can  help reduce the risk of 
severe injuries in the event of a significant side impact collision.
The side airbags are fitted on the outboard side of  the seatbacks of the front 
seats. In certain lateral collisions, the airbag on  the side affected by the 
collision will be inflated. If the front passenger sensing system
detects an empty seat, the front passenger seat-mou nted side airbag will be 
deactivated. The airbag was designed to inflate bet ween the door
panel and occupant to further enhance the protectio n provided occupants in side 
impact collisions.
The airbag SRS is designed to activate when the veh icle sustains lateral 
deceleration sufficient to cause the sensors to clo se an electrical circuit that 
initiates airbag inflation.

The fact that the airbags did not inflate in a coll ision does not mean that 
something is wrong with the system. Rather, it mean s the forces were not of the 
type sufficient to cause activation. Side airbags a re designed

 



 

to inflate in side-impact collisions, not roll-over , rear-impact, frontal or 
near-frontal collisions, unless the collision cause s sufficient lateral 
deceleration.

Several airbag system components get hot after infl ation. Do not touch them 
after inflation.

If the side airbag has
deployed, the airbag will
not function again. The side
airbag system (including the
seat) must be inspected and
serviced by an authorized
dealer. If the airbag is not
replaced, the unrepaired area will
increase the risk of injury in a
collision.

Determining if the system is operational
The SRS uses a readiness light in the instrument cl uster or a tone to indicate 
the condition of the system. Refer to the Airbag re adiness section in the 
Instrument Cluster chapter. Routine maintenance of the side airbag is not 
required.
A difficulty with the system is indicated by one or  more of the following:
*  The readiness light (same light as for front air bag system) will either flash 
or stay lit.
*  The readiness light will not illuminate immediat ely after ignition is turned 
on.
*  A series of five beeps will be heard. The tone p attern will repeat 
periodically until the problem and/or light are rep aired.
If any of these things happen, even intermittently,  have the SRS serviced
at your authorized dealer immediately. Unless servi ced, the system may
not function properly in the event of a collision.

Safety Canopy ° (tm)  system

Do not place objects or
mount equipment on or
near the headliner at the siderail
that may come into contact with a
deploying Safety Canopy ° (tm) . 
Failure to follow these instructions 
may increase the risk of personal 
injury in the event of a collision.

Do not lean your head on the door. The Safety Canop y° (tm)  could
injure you as it deploys from the headliner.

 



 

Do not attempt to service, repair, or modify the Sa fety Canopy ° (tm)
system, its fuses, the A, B, or C pillar trim, or t he headliner on a
vehicle containing a Safety Canopy ° (tm) . See your authorized dealer.

All occupants of the vehicle including the driver s hould always
wear their safety belts even when an airbag SRS and  Safety
Canopy ° (tm)  system is provided.

To reduce risk of injury, do not obstruct or place objects in the
deployment path of the inflatable Safety Canopy ° (tm) .

How does the Safety Canopy ° (tm)  system work?
The design and development of the Safety Canopy ° (tm)  system included recommended 
testing procedures that were developed by a group o f automotive safety experts 
known as the Side Airbag Technical Working Group. T hese recommended testing 
procedures help reduce the risk of
injuries related to the deployment of side airbags (including the Safety 
Canopy ° (tm) ).
The Safety Canopy ° (tm)  system consists of the following:
*  An inflatable nylon curtain with a gas generator  concealed behind
the headliner and above the doors
(one on each side of vehicle).
*  A headliner designed to flex open
above the side doors to allow Safety Canopy ° (tm)  deployment.
*  The same warning light, electronic control and d iagnostic unit as used for 
the front airbags.
*  Two crash sensors mounted at lower B-Pillar (one  on each side).
*  Two crash sensors located at the c-pillar behind  the rear doors (one on each 
side).
*  Rollover sensor in the restraints control module  (RCM).
The Safety Canopy ° (tm)  system, in combination with safety belts, can help  reduce 
the risk of severe injuries in the event of a signi ficant side impact collision 
or rollover event.
Children 12 years old and under should always be pr operly restrained in the 
second or third row seats. The Safety Canopy ° (tm)  will not interfere
with children restrained using a properly installed  child or booster seat 
because it is designed to inflate downward from the  headliner above the doors 
along the side window opening.
The Safety Canopy ° (tm)  system is designed to active when the vehicle
sustains lateral deceleration sufficient to cause t he RCM to initiate Safety
Canopy ° (tm)  inflation or when a certain likelihood of a rollov er event is
detected by the rollover sensor.

The Safety Canopy ° (tm)  is mounted to roof side-rail sheet metal, behind t he
headliner, above the first and second row seats. Th e Safety Canopy ° (tm)  is 
designed to inflate between the side window area an d occupants to
further enhance protection provided in side impact collisions and rollover 
events.
The fact that the Safety Canopy ° (tm)  did not activate in a collision does not 
mean that something is wrong with the system. Rathe r, it means the

 



 

forces were not of the type sufficient to cause act ivation. The Safety 
Canopy ° (tm)  is designed to inflate in certain side impact coll isions or rollover 
events, not in rear impact, frontal or near-frontal  collisions, unless the 
collision causes sufficient lateral deceleration or  rollover likelihood.

Several Safety Canopy ° (tm)
system components get hot
after inflation. Do not touch them
after inflation.

If the Safety Canopy ° (tm) system has deployed, the Safety 
Canopy ° (tm)  will not function again unless replaced. The 
Safety Canopy ° (tm)  system (including the A, B and C pillar trim) 
must be inspected and serviced by a authorized deal er. If the 
Safety Canopy ° (tm)  is not replaced, the unrepaired area will increase  the 
risk of injury in a collision.

Determining if the system is operational
The SRS uses a readiness light in the instrument cl uster or a tone to indicate 
the condition of the system. Refer to the Airbag re adiness section in the 
Instrument Cluster chapter. Routine maintenance of the side airbag is not 
required.
A difficulty with the system is indicated by one or  more of the following:
*  The readiness light (same light as for front air bag system) will either flash 
or stay lit.
*  The readiness light will not illuminate immediat ely after ignition is turned 
on.

*  A series of five beeps will be heard. The tone p attern will repeat 
periodically until the problem and/or light are rep aired.
If any of these things happen, even intermittently,  have the SRS serviced
at your authorized dealer immediately. Unless servi ced, the system may 
not function properly in the event of a collision.

Disposal of airbags and airbag equipped vehicles (i ncluding pretensioners)
See your authorized dealer. Airbags MUST BE dispose d of by qualified personnel.

SAFETY RESTRAINTS FOR CHILDREN
See the following sections for directions on how to  properly use safety 
restraints for children. Also see Airbag supplement al restraint system (SRS) in 
this chapter for special instructions about using a irbags.

Important child restraint precautions
You are required by law to use safety restraints fo r children in the U.S. and 
Canada. If small children (generally children who a re four years old
or younger and who weigh 40 lb. [18 kg] or less) ri de in your vehicle, you must 
put them in safety seats made especially for childr en. Many states require that 
children use approved booster seats until they are eight
years old. Check your local and state or provincial  laws for specific 
requirements regarding the safety of children in yo ur vehicle. When possible, 

 



 

always place children under age 12 in the rear seat  of your vehicle. Accident 
statistics suggest that children are safer when pro perly restrained in the rear 
seating positions than in the front seating positio n.

Never let a passenger hold a child on his or her la p while the vehicle is 
moving. The passenger cannot protect the child from
injury in a collision.

Always follow the instructions and warnings that co me with any infant or child 
restraint you might use.

Children and safety belts
If the child is the proper size, restrain the child  in a safety seat. Children 
who are too large for child safety seats (as specif ied by your child safety seat 
manufacturer) should always wear safety belts.
Follow all the important safety restraint and airba g precautions that apply to 
adult passengers in your vehicle.

If the shoulder belt portion of a combination lap a nd shoulder belt can be 
positioned so it does not cross or rest in front of  the child's face or neck, 
the child should wear the lap and shoulder belt. Mo ving the child
closer to the center of the vehicle may help provid e a good shoulder belt fit.

Do not leave children, unreliable adults, or pets u nattended in your vehicle.

Child booster seats
Children outgrow a typical convertible or toddler s eat when they weigh
40 lb. (18 kg) and are around 4 years of age. Altho ugh the lap/shoulder
belt will provide some protection, these children a re still too small for
lap/shoulder belts to fit properly, which could inc rease the risk of serious
injury in a crash.
To improve the fit of both the lap and shoulder bel t on children who
have outgrown child safety seats, Ford Motor Compan y recommends use
of a belt-positioning booster.
Booster seats position a child so that safety belts  fit better. They lift the 
child up so that the lap belt rests low across the hips and the knees
bend comfortably. Booster seats may also make the s houlder belt fit
better and more comfortably. Try to keep the belt n ear the middle of the
shoulder.
When children should use booster seats
Children need to use booster seats from the time th ey outgrow the toddler seat 
until they are big enough for the vehicle seat and
lap/shoulder belt to fit properly. Generally this i s when they weigh about
80 lb. (36 kg) (about 8 to 12 years old).
Booster seats should be used until you can answer Y ES to ALL of these questions:
*  Can the child sit all the way back against the v ehicle seat back with knees 
bent comfortably at the
edge of the seat without slouching?

*  Does the lap belt rest low across the hips?

 



 

*  Is the shoulder belt centered on the shoulder an d chest?
*  Can the child stay seated like this for the whol e trip?

Types of booster seats
There are two types of belt-positioning booster sea ts:
*  Those that are backless.
If your backless booster seat has a removable shiel d, remove the
shield and use the lap/shoulder belt. If a seating position has a low seat back 
and no head restraint, a backless booster seat may place your child's head (top
of ear level) above the top of the seat. In this ca se, move the backless booster 
to another
seating position with a higher seat back and lap/sh oulder belts.
*  Those with a high back.
If, with a backless booster seat, you cannot find a  seating position that 
adequately supports your child's head, a high back booster seat would be a 
better choice.

Either type can be used at any seating position equ ipped with lap/shoulder belts 
if your child is over 40 lb. (18 kg).

Children and booster seats vary widely in size and shape. Choose a 
booster that keeps the lap belt low and snug across  the hips, never up across 
the stomach, and lets you adjust the shoulder belt to cross the chest and rest 
snugly near the center of the shoulder. The drawing s below compare the ideal fit 
(center) to a shoulder belt uncomfortably close to the neck and a shoulder belt 
that could slip off the shoulder.

If the booster seat slides on the vehicle seat, pla cing a rubberized mesh sold 
as shelf or carpet liner under the booster seat may  improve this condition.

The importance of shoulder belts

Using a booster without a shoulder belt increases t he risk of a child's head 
hitting a hard surface in a collision. For this rea son, you should never use a 
booster seat with a lap belt only. It is best to us e a booster
seat with lap/shoulder belts in the back seat- the safest place for children 
to ride.

Move a child to a different seating location if the  shoulder belt does not stay 
positioned on the shoulder during use.

Follow all instructions provided by the manufacture r of the

 



 

booster seat.

Never put the shoulder belt under a child's arm or behind the
back because it eliminates the protection for the u pper part of
the body and may increase the risk of injury or dea th in a collision.

Never use pillows, books, or towels to boost a chil d. They can
slide around and increase the likelihood of injury or death in a
collision.

SAFETY SEATS FOR CHILDREN

Child and infant or child safety seats
Use a safety seat that is recommended for the size and weight of the child. 
Carefully follow all of the manufacturer's instruct ions with the safety seat you 
put in your vehicle. If you do not install and use the safety seat properly, the 
child may be injured in a sudden stop or collision.
When installing a child safety seat:
*  Review and follow the information presented in t he airbag supplemental 
restraint system (SRS) section in this chapter.
*  Use the correct safety belt buckle for that seat ing position (the
buckle closest to the direction the tongue is comin g from).
*  Insert the belt tongue into the proper buckle un til you hear a
snap and feel it latch. Make sure the tongue is sec urely fastened in the 
buckle.
*  Keep the buckle release button pointing up and a way from the safety seat, 
with the tongue between the child seat and the rele ase button,
to prevent accidental unbuckling.
*  Place seat back in upright position.
*  Put the safety belt in the automatic locking mod e. Refer to Automatic 
locWing locking  mode (passenger side front and outboard rear seati ng positions) 
(if equipped) section in this chapter.
*  LATCH lower anchors are recommended for use by c hildren up to 48 lb. (22 kg) 
in a child restraint. Top tether anchors can be use d for children 
up to 60 lb. (27 kg) in a child restraint, and to p rovide upper torso restraint 
for children up to 80 lb. (36 kg) using an upper to rso harness 
and a belt-positioning booster.
Ford recommends the use of a child safety seat havi ng a top tether
strap. Install the child safety seat in a seating p osition with LATCH and 

tether anchors. For more information on top tether straps and anchors, refer to 
Attaching safety seats with tether straps in this c hapter. For
more information of LATCH anchors refer to Attachin g safety seats with LATCH 
(Lower Anchors and Tethers for Children) attachment s in this chapter.

Carefully follow all of the manufacturer's instruct ions included with the safety 
seat you put in your vehicle. If you do not install
and use the safety seat properly, the child may be injured in a sudden stop or 
collision.

 



 

Rear-facing child seats or infant carriers should n ever be placed
in front of an active passenger airbag.

Installing child safety seats with combination lap and shoulder belts
The rear seat head restraints must be removed when using a child seat.

Airbags can kill or injure a child in a child seat.  NEVER place a rear-facing 
child seat in front of an active air bag. If you mu st
use a forward-facing child seat in the front seat, move the seat all the way 
back.

1. Position the child safety seat in a seat with a combination lap and shoulder 
belt.

Children 12 and under should be properly restrained  in the rear seat whenever 
possible.

2. Pull down on the shoulder belt 
and then grasp the shoulder belt 
and lap belt together.

3. While holding the shoulder and
lap belt portions together, route the
tongue through the child seat
according to the child seat
manufacturer's instructions. Be sure
the belt webbing is not twisted.

4. Insert the belt tongue into the proper buckle (t he buckle closest to the 
direction the tongue is coming from) for that seati ng position until you hear a 
snap and feel the latch engage. Make sure the tongu e is latched securely by 
pulling on it.

 



 

5. To put the retractor in the 
automatic locking mode, grasp the 
shoulder portion of the belt and pull 
downward until all of the belt is 
extracted and a click is heard.

6. Allow the belt to retract. The belt will click a s it retracts to indicate it
is in the automatic locking mode.
7. Pull the lap belt portion across
the child seat toward the buckle and
pull up on the shoulder belt while
pushing down with your knee on the
child seat.

8. Allow the safety belt to retract to remove any s lack in the belt.
9. Before placing the child in the seat, forcibly t ilt the seat forward and back 
to make sure the seat is securely held in place. To  check this, grab the seat at 
the belt path and attempt to move it side to side
and forward and back. There should be no more than one inch of 
movement for proper installation.
10. Try to pull the belt out of the retractor to ma ke sure the retractor is
in the automatic locking mode (you should not be ab le to pull more belt out). If 
the retractor is not locked, unbuckle the belt and repeat Steps 2 through 9.
Check to make sure the child seat is properly secur ed before each use.

Attaching child safety seats with tether straps
Most new forward-facing child safety seats include a tether strap which goes 
over the back of the seat and hooks to an anchoring  point. Tether straps are 
available as an accessory for many older safety sea ts. Contact the manufacturer 
of your child seat for information about ordering a  tether strap.
The rear seating positions of your vehicle are equi pped with built-in tether 
strap anchors located behind the seats on the roof panel in the cargo area.
The tether strap anchors in your vehicle are in the  following positions:

Attach the tether strap only
to the appropriate tether
anchor as shown. The tether strap
may not work properly if attached
somewhere other than the correct
tether anchor.

 



 

1. Position the child safety seat on the seat cushi on.
2. Route the child safety seat tether strap over th e back of the seat.
For vehicles with adjustable head restraints, remov e the head restraint first, 
place under the front seat for storage, and then ro ute the tether strap over the 
top of the seatback.
3. Locate the correct anchor for the selected seati ng position.
There are three tether anchors located on the headl iner at the rear of the 
vehicle.

4. Clip the tether strap to the 
anchor as shown.
The arrow in the above graphic points toward the fr ont of the vehicle.

If the tether strap is clipped
incorrectly, the child safety
seat may not be retained properly
in the event of a collision.

5. Install the child safety seat tightly
using the LATCH anchors or safety
belts. Follow the instructions in this chapter.
6. Tighten the child safety seat tether strap accor ding to the manufacturer's 
instructions.

If the safety seat is not anchored properly, the ri sk of a child being injured 
in a collision greatly increases.

Attaching safety seats with LATCH (Lower Anchors an d Tethers for
Children) attachments for child seat anchors
Some child safety seats have two rigid or webbing m ounted attachments that 
connect to two anchors at certain seating positions  in your vehicle. This type 
of child seat eliminates the need to use safety bel ts to attach the child seat. 
For forward-facing child seats, the tether strap mu st also be attached to the 
proper tether anchor. See Attaching safety seats wi th
tether straps in this chapter.

Your vehicle has LATCH anchors for child seat insta llation at the 
following locations:

The anchors on both sides of the center of the rear  seat are provided primarily 
for child seats at the outboard seats, and are furt her
apart than the pairs of lower
anchors for child seat installation at
other seats. A child seat with rigid
LATCH attachments cannot be
installed at the center rear seat. A
child seat with LATCH attachments on belt webbing c an be used at the
center rear seat unless a child seat at an outboard  rear seat is attached

 



 

to one of these lower anchors. Install a child seat  onto the lower anchors
at the center rear seat ONLY IF the child restraint  manufacturer
recommends that the child seat can be installed to anchors that are
spaced up to 20 in (500 mm) apart.

Never attach two LATCH child safety seats to the sa me anchor. In a crash, one 
anchor may not be strong enough to hold two
child safety seat attachments and may break, causin g serious injury or death.

The lower anchors for child seat installation are l ocated at the rear section of 
the second row seat between the cushion and seat ba ck.

Follow the child seat manufacturer's instructions t o properly install a child 
seat with LATCH attachments.

Attach LATCH lower attachments of the child seat on ly to the anchors shown.

If you install a child seat with rigid LATCH attach ments, do not tighten 
the tether strap enough to lift the child seat off the vehicle seat cushion
when the child is seated in it. Keep the tether str ap just snug without
lifting the front of the child seat. Keeping the ch ild seat just touching the
vehicle seat gives the best protection in a severe crash.
Each time you use the safety seat, check that the s eat is properly attached to 
the lower anchors and tether anchor. Try to tilt th e child
seat from side to side. Also try to tug the seat fo rward. Check to see if the 
anchors hold the seat in place.

If the safety seat is not anchored properly, the ri sk of a child being injured 
in a crash greatly increases.

NOTICE TO UTILITY VEHICLE AND TRUCK OWNERS
Utility vehicles and trucks handle differently than  passenger cars in the 
various driving conditions that are encountered on streets, highways and off-
road. Utility
vehicles and trucks are not designed for cornering at speeds as high as 
passenger cars any more than
low-slung sports cars are designed to perform satis factorily under
off-road conditions.

Utility vehicles have a significantly higher rollov er rate than other types of 
vehicles. To reduce the risk of serious injury or
death from a rollover or other crash you must:
*  Avoid sharp turns and abrupt maneuvers;
*  Drive at safe speeds for the conditions;
*  Keep tires properly inflated;
*  Never overload or improperly load your vehicle; and
*  Make sure every passenger is properly restrained .

 



 

In a rollover crash, an unbelted person is signific antly more likely
to die than a person wearing a seat belt. All occup ants must
wear seat belts and children/infants must use appro priate restraints to
minimize the risk of injury or ejection.

Study your "Owner's Guide" and any supplements for specific
information about equipment features, instructions for safe driving and
additional precautions to reduce the risk of an acc ident or serious injury.

VEHICLE CHARACTERISTICS

4WD and AWD Systems
A vehicle equipped with AWD or 4WD has the ability to use all four wheels to 
power itself. This increases traction which may ena ble you to safely drive over 
terrain and road conditions that a conventional
two-wheel drive vehicle cannot.

Power is supplied to all four wheels through a tran sfer case or power
transfer unit. You should become thoroughly familia r with this
information before you operate your vehicle.

Do not become overconfident in the ability of 4WD a nd AWD
vehicles. Although a 4WD or AWD vehicle may acceler ate better
than two-wheel drive vehicle in low traction situat ions, it won't stop
any faster than two-wheel drive vehicles. Always dr ive at a safe speed.

How your vehicle differs from other vehicles
SUV and trucks can differ from some other vehicles in a few noticeable ways. 
Your vehicle may be:
*  Higher - to allow higher load carrying capacity and to allow it to travel 
over rough terrain without getting hung up or
damaging underbody components.
*  Shorter - to give it the capability to approach inclines and drive over the 
crest of a hill without getting hung up or damaging
underbody components. All other things held equal, a shorter wheelbase may make 
your vehicle
quicker to respond to steering inputs than a vehicl e with a longer wheelbase.

*  Narrower - to provide greater
maneuverability in tight spaces,
particularly in off-road use.
As a result of the above dimensional differences, S UV's and trucks often will 
have a higher center of gravity and a greater diffe rence in center of gravity 
between the loaded and unloaded condition.
These differences that make your vehicle so versati le also make it handle 
differently than an ordinary passenger car.

INFORMATION ABOUT UNIFORM TIRE QUALITY GRADING

 



 

New vehicles are fitted with tires that have a rati ng on them called Tire 
Quality Grades  apply to new pneumatic passenger car tires . The Quality grades 
can be found where applicable on the tire sidewall between tread shoulder and 
maximum section width. For example:
*  Treadwear 200 Traction AA Temperature A
These Tire Quality Grades are determined by standar ds that the United
States Department of Transportation has set.
Tire Quality Grades apply to new pneumatic tires for use on passenger cars car 
tires . They do not apply to deep tread, winter-type snow  tires, space-saver or 
temporary use spare  tires, light truck or "LT" type  tires, tires with nominal 
rim diameters of 10 to 12 inches or limited product ion tires as defined in Title 
49 Code of Federal Regulations Part 575.104(c)(2).
U.S. Department of Transportation-Tire quality grad es: The U.S. Department of 
Transportation requires Ford Motor Company to give you the following information 
about tire grades exactly as the government
has written it.

Treadwear
The treadwear grade is a comparative rating based o n the wear rate of the tire 
when tested under controlled conditions on a specif ied
government test course. For example, a tire graded 150 would wear one and one-
half (1 1/2) times as well on the government course  as a tire graded 100. The 
relative performance of tires depends upon the actu al conditions of their use, 
however, and may depart significantly from the norm  due to variations in driving 
habits, service practices, and
differences in road characteristics and climate.

Traction AA A B C
The traction grades, from highest to lowest are AA,  A, B, and C. The grades 
represent the tire's ability to stop on wet pavemen t as measured under 
controlled conditions on specified government test surfaces of asphalt and 
concrete. A tire marked C may have poor traction pe rformance.

The traction grade assigned to this tire is based o n
straight-ahead braking traction tests, and does not  include
acceleration, cornering, hydroplaning or peak tract ion characteristics.

Temperature A B C
The temperature grades are A (the highest), B and C , representing the tire's 
resistance to the generation of heat and its abilit y to dissipate heat when 
tested under controlled conditions on a specified i ndoor laboratory test wheel. 
Sustained high temperature can cause the material o f the tire
to degenerate and reduce tire life, and excessive t emperature can lead to sudden 
tire failure. The grade C corresponds to a level of  performance which all 
passenger car tires must meet under the Federal Mot or Vehicle Safety Standard 
No. 109. 139.  Grades B and A represent higher levels of performa nce on the 
laboratory test wheel than the minimum required by law.

The temperature grade for this tire is established for a tire that
is properly inflated and not overloaded. Excessive speed,
underinflation, or excessive loading, either separa tely or in
combination, can cause heat buildup and possible ti re failure.

 



 

TIRES
Tires are designed to give many thousands of miles of service, but they must be 
maintained in order to get the maximum benefit from  them. 

Glossary of tire terminology
*  Tire label: A label showing the OE (Original Equ ipment) tire sizes, 
recommended inflation pressure and the maximum weig ht the vehicle can carry.
*  Tire Identification Number (TIN): A number on th e sidewall of each tire 
providing information about the tire brand and
manufacturing plant, tire size and date of manufact ure. Also referred to as DOT 
code.
*  Inflation pressure: A measure of the amount of a ir in a tire.
*  Standard load: A class of P-metric or Metric tir es designed to carry a 
maximum load at 35 psi [37 psi (2.5 bar) for Metric  tires]. Increasing
the inflation pressure beyond this pressure will no t increase the tire's load 
carrying capability.
*  Extra load: A class of P-metric or Metric tires designed to carry a heavier 
maximum load at 41 psi [43 psi (2.9 bar) for Metric  tires]. Increasing the 
inflation pressure beyond this pressure will not in crease the tire's load 
carrying capability.
*  kPa: Kilopascal, a metric unit of air pressure.
*  PSI: Pounds per square inch, a standard unit of air pressure.
*  Cold inflation pressure: The tire pressure when the vehicle has been 
stationary and out of direct sunlight for an hour o r more and prior to the 
vehicle being driven for 1 mile (1.6 km).
*  Recommended inflation pressure: The cold inflati on pressure found
on the Safety Compliance Certification Label or Tir e Label located on
the B-Pillar or the edge of the driver's door.
*  B-pillar: The structural member at the side of t he vehicle behind the front 
door.
*  Bead area of the tire: Area of the tire next to the rim.
*  Sidewall of the tire: Area between the bead area  and the tread.
*  Tread area of the tire: Area of the perimeter of  the tire that contacts the 
road when mounted on the vehicle.
*  Rim: The metal support (wheel) for a tire or a t ire and tube assembly upon 
which the tire beads are seated.

INFLATING YOUR TIRES
Safe operation of your vehicle requires that your t ires are properly inflated. 
Remember that a tire can lose up to half of its air  pressure without appearing 
flat.
Every day before you drive, check your tires. If on e looks lower than the 
others, use a tire gauge to check pressure of all t ires and adjust if required.
At least once a month and before long trips, inspec t each tire and check the 
tire pressure with a tire gauge (including spare, i f equipped). Inflate all 
tires to the inflation pressure recommended by Ford  Motor Company.
Use a tire gauge to check the tire inflation pressu re, including the spare (if 
equipped), at least monthly and before long trips. You are strongly urged to buy 
a reliable tire pressure gauge, as automatic servic e station gauges may be 
inaccurate. Ford recommends the use of a digital or
dial-type tire pressure gauge rather than a stick-t ype tire pressure gauge.
Use the recommended cold inflation pressure for opt imum tire performance and 
wear. Under-inflation or over-inflation may cause u neven treadwear patterns.

Under-inflation is the most common cause of tire fa ilures and

 



 

may result in severe tire cracking, tread separatio n or "blowout",
with unexpected loss of vehicle control and increas ed risk of injury.
Under-inflation increases sidewall flexing and roll ing resistance,
resulting in heat buildup and internal damage to th e tire. It also may
result in unnecessary tire stress, irregular wear, loss of vehicle control
and accidents. A tire can lose up to half of its ai r pressure and not
appear to be flat!

Always inflate your tires to the Ford recommended i nflation pressure
even if it is less than the maximum inflation press ure information found
on the tire. The Ford recommended tire inflation pr essure is found on
the Safety Compliance Certification Label or Tire L abel which is located
on the B-Pillar or the edge of the driver's door. F ailure to follow the tire
pressure recommendations can cause uneven treadwear  patterns and
adversely affect the way your vehicle handles.
Maximum Permissible Inflation Pressure is the tire manufacturer's maximum 
permissible pressure and/or the pressure at which t he maximum load can be 
carried by the tire. This pressure is normally high er than the manufacturer's 
recommended cold inflation pressure
which can be found on the Safety Compliance Certifi cation Label or Tire

Label which is located on the B-Pillar or the edge of the driver's door. The 
cold inflation pressure should never be set lower t han the
recommended pressure on the Safety Compliance Certi fication Label or
Tire Label.
When weather temperature changes occur, tire inflat ion pressures also change. A 
10°F (6°C) temperature drop can cause a correspondi ng drop
of 1 psi (7 kPa) in inflation pressure. Check your tire pressures frequently and 
adjust them to the proper pressure which can be fou nd on the Safety Compliance 
Certification Label or Tire Label.
To check the pressure in your tire(s):
1. Make sure the tires are cool, meaning they are n ot hot from driving even a 
mile.
If you are checking tire pressure when the tire is hot, (i.e. driven more than 1 
mile [1.6 km]), never "bleed" or reduce air pressur e. The tires are hot from 
driving and it is normal for pressures to increase above recommended cold 
pressures. A hot tire at or below recommended cold inflation pressure could be 
significantly under-inflated.
Note: If you have to drive a distance to get air fo r your tire(s), check and 
record the tire pressure first and add the appropri ate air pressure when you get 
to the pump. It is normal for tires to heat up and the air pressure inside to go 
up as you drive.
2. Remove the cap from the valve on one tire, then firmly press the tire gauge 
onto the valve and measure the pressure.
3. Add enough air to reach the recommended air pres sure.
Note: If you overfill the tire, release air by push ing on the metal stem in the 
center of the valve. Then recheck the pressure with  your tire gauge.
4. Replace the valve cap.
5. Repeat this procedure for each tire, including t he spare.
Note: Some spare tires operate at a higher inflatio n pressure than the other 
tires. For T-type/mini-spare tires (see Dissimilar Spare
Tire/Wheel Information section for description): St ore and maintain at
60 psi (4.15 bar). For Full Size and Dissimilar spa re tires (see 
Dissimilar Spare Tire/Wheel Information section for  description): 
Store and maintain at the higher of the front and r ear inflation pressure 

 



 

as shown on the Tire Label.
6. Visually inspect the tires to make sure there ar e no nails or other objects 
embedded that could poke a hole in the tire and cau se an air leak.
7. Check the sidewalls to make sure there are no go uges, cuts or bulges.

TIRE CARE 

Inspecting your tires
Periodically inspect the tire treads for uneven or excessive wear and remove 
objects such as stones, nails or glass that may be wedged in the tread grooves. 
Check for holes or cuts that may permit air leakage  from the tire and make 
necessary repairs. Also inspect the tire sidewalls for cracking, cuts, bruises 
and other signs of damage or excessive wear. If int ernal damage to the tire is 
suspected, have the tire demounted and inspected in  case it needs to be repaired 
or replaced. For your safety, 
tires that are damaged or show signs of excessive w ear should not be used 
because they are more likely to blow out or fail.
Improper or inadequate vehicle maintenance can caus e tires to wear abnormally. 
Inspect all your tires, including the spare, freque ntly, and replace them if one 
or more of the following conditions exist:

Tire wear
When the tread is worn down to
1/16th of an inch (2 mm), tires must
be replaced to help prevent your
vehicle from skidding and
hydroplaning. Built-in treadwear
indicators, or "wear bars", which
look like narrow strips of smooth
rubber across the tread will appear
on the tire when the tread is worn
down to 1/16th of an inch (2 mm).
When the tire tread wears down to
the same height as these "wear bars", the tire is w orn out and must be
replaced.

Damage
Periodically inspect the tire treads and sidewalls for damage (such as bulges in 
the tread or sidewalls, cracks in the tread groove and
separation in the tread or sidewall). If damage is observed or suspected have 
the tire inspected by a tire professional. Tires ca n be damaged during off-road 
use, so inspection after off-road use is also
recommended.

Age
Tires degrade over time depending on many factors s uch as
weather, storage conditions, and conditions of use (load, speed,
inflation pressure, etc.) the tires experience thro ughout their lives.
In general, tires should be replaced after six year s regardless of tread
wear. However, heat caused by hot climates or frequ ent high loading
conditions can accelerate the aging process and may  require tires to be
replaced more frequently.
You should replace your spare tire when you replace  the road tires or

 



 

after six years due to aging even if it has not bee n used.

U.S. DOT Tire Identification Number (TIN)
Both U.S. and Canada Federal regulations require ti re manufacturers to place 
standardized information on the sidewall of all tir es. This information 
identifies and describes the fundamental characteri stics of
the tire and also provides a U.S. DOT Tire Identifi cation Number for safety 
standard certification and in case of a recall.
This begins with the letters "DOT" and indicates th at the tire meets all federal 
standards. The next two numbers or letters are the plant code designating where 
it was manufactured, the next two are the tire size
code and the last four numbers represent the week a nd year the tire was built. 
For example, the numbers 317 mean the 31st week of 1997. After
2000 the numbers go to four digits. For example, 25 01 means the 25th week of 
2001. The numbers in between are identification cod es used for traceability. 
This information is used to contact customers if a tire defect requires a 
recall.

Tire Replacement Requirements
Your vehicle is equipped with tires designed to pro vide a safe ride and handling 
capability.

Only use replacement tires and wheels that are the same size, 
load index, speed rating and type (such as P-metric  versus
LT-metric or all-season versus all-terrain) as thos e originally provided
by Ford. The recommended tire and wheel size may be  found on either
the Safety Compliance Certification Label or the Ti re Label which is
located on the B-Pillar or edge of the driver's doo r. If this information
is not found on these labels then you should consul t your Ford dealer.
Use of any tire or wheel not recommended by Ford ca n affect the
safety and performance of your vehicle, which could  result in an
increased risk of loss of vehicle control, vehicle rollover, personal injury
and death. Additionally the use of non-recommended tires and wheels
could cause steering, suspension, axle or transfer case/power transfer
unit failure. If you have questions regarding tire replacement, see an
authorized dealer.

When mounting replacement tires and wheels, you sho uld not
exceed the maximum pressure indicated on the sidewa ll of the
tire to set the beads without additional precaution s listed below. If the
beads do not seat at the maximum pressure indicated , re-lubricate and
try again.
When inflating the tire for mounting pressures up t o 20 psi greater
than the maximum pressure on the tire sidewall, the  following
precautions must be taken to protect the person mou nting the tire:
1. Make sure that you have the correct tire and whe el size.
2. Lubricate the tire bead and wheel bead seat area  again.
3. Stand at a minimum of 12 feet away from the tire  wheel assembly.
4. Use both eye and ear protection.
For a mounting pressure more than 20 psi greater th an the maximum
pressure, a Ford Dealer or other tire service profe ssional should do the
mounting.

 



 

Always inflate steel carcass tires with a remote ai r fill with the person
inflating standing at a minimum of 12 ft. away from  the tire wheel
assembly.

It is recommended that the two front tires or two r ear tires generally be 
replaced as a pair.

Important: Remember to replace the valve stems when  the road tires are replaced 
on your vehicle.

Note: The use of a different tire can effect the fu el economy of your 
vehicle.
The tire pressure monitoring sensors mounted in the  wheels (originally installed 
on your vehicle) are not designed to be used in aft ermarket wheels.
The use of wheels or tires not recommended by Ford Motor Company may affect the 
operation of your Tire Pressure Monitoring System.

Safety practices
Driving habits have a great deal to do with your ti re mileage and safety.
*  Observe posted speed limits
*  Avoid fast starts, stops and turns
*  Avoid potholes and objects on the road
*  Do not run over curbs or hit the tire against a curb when parking

If your vehicle is stuck in snow, mud, sand, etc., do not rapidly spin the 
tires; spinning the tires can tear the tire and cau se an
explosion. A tire can explode in as little as three  to five seconds.

Do not spin the wheels at over 35 mph (56 km/h). Th e tires may
fail and injure a passenger or bystander.

Highway hazards
No matter how carefully you drive there's always th e possibility that you may 
eventually have a flat tire on the highway. Drive s lowly to the
closest safe area out of traffic. This may further damage the flat tire, but 
your safety is more important.
If you feel a sudden vibration or ride disturbance while driving, or you suspect 
your tire or vehicle has been damaged, immediately reduce your speed. Drive with 
caution until you can safely pull off the road. Sto p and inspect the tires for 
damage. If a tire is under-inflated or damaged,
deflate it, remove wheel and replace it with your s pare tire and wheel. If you 
cannot detect a cause, have the vehicle towed to th e nearest repair facility or 
tire dealer to have the vehicle inspected.

Tire and wheel alignment
A bad jolt from hitting a curb or pothole can cause  the front end of your 
vehicle to become misaligned or cause damage to you r tires. If your
vehicle seems to pull to one side when you're drivi ng, the wheels may be out of 
alignment. Have an authorized dealer check the whee l alignment periodically.
Wheel misalignment in the front or the rear can cau se uneven and rapid treadwear 
of your tires and should be corrected by an authori zed dealer. Front wheel drive 

 



 

(FWD) vehicles and those with an independent rear s uspension (if equipped) may 
require alignment of all four wheels.
The tires should also be balanced periodically. An unbalanced tire and wheel 
assembly may result in irregular tire wear.

Tire rotation
Rotating your tires at the recommended interval (as  indicated in the scheduled 
maintenance information that comes with your vehicl e) will help your tires wear 
more evenly, providing better tire performance and longer tire life . Unless 
otherwise specified, rotate the tires approximately  every 5,000 miles (8,000 
km) .
*  Front Wheel Drive (FWD) vehicles (front tires at  top of diagram)

*  Rear Wheel Drive (RWD)
vehicles/Four Wheel Drive
(4WD)/ All Wheel Drive (AWD)
vehicles (front tires at top of
diagram)

Sometimes irregular tire wear can be corrected by r otating the tires.
Note: If your tires show uneven wear ask an authori zed dealer to check for and 
correct any wheel misalignment, tire imbalance or m echanical problem involved 
before tire rotation.
Note: Your vehicle may be equipped with a dissimila r spare tire/wheel. A 
dissimilar spare tire/wheel is defined as a spare t ire and/or wheel that is 
different in brand, size or appearance from the roa d tires and wheels. If you 
have a dissimilar spare tire/wheel it is intended f or temporary use
only and should not be used in a tire rotation.
Note: After having your tires rotated, inflation pr essure must be checked and 
adjusted to the vehicle requirements.

INFORMATION CONTAINED ON THE TIRE SIDEWALL
Both U.S. and Canada Federal regulations require ti re manufacturers to place 
standardized information on the sidewall of all tir es. This information 
identifies and describes the fundamental characteri stics of
the tire and also provides a U.S. DOT Tire Identifi cation Number for safety 
standard certification and in case of a recall.

 



 

Information on "P" type tires
P215/65R15 95H is an example of a tire size, load i ndex and speed rating. The 
definitions of these
items are listed below. (Note that the tire size, l oad index and speed rating 
for your vehicle may be different from this example .)
1. P: Indicates a tire, designated by the Tire and Rim Association (T&RA), that 
may be used for service on cars, SUVs, minivans and  light trucks.
Note: If your tire size does not
begin with a letter this may mean it
is designated by either ETRTO
(European Tire and Rim Technical Organization) or J ATMA (Japan Tire
Manufacturing Association).
2. 215: Indicates the nominal width of the tire in millimeters from sidewall 
edge to sidewall edge. In general, the larger the n umber, the wider the tire.
3. 65: Indicates the aspect ratio which gives the t ire's ratio of height to 
width.
4. R: Indicates a "radial" type tire.
5. 15: Indicates the wheel or rim diameter in inche s. If you change your wheel 
size, you will have to purchase new tires to match the new wheel diameter.
6. 95: Indicates the tire's load index. It is an in dex that relates to how much 
weight a tire can carry. You may find this informat ion in your Owner's Guide. If 
not, contact a local tire dealer.
Note: You may not find this information on all tire s because it is not required 
by federal law.
7. H: Indicates the tire's speed rating. The speed rating denotes the speed at 
which a tire is designed to be driven for extended periods of
time under a standard condition of load and inflati on pressure. The tires on 
your vehicle may operate at different conditions fo r load and inflation 
pressure. These speed ratings may need to be adjust ed for the difference
in conditions. The ratings range from 81 mph (130 k m/h) to 186 mph
(299 km/h). These ratings are listed in the followi ng chart.

Note: You may not find this information on all tire s because it is not required 
by federal law.
Letter ratingSpeed rating - mph (km/h)M81 mph (130 km/h)N87 mph (140 km/h)Q99 
mph (159 km/h)R106 mph (171 km/h)S112 mph (180 km/h )T118 mph (190 km/h)U124 mph 
(200 km/h)H130 mph (210 km/h)V149 mph (240 km/h)W16 8 mph (270 km/h)Y186 mph (299 
km/h)Note: For tires with a maximum speed capabilit y over 149 mph
(240 km/h), tire manufacturers sometimes use the le tters ZR. For
those with a maximum speed capability over 186 mph (299 km/h), tire 
manufacturers always use the letters ZR.
8. U.S. DOT Tire Identification Number (TIN): This begins with the letters "DOT" 
and indicates that the tire meets all federal stand ards. The next two numbers or 
letters are the plant code designating where it was  manufactured, the next two 
are the tire size code and the last four numbers re present the week and year the 
tire was built. For example,
the numbers 317 mean the 31st week of 1997. After 2 000 the numbers go to four 
digits. For example, 2501 means the 25th week of 20 01. The numbers in between 
are identification codes used for traceability. Thi s
information is used to contact customers if a tire defect requires a recall.
9. M+S or M/S: Mud and Snow, or
AT: All Terrain, or
AS: All Season.

 



 

10. Tire Ply Composition and Material Used: Indicat es the number of plies or the 
number of layers of rubber-coated fabric in the tir e tread and sidewall. Tire 
manufacturers also must indicate the ply materials in the
tire and the sidewall, which include steel, nylon, polyester, and others.
11. Maximum Load: Indicates the maximum load in kil ograms and pounds that can be 
carried by the tire. Refer to the Safety Compliance  Certification Label, which 
is located on the B-Pillar or the edge of the drive r's door, for the correct 
tire pressure for your vehicle.

12. Treadwear, Traction and Temperature Grades
*  Treadwear: The treadwear grade is a comparative rating based on the wear rate 
of the tire when tested under controlled conditions  on a specified government 
test course. For example, a tire graded 150
would wear one and one-half (11/2) times as well on  the government course as a 
tire graded 100.
*  Traction: The traction grades, from highest to l owest are AA, A, B,
and C. The grades represent the tire's ability to s top on wet pavement
as measured under controlled conditions on specifie d government test
surfaces of asphalt and concrete. A tire marked C m ay have poor
traction performance.
*  Temperature: The temperature grades are A (the h ighest), B and C, 
representing the tire's resistance to the generatio n of heat and its
ability to dissipate heat when tested under control led conditions on a specified 
indoor laboratory test wheel.
13. Maximum Permissible Inflation Pressure: Indicat es the tire manufacturers' 
maximum permissible pressure and/or the pressure at  which the maximum load can 
be carried by the tire. This pressure is normally h igher than the manufacturer's 
recommended cold inflation pressure which can be fo und on the Safety Compliance 
Certification Label or Tire Label which is located on the B-Pillar or the edge 
of the
driver's door. The cold inflation pressure should n ever be set lower than the 
recommended pressure on the vehicle label.
The tire suppliers may have additional markings, no tes or warnings such as 
standard load, radial tubeless, etc.

Additional information contained on the tire sidewa ll for "LT" type
tires
"LT" type tires have some additional information be yond those of "P"
type tires; these differences are described below : .
Note: Tire Quality Grades do not apply to this type  of tire.
1. LT: Indicates a tire, designated by the Tire and  Rim Association
(T&RA), that is intended for service on light truck s.
2. Load Range/Load Inflation
Limits: Indicates the tire's
load-carrying capabilities and its
inflation limits.
3. Maximum Load Dual lb. (kg) at psi (kPa) cold: In dicates the maximum load and 
tire pressure when the tire is used as a dual; defi ned 
as four tires on the rear axle (a total of six or m ore tires on the vehicle).
4. Maximum Load Single lb. (kg) at psi (kPa) cold: Indicates the maximum load 
and tire pressure when the tire is used as a single ; defined as two tires 
(total) on the rear axle.

 



 

Information on "T" type tires
"T" type tires have some additional information bey ond those of "P" type tires; 
these differences are described below:
T145/80D16 is an example of a tire size.
Note: The temporary tire size for your vehicle may be different from this 
example . Tire Quality Grades do not apply to this type of tire .
1. T: Indicates a type of tire, designated by the T ire and Rim Association 
(T&RA), that is intended for temporary service on c ars, SUVs, minivans and light 
trucks.
2. 145: Indicates the nominal width 
of the tire in millimeters from sidewall edge to si dewall edge. In general, 
the larger the number, the wider the tire.
3. 80: Indicates the aspect ratio which gives the t ire's ratio of height to 
width. Numbers of 70 or lower indicate a short side wall.
4. D: Indicates a "diagonal" type tire.
R: Indicates a "radial" type tire.
5. 16: Indicates the wheel or rim diameter in inche s. If you change your wheel 
size, you will have to purchase new tires to match the new wheel diameter.

Location of the tire label
You will find a Tire Label containing tire inflatio n pressure by tire size and 
other important information located on the B-Pillar  or the edge of the driver's 
door. Refer to the payload description and graphic in the Vehicle loading - with 
and without a trailer section.

TIRE PRESSURE MONITORING SYSTEM (TPMS)
Each tire, including the spare (if provided), shoul d be checked monthly when 
cold and inflated to the inflation pressure recomme nded by the vehicle 
manufacturer on the
vehicle placard or tire inflation pressure label. ( If your vehicle has tires
of a different size than the size indicated on the vehicle placard or tire
inflation pressure label, you should determine the proper tire inflation
pressure for those tires.)
As an added safety feature, your vehicle has been e quipped with a tire pressure 
monitoring system (TPMS) that illuminates a low tir e pressure telltale when one 
or more of your tires is significantly under-inflat ed. Accordingly, when the low 
tire pressure telltale illuminates, you should stop  and check your tires as soon 
as possible, and inflate them to the proper pressur e. Driving on a significantly 
under-inflated tire causes the tire to overheat and  can lead to tire failure. 
Under-inflation also reduces fuel efficiency and ti re tread life, and may affect 
the vehicle's handling
and stopping ability.
Please note that the TPMS is not a substitute for p roper tire
maintenance, and it is the driver's responsibility to maintain correct tire
pressure, even if under-inflation has not reached t he level to trigger
illumination of the TPMS low tire pressure telltale .
Your vehicle has also been equipped with a TPMS mal function indicator
to indicate when the system is not operating proper ly. The TPMS
malfunction indicator is combined with the low tire  pressure telltale.
When the system detects a malfunction, the telltale  will flash for
approximately one minute and then remain continuous ly illuminated.
This sequence will continue upon subsequent vehicle  start-ups as long as
the malfunction exists.
When the malfunction indicator is illuminated, the system may not be
able to detect or signal low tire pressure as inten ded. TPMS malfunctions

 



 

may occur for a variety of reasons, including the i nstallation of
replacement or alternate tires or wheels on the veh icle that prevent the
TPMS from functioning properly. Always check the TP MS malfunction
telltale after replacing one or more tires or wheel s on your vehicle to
ensure that the replacement or alternate tires and wheels allow the
TPMS to continue to function properly.

The Tire Pressure Monitoring System complies with p art 15 of the FCC
rules and with RSS-210 of Industry Canada. Operatio n is subject to the
following two conditions: (1) This device may not c ause harmful
interference, and (2) This device must accept any i nterference received,
including interference that may cause undesired ope ration.

The Tire Pressure Monitoring System is NOT a substi tute for manually checking 
tire pressure. The tire pressure should be
checked periodically (at least monthly) using a tir e gauge, see
Inflating your tires in this chapter. Failure to pr operly maintain your
tire pressure could increase the risk of tire failu re, loss of control,
vehicle rollover and personal injury.

Changing tires with TPMS
Each road tire is equipped with a tire pressure sen sor fastened to the inside 
rim of the wheel. The pressure sensor is covered by  the tire and is not visible 
unless the tire is removed. The pressure sensor is located
opposite (180 degrees) from the valve stem. Care mu st be taken when changing the 
tire to avoid damaging the sensor. It is recommende d that you always have your 
tires serviced by an authorized dealer.
The tire pressure should be checked periodically (a t least monthly) using an 
accurate tire gauge, refer to Inflating your tires in this chapter.

Understanding your Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS)
The Tire Pressure Monitoring System measures pressu re in your four
road tires and sends the tire pressure readings to your vehicle. The Low
Tire Pressure Warning Lamp will turn ON if the tire pressure is 
significantly low. Once the light is illuminated, y our tires are under 
inflated and need to be inflated to the manufacture r's recommended tire 
pressure. Even if the light turns ON and a short ti me later turns OFF, 
your tire pressure still needs to be checked . Visit www.checkmytires.org
for additional information .

When your temporary spare tire is installed
When one of your road tires needs to be replaced wi th the temporary spare, the 
TPMS system will continue to identify an issue to r emind you that the damaged 
road wheel/tire needs to be repaired and put back o n your vehicle.
To restore the full functionality of the Tire Press ure Monitoring System, have 
the damaged road wheel/tire repaired and remounted on your vehicle. For 
additional information, refer to Changing tires wit h TPMS
in this section.

When you believe your system is not operating prope rly
The main function of the Tire Pressure Monitoring S ystem is to warn you when 
your tires need air. It can also warn you in the ev ent the system is
no longer capable of functioning as intended. Pleas e refer to the
following chart for information concerning your Tir e Pressure Monitoring

 



 

System:

Low Tire Pressure 
Warning LightPossible causeCustomer Action Required Solid Warning LightTire(s)
under-inflated1. Check your tire pressure to
ensure tires are properly inflated; refer to Inflat ing your tires in this 
chapter.
2. After inflating your tires to the manufacturer's  recommended inflation 
pressure as shown on the Tire Label (located on the  edge of driver's door or the 
B-Pillar), the vehicle must be driven for at least two minutes over 20 
mph (32 km/h) before the light will turn OFF.Spare tire in useYour temporary 
spare tire is in
use. Repair the damaged road wheel/tire and reinsta ll it on the vehicle to 
restore system 
functionality. For a description on how the system functions, refer to When your 
temporary spare tire is installed in this section.T PMS
malfunctionIf your tires are properly
inflated and your spare tire is not in use and the light remains ON, have the 
system inspected by your authorized dealer.

Low Tire Pressure 
Warning LightPossible causeCustomer Action Required Flashing Warning
LightSpare tire in useYour temporary spare tire is in
use. Repair the damaged road wheel and re-mount it on the vehicle to restore 
system functionality. For a description of how the system functions under these 
conditions, refer 
to When your temporary spare tire is installed in t his section.TPMS
malfunctionIf your tires are properly
inflated and your spare tire is not in use and the TPMS warning light still 
flashes, have the system inspected by your authoriz ed dealer.When inflating your 
tires
When putting air into your tires (such as at a gas station or in your garage), 
the Tire Pressure Monitoring System may not respond  immediately to the air added 
to your tires.
It may take up to two minutes of driving over 20 mp h (32 km/h) for the light to 
turn OFF after you have filled your tires to the re commended inflation pressure.
How temperature affects your tire pressure
The Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS) monitors  tire pressure in each 
pneumatic tire. While driving in a normal manner, a  typical passenger tire 
inflation pressure may increase approximately 2 to 4 psi (14 to 28 kPa) from a 
cold start situation. If the vehicle is stationary
over night with the outside temperature significant ly lower than the daytime 
temperature, the tire pressure may decrease approxi mately 3 psi (20.7 kPa) for a 
drop of 30° F (16.6°C) in ambient temperature. This
lower pressure value may be detected by the TPMS as  being significantly lower 
than the recommended inflation pressure and activat e the TPMS warning for low 
tire pressure. If the low tire pressure warning lig ht is
ON, visually check each tire to verify that no tire  is flat. (If one or more

tires are flat, repair as necessary.) Check air pre ssure in the road tires. If 
any tire is under-inflated, carefully drive the veh icle to the nearest 
location where air can be added to the tires. Infla te all the tires to the 
recommended inflation pressure.

 



 

SNOW TIRES AND CHAINS

      Snow tires must be the same size  and grade as the tires you currently have 
on your vehicle. , load index, speed rating as those originally prov ided by Ford. 
Use of any tire or wheel not recommended by Ford ca n affect the safety and 
performance of your
vehicle, which could result in an increased risk of  loss of vehicle control, 
vehicle rollover, personal injury and death. Additi onally, the use of non-
recommended tires and wheels could cause steering, suspension, axle or transfer 
case/power transfer unit failure.

The tires on your vehicle have all weather treads t o provide traction in rain 
and snow. However, in some climates, you may need t o use snow tires and cables. 
If you need to use cables, it is recommended that s teel wheels (of the same size 
and specifications) be used, as cables may chip
aluminum wheels.
Follow these guidelines when using snow tires and t raction devices:
*  SAE class "S" cables should ONLY be used on the front axle for
P235/70R16 tires.
*  Install cables securely, verifying that the cabl es or chains do not touch any 
wiring, brake lines or fuel lines.
*  Drive cautiously. If you hear the cables rub or bang against the vehicle, 
stop and retighten them. If this does not work, rem ove the cables to prevent 
vehicle damage.
*  Avoid overloading your vehicle.
*  Remove the cables when they are no longer needed .
*  Do not use cables on dry roads.
*  Do not exceed 30 mph (48 km/h) with tire cables on your vehicle. Consult your 
authorized dealer for information on other Ford Mot or
Company approved methods of traction control.

VEHICLE LOADING - WITH AND WITHOUT A TRAILER
This section will guide you in the proper loading o f your vehicle and/or 
trailer, to keep your loaded vehicle weight within its design rating capability, 
with or without a trailer. Properly loading your ve hicle will 

provide maximum return of vehicle design performanc e. Before loading your 
vehicle, familiarize yourself with the following te rms for determining your 
vehicle's weight ratings, with or without a trailer , from the vehicle's Tire 
Label or Safety Compliance Certification Label:
Base Curb Weight - is the weight of the vehicle inc luding a full tank of fuel 
and all standard equipment. It does not include pas sengers, cargo, or optional 
equipment.
Vehicle Curb Weight - is the weight of your new veh icle when you picked it up 
from your authorized dealer plus any aftermarket eq uipment.

Payload - is the combined weight of cargo and passe ngers that the vehicle is 
carrying. The maximum payload for your vehicle can be found on the Tire Label on 
the B-Pillar or the edge of the driver's door

 



 

(vehicles exported outside the US and Canada may no t have a Tire
Label). Look for "THE COMBINED WEIGHT OF OCCUPANTS AND
CARGO SHOULD NEVER EXCEED XXX kg OR XXX lb." for
maximum payload. The payload listed on the Tire Lab el is the maximum
payload for the vehicle as built by the assembly pl ant. If any aftermarket
or authorized-dealer installed equipment has been i nstalled on the
vehicle, the weight of the equipment must be subtra cted from the
payload listed on the Tire Label in order to determ ine the new payload.

The appropriate loading capacity of your vehicle ca n be limited either by volume 
capacity (how much space is available) or by
payload capacity (how much weight the vehicle shoul d carry). Once you have 
reached the maximum payload of your vehicle, do not  add
more cargo, even if there is space available. Overl oading or improperly loading 
your vehicle can contribute to loss of vehicle cont rol and
vehicle rollover.

Example only:

Cargo Weight - includes all weight added to the Bas e Curb Weight, including 
cargo and optional equipment. When towing, trailer tongue load
or king pin weight is also part of cargo weight.
GAW (Gross Axle Weight) - is the total weight place d on each axle
(front and rear) - including vehicle curb weight an d all payload.

GAWR (Gross Axle Weight Rating) - is the maximum al lowable weight that can be 
carried by a single axle (front or rear). These
numbers are shown on the Safety Compliance Certific ation Label located on the B-
Pillar or the edge of the driver's door. The total load on each axle must never 
exceed its GAWR.
Note: For trailer towing information refer to Trail er towing found in this 
chapter or the RV and Trailer Towing Guide provided  by your authorized dealer.

 



 

GVW (Gross Vehicle Weight) - is the Vehicle Curb We ight + cargo +
passengers.
GVWR (Gross Vehicle Weight
Rating) - is the maximum
allowable weight of the fully loaded
vehicle (including all options,
equipment, passengers and cargo).
The GVWR is shown on the
Safety Compliance Certification
Label located on the B-Pillar or
the edge of the driver's door.
The GVW must never exceed the
GVWR.

Exceeding the Safety Compliance Certification Label  vehicle weight rating limits 
could result in substandard vehicle handling
or performance, engine, transmission and/or structu ral damage, serious damage to 
the vehicle, loss of control and personal injury.

GCW (Gross Combined Weight) - is the weight of the loaded vehicle
(GVW) plus the weight of the fully loaded trailer.
GCWR (Gross Combined Weight Rating) - is the maximu m allowable weight of the 
vehicle and the loaded trailer - including all carg o and passengers - that the 
vehicle can handle without risking damage. (Importa nt: The towing vehicle's 
braking system is rated for operation at GVWR, not at GCWR.) Separate functional 
brakes should be used for
safe control of towed vehicles and for trailers whe re the GCW of the towing 
vehicle plus the trailer exceed the GVWR of the tow ing vehicle. The GCW must 
never exceed the GCWR.
Maximum Loaded Trailer Weight - is the highest poss ible weight of a fully loaded 
trailer the vehicle can tow. It assumes a vehicle w ith only mandatory options, 
no cargo (internal or external), a tongue load of
10-15% (conventional trailer) or king pin weight of  15-25% (fifth wheel 
trailer), and driver only (150 lb. [68 kg]). Consul t your authorized dealer (or 
the RV and Trailer Towing Guide provided by your au thorized dealer) for more 
detailed information.
Tongue Load or Fifth Wheel King Pin Weight - refers  to the amount of the weight 
that a trailer pushes down on a trailer hitch.
Examples: For a 5,000 lb. (2,268 kg) conventional t railer, multiply 5,000 
by 0.10 and 0.15 to obtain a proper tongue load ran ge of 500 to 750 lb. 

 



 

(227 to 340 kg). For an 11,500 lb. (5,216 kg) fifth  wheel trailer, multiply by 
0.15 and 0.25 to obtain a proper king pin load rang e of 1,725 to 2,875 lb. 
(782 to 1,304 kg)

Do not exceed the GVWR or the GAWR specified on the  Safety
Compliance Certification Label.

Do not use replacement tires with lower load carryi ng capacities
than the original tires because they may lower the vehicle's
GVWR and GAWR limitations. Replacement tires with a  higher limit
than the original tires do not increase the GVWR an d GAWR
limitations.

Exceeding any vehicle weight rating limitation coul d result in
serious damage to the vehicle and/or personal injur y.

Steps for determining the correct load limit:
1. Locate the statement "The combined weight of occ upants and cargo should never 
exceed XXX kg or XXX lbs lb ." on your vehicle's placard.
2. Determine the combined weight of the driver and passengers that will be 
riding in your vehicle.
3. Subtract the combined weight of the driver and p assengers from XXX
kg or XXX lbs lb .
4. The resulting figure equals the available amount  of cargo and luggage load 
capacity. For example, if the "XXX" amount equals 1 ,400 lbs lb . and there will be 
five 150 lb. passengers in your vehicle, the amount  of available cargo and 
luggage load capacity is 650 lbs lb . (1400-750 (5 x 150)
= 650 lb.). In metric units (635-340 (5 x 68) = 295  kg.)
5. Determine the combined weight of luggage and car go being loaded on the 
vehicle. That weight may not safely exceed the avai lable cargo and luggage load 
capacity calculated in Step 4.
6. If your vehicle will be towing a trailer, load f rom your trailer will be 
transferred to your vehicle. Consult this manual to  determine how this reduces 
the available cargo and luggage load capacity of yo ur vehicle.
The following gives you a few examples on how to ca lculate the available amount 
of cargo and luggage load capacity:
*  Another example for your vehicle with 1400 1,400  lb. (635 kg) of cargo and 
luggage capacity. You decide to go golfing. Is ther e enough load
capacity to carry you, 4 of your friends and all th e golf bags? You and four 
friends average 220 lb. (99 kg) each and the golf b ags weigh approximately 30 
lb. (13.5 kg) each. The calculation would be: 1400 - (5 x 220) - (5 x 30) = 1400 
- 1100 - 150 = 150 lb. Yes, you have
enough load capacity in your vehicle to transport f our friends and your golf 
bags. In metric units, the calculation would be: 63 5 kg -
(5 x 99 kg) - (5 x 13.5 kg) = 635 - 495 - 67.5 = 72 .5 kg.
*  A final example for your vehicle with 1400 1,400  lb. (635 kg) of cargo and 
luggage capacity. You and one of your friends decid e to pick up cement from the 
local home improvement store to finish that patio y ou have 
been planning for the past 2 years. Measuring the i nside of the vehicle with the 
rear seat folded down, you have room for 12-100 lb.  (45 kg) bags of cement. Do 
you have enough load capacity to transport the 

 



 

cement to your home? If you and your friend each we igh 220 lb. 
(99 kg), the calculation would be: 1400 - (2 x 220)  - (12 x 100) = 1400 - 
440 - 1200 = - 240 lb. No, you do not have enough c argo capacity to 
carry that much weight. In metric units, the calcul ation would be: 635 kg 
- (2 x 99 kg) - (12 x 45 kg) = 635 - 198 - 540 = -1 03 kg. You will need 
to reduce the load weight by at least 240 lb. (104 kg). If you remove 
3-100 lb. (45 kg) cement bags, then the load calcul ation would be:
1400 - (2 x 220) - (9 x 100) = 1400 - 440 - 900 = 6 0 lb. Now you have the load 
capacity to transport the cement and your friend ho me. In metric units, the 
calculation would be: 635 kg - (2 x 99 kg) -
(9 x 45 kg) = 635 - 198 - 405 = 32 kg.
The above calculations also assume that the loads a re positioned in your vehicle 
in a manner that does not overload the Front or the  Rear Gross Axle Weight 
Rating specified for your vehicle on the Safety Com pliance Certification Label 
found on the edge of the driver's door.

Special loading instructions for owners of pickup t rucks and utility-type 
vehicles

For important information regarding safe operation of this type
of vehicle, see the Preparing to drive your vehicle  section in
the Driving chapter of this Owner's Guide.

Loaded vehicles may handle differently than unloade d vehicles.
Extra precautions, such as slower speeds and increa sed stopping
distance, should be taken when driving a heavily lo aded vehicle.

Your vehicle can haul more cargo and people than mo st passenger cars. Depending 
upon the type and placement of the load, hauling ca rgo and people may raise the 
center of gravity of the vehicle.

TRAILER TOWING
Trailer towing with your vehicle may require the us e of a trailer tow option 
package.
Trailer towing puts additional loads on your vehicl e's engine, transaxle, axle, 
brakes, tires, and suspension. For your safety and to maximize vehicle 
performance, be sure to use the proper equipment wh ile towing.

Follow these guidelines to ensure safe towing proce dure:
*  Stay within your vehicle's load limits.
*  Thoroughly prepare your vehicle for towing. Refe r to Preparing to tow in this 
chapter.
*  Use extra caution when driving while trailer tow ing. Refer to Driving while 
you tow in this chapter.
*  Service your vehicle more frequently if you tow a trailer. Refer to the 
severe duty schedule in the scheduled maintenance g uide.
*  Do not tow a trailer until your vehicle has been  driven at least 500
miles (800 km).
*  Refer to the instructions included with towing a ccessories for the proper 
installation and adjustment specifications.
Do not exceed the maximum loads listed on the Certi fication label. For load 
specification terms found on the label, refer to Ve hicle loading in this 
chapter. Remember to figure in the tongue load of y our loaded
trailer when figuring the total weight.

 



 

FWDGCWR (Gross Combined Weight Rating)/Trailer Weig htsEngineMaximum
GCWR - lb. (kg)Trailer Weight
Range - lb. (kg)Maximum
frontal area of trailer - ft2 (m2)2.3L4820 (2186)10 00 (454)24 (2.2)Notes: For 
high altitude operation, reduce GCW by 2% per 1000 ft.
(300 meters) elevation. For definitions of terms an d instructions on calculating 
your vehicle's load, refer to Vehicle loading in th is chapter. Maximum trailer 
weights shown. The combined weight of the
completed towing vehicle and the loaded trailer mus t not exceed the
GCWR.Your Hybrid vehicle is capable of pulling the maximum trailer weight(s)
as specified above. Certain states require electric  trailer brakes for trailers 
over a specified weight. Your Hybrid vehicle electr ical system is not equipped 
to accommodate electric trailer brakes.

4WDGCWR (Gross Combined Weight Rating)/Trailer Weig htsEngineMaximum
GCWR - lb. (kg)Trailer Weight
Range - lb. (kg)Maximum
frontal area of trailer - ft2 (m2)2.3L4980 (2259)10 00 (454)24 (2.2)Notes: For 
high altitude operation, reduce GCW by 2% per 1000 ft.
(300 meters) elevation. For definitions of terms an d instructions on calculating 
your vehicle's load, refer to Vehicle loading in th is chapter. Maximum trailer 
weights shown. The combined weight of the
completed towing vehicle and the loaded trailer mus t not exceed the
GCWR.Your Hybrid vehicle is capable of pulling the maximum trailer weight(s)
as specified above. Certain states require electric  trailer brakes for trailers 
over a specified weight. Your Hybrid vehicle electr ical system is not equipped 
to accommodate electric trailer brakes.Do not excee d the GVWR or the GAWR 
specified on the certification label.
Towing trailers beyond the maximum recommended gros s trailer
weight exceeds the limit of the vehicle and could r esult in
engine damage, transmission damage, structural dama ge, loss of vehicle
control, vehicle rollover and personal injury.

Preparing to tow
Use the proper equipment for towing a trailer and m ake sure it is properly 
attached to your vehicle. See your authorized deale r or a reliable trailer 
dealer if you require assistance.
Hitches
Do not use hitches that clamp onto the vehicle bump er. Use a load carrying 
hitch. You must distribute the load in your trailer  so that
10-15% of the total weight of the trailer is on the  tongue.
Safety chains
Always connect the trailer's safety chains to hook retainers on the
vehicle. To connect the trailer's safety chains, cr oss the chains under the
trailer tongue and allow slack for turning corners.

If you use a rental trailer, follow the instruction s that the rental agency 
gives to you.
Do not attach safety chains to the bumper.
Trailer brakes
Electric, manual, automatic or surge-type brakes, i f compatible with the 
vehicle, are safe if installed properly and adjuste d to the manufacturer's 
specifications. The trailer brakes must meet local and Federal
regulations.

 



 

Do not connect a trailer's hydraulic brake system d irectly to your vehicle's 
brake system. Your vehicle may not have enough
braking power and your chances of having a collisio n greatly increase.

The braking system of the tow vehicle is rated for operation at the
GVWR not GCWR.
Trailer lamps
Trailer lamps are required on most towed vehicles. Make sure all running lights, 
brake lights, turn signals and hazard lights are wo rking. Do not connect trailer 
lamps directly to your vehicle's tail lamps. This c an cause damage to your 
vehicle's electrical system. See your authorized de aler or trailer rental agency 
for proper instructions and equipment for hooking
up trailer lamps.
Driving while you tow
When towing a trailer:
*  Keep your speed no faster than 70 mph (112 km/h To ensure proper "break-in" of 
powertrain components, do not trailer tow during th e first 1,000 miles (1600 km )  
of a new vehicle.
*  To ensure proper "break-in" of powertrain compon ents  during the first
500 miles (800 km) of trailer towing  a trailer, and don't make , drive no faster 
than 70 mph
(112 km/h) with no  full throttle starts.
*  Turn off the speed control. The speed control ma y shut off automatically when 
you are towing on long, steep grades.
*  Consult your local motor vehicle speed regulatio ns for towing a trailer.
*  Anticipate stops and brake gradually.
*  Do not exceed the GCWR rating or transmission da mage may occur.
Servicing after towing
If you tow a trailer for long distances, your vehic le will require more frequent 
service intervals. Refer to your scheduled maintena nce information for more 
information.

Trailer towing tips
*  Practice turning, stopping and backing up before  starting on a trip to get 
the feel of the vehicle trailer combination. When t urning, make wider turns so 
the trailer wheels will clear curbs and other obsta cles.
*  Allow more distance for stopping with a trailer attached.
*  If you are driving down a long or steep hill, sh ift to a lower gear. Do not 
apply the brakes continuously, as they may overheat  and become
less effective.
*  The trailer tongue weight should be 10-15% of th e loaded trailer weight.
*  If you will be towing a trailer frequently in ho t weather, hilly conditions, 
at GCWR, or any combination of these factors, consi der refilling your rear axle 
with synthetic gear lube if not already so equipped . Refer to the Maintenance 
and Specifications chapter for
the lubricant specification. Remember that regardle ss of the rear axle lube 
used, do not tow a trailer for the first 5001,000  miles ( 8001600  km) of a new 
vehicle, and that the first 500 miles (800 km) of t owing be done
at no faster than 70 mph (112 km/h) with no full th rottle starts.
*  After you have traveled 50 miles (80 km), thorou ghly check your hitch, 
electrical connections and trailer wheel lug nuts.
*  Vehicles with trailers should not be parked on a  grade. If you must park on a 
grade, place wheel chocks under the trailer's wheel s.

Launching or retrieving a boat

 



 

Disconnect the wiring to the trailer before backing  the trailer into the water. 
Reconnect the wiring to the trailer after the trail er is removed from the water.
When backing down a ramp during boat launching or r etrieval:
*  do not allow the static water level to rise abov e the bottom edge of the rear 
bumper.
*  do not allow waves to break higher than 6 inches  (15 cm) above the bottom 
edge of the rear bumper.
Exceeding these limits may allow water to enter veh icle components:
*  causing internal damage to the components.
*  affecting driveability, emissions and reliabilit y.
Replace the rear axle lubricant any time the axle h as been submerged in water. 
Rear axle lubricant quantities are not to be checke d or changed unless a leak is 
suspected or repair required.

RECREATIONAL TOWING
An example of "recreational towing" is towing your vehicle behind a motorhome.
Your vehicle may be "flat-towed" (all wheels on the  ground) by shifting the 
transmission into Neutral. This is permitted for Fr ont Wheel Drive
(FWD) or Four-Wheel Drive (4WD) vehicles. Your vehi cle may be towed up to a 
speed of 75 mph ( 120 km/h  (75 mph ) but you should always obey local speed 
limits.
You also have the option of trailering the vehicle with its front wheels on
a dolly (FWD only), or trailering with all four whe els off the ground.
For other towing requirements, refer to WrecWerWrecker  towing in the Roadside
Emergencies chapter.

STARTING

Positions of the ignition
1. LOCK, locks the gearshift lever and allows key r emoval.
2. ACCESSORY, allows the electrical accessories suc h as the radio to operate 
while the vehicle is not running.
3. RUN, all electrical circuits operational and war ning lights will illuminate. 
This is the position the key is in when you're driv ing.
4. START, starts the engine, vehicle and electrical  power systems.

Preparing to start your vehicle
Engine starting is controlled by the electronically -controlled Continuously 
Variable Transaxle (eCVT). For more information on starting the vehicle, refer 
to Starting the vehicle in this chapter.

Extended idling at high engine speeds can produce v ery high temperatures in the 
engine and exhaust system, creating the risk
of fire or other damage.

Do not park, idle, or drive your vehicle in dry gra ss or other dry
ground cover. The emission system heats up the engi ne
compartment and exhaust system, which can start a f ire.

Do not start your vehicle in a closed garage or in other enclosed
areas. Exhaust fumes can be toxic. Always open the garage door
before you start the engine. See Guarding against e xhaust fumes in

 



 

this chapter for more instructions.

If you smell exhaust fumes inside your vehicle, hav e your dealer
inspect your vehicle immediately. Do not drive if y ou smell
exhaust fumes.

Important safety precautions
A computer system controls the engine's idle revolu tions per minute (RPM). When 
the engine starts, the idle RPM runs higher than no rmal in order to warm the 
engine. If the engine idle speed does not slow down  automatically, have the 
vehicle checked.
Before starting the vehicle:
1. Make sure all vehicle occupants have buckled the ir safety belts. For more 
information on safety belts and their proper usage,  refer to the Seating and 
Safety Restraints chapter.
2. Make sure vehicle accessories are off.
*  Make sure the parking brake is set.

*  Make sure the gearshift lever is in
P (Park).

3. Turn the key to 3 (RUN) without
turning the key to 4 (START).

Some warning lights will briefly illuminate. See Wa rning lights and 
chimes in the Instrument Cluster chapter for more i nformation 
regarding the warning lights.

Starting the vehicle
1. Turn the key to 3 (RUN) without turning the key to 4 (START). If there is 
difficulty in turning the key, rotate the steering wheel until the key turns 
freely. This condition may occur when:
*  the front wheels are turned
*  a front wheel is against the curb

2. Turn the key to 4 (START), then release the key.  After the vehicle

 



 

has been started, a vehicle symbol
(called the Ready Indicator Light)
will appear in the instrument cluster
to indicate the vehicle is on. This
indicator will remain on while the vehicle is on, w hether the engine is
running or not, to indicate the vehicle is capable of movement (using its
electric motor, engine, or both).
Note: After starting the vehicle, the engine may st op running to conserve fuel 
after it is warmed-up and the high voltage battery is sufficiently charged.

Note: If the vehicle does not start, put the gearsh ift lever into P (Park), turn 
the ignition off, then attempt to start the vehicle  again. If the
vehicle still does not start, it may require refuel ing, jump starting, resetting 
of the fuel pump/high voltage shut-off switches or service. For information on 
jump starting the vehicle and resetting the fuel
pump/high voltage shut-off switches, refer to the J ump starting your vehicle 
(low voltage [underhood] battery only) section, the  Jump starting the high 
voltage battery section, and the Fuel pump/High vol tage shut-off switches 
section found in the Roadside Emergencies chapter.

Guarding against exhaust fumes
Carbon monoxide is present in exhaust fumes. Take p recautions to avoid its 
dangerous effects.

If you smell exhaust fumes inside your vehicle, hav e your dealer inspect your 
vehicle immediately. Do not drive if you smell
exhaust fumes.

Important ventilating information
If the engine is idling while the vehicle is stoppe d for a long period of time, 
open the windows at least one inch (2.5 cm) or adju st the heating
or air conditioning to bring in fresh air.

ENGINE BLOCK/HIGH VOLTAGE BATTERY HEATER (IF EQUIPP ED)
An engine block/high voltage battery heater warms t he engine coolant and high 
voltage battery cells which aids in starting , vehicle performance  and allows the 
heater/defroster system to respond quickly. If your  vehicle is equipped with 
this system, your equipment includes a heater eleme nt which is installed in your 
engine block and a wire harness which allows the us er
and heater/defroster performance in cold weather. U se of an engine
block/high voltage battery heater is strongly recom mended if you live in
a region where to connect the system to a grounded 120 volt a/c el ectrical 
source. The block heater system is most effective w hen outdoor  temperatures 
reach -10 below 0 °F (- 2317°C)  or below. For best .
results, plug the heater in at least three hours be fore starting the vehicle.
The heater can be plugged in the night before start ing the vehicle.

Failure to follow engine block heater instructions could result in property 
damage or physical harm.

To reduce the risk of electrical shock, do not use your heater 
with ungrounded electrical systems or two-pronged ( cheater)
adapters.

 



 

Prior to using the engine block heater, follow thes e recommendations for
proper and safe operation:
*  For your safety, use an outdoor extension cord t hat is product certified by 
Underwriter's Laboratory (UL) or Canadian Standards  Association (CSA). Use only 
an extension cord that can be used
outdoors, in cold temperatures, and is clearly mark ed "Suitable for Use with 
Outdoor Appliances." Never use an indoor extension cord
outdoors; it could result in an electric shock or f ire hazard.
*  Use a 16 gauge outdoor extension cord, minimum.
*  Use as short an extension cord as possible.
*  Do not use multiple extension cords. Instead, us e one extension cord which is 
long enough to reach from the engine block heater c ord to
the outlet without stretching.
*  Make certain that the extension cord is in excel lent condition (not patched 
or spliced). Store your extension cord indoors at t emperatures above 32 ° F (0 ° C). 
Outdoor conditions can deteriorate extension cords over a period of time.
*  To reduce the risk of electrical shock, do not u se your heater with 
ungrounded electrical systems or two pronged (cheat er) adapters. Also ensure 
that the block heater, especially the cord, is in g ood condition before use.
*  Make sure that when in operation, the extension cord plug /engine block 
heater cord plug connection is free and clear of wa ter in order
to prevent possible shock or fire.
*  Be sure that areas where the vehicle is parked a re clean and clear of
all combustibles such as petroleum products, dust, rags, paper and
similar items.
*  Be sure that the engine block heater, heater cor d and extension cord are 
solidly connected. A poor connection can cause the cord to
become very hot and may result in an electrical sho ck or fire. Be sure
to check for heat anywhere in the electrical hookup  once the system
has been operating for approximately a half hour.
*  Finally, have the engine block heater system che cked during your fall tune-up 
to be sure it's in good working order.
How to use the engine block heater
Ensure the receptacle terminals are clean and dry p rior to use. To clean them, 
use a dry cloth.

Depending on the type of factory installed equipmen t, your engine block
heater system may consume anywhere between 400 watt s or 1000 watts
of energy per hour. Your factory installed block he ater system does not have a 
thermostat; however, maximum temperature is attaine d after approximately 3 hours 
of operation. Block heater operation longer than 3 hours will not improve system 
performance and will unnecessarily use additional e lectricity.
Make sure system is unplugged and properly stowed b efore driving the vehicle. 
While not in use, make sure the protective cover se als the prongs of the engine 
block heater cord plug.

BRAKES
Occasional brake noise is normal. If a metal-to-met al, continuous grinding
or continuous squeal sound is present, the brake li nings may be worn-out and 
should be inspected by an authorized dealer. If the  vehicle has continuous 
vibration or shudder in the steering wheel while br aking, the vehicle should be 
inspected by an authorized dealer.
Refer to BraWeBrake  system warning

 



 

light in the Instrument Cluster ! P
chapter for information on the brake

system warning light.

BRAKE

Under normal operating conditions, brake dust may a ccumulate on the
wheels. Some brake dust is inevitable as brakes wea r and does not contribute to 
brake noise. The use of modern friction materials w ith emphasis on improved 
performance and environmental considerations can le ad to more dust than in the 
past. Brake dust can be cleaned by
weekly washing with soapy water and a soft sponge. Heavier deposits can be 
removed with Motorcraft Wheel and Tire Cleaner (ZC- 37-A).

Four-wheel anti-lock brake system (ABS)

Your vehicle is equipped with an Anti-lock Braking System (ABS). This system 
helps you maintain steering control during emergenc y stops by keeping the brakes 
from locking. The hydraulic brake system used for r egenerative braking is 
different from other vehicles. The noise from the A BS pump motor and the brake 
pedal pulsation are much less than on vehicles with  conventional ABS. Noise and 
pedal pulsation during ABS
may not be noticed.

The sliding car symbol in the 
instrument cluster will be 
illuminated during ABS braking.

The hydraulic brake system used for regenerative br aking will charge its 
hydraulic system at the beginning of a trip and dis charge the system at
the end of each trip. You may notice a pumping soun d when you enter the vehicle 
or a venting sound a few minutes after parking the vehicle.
Using ABS
When hard braking is required, apply continuous for ce on the brake pedal; do not 
pump the brake pedal since this will reduce the eff ectiveness of the ABS and 
will increase your vehicle's stopping distance. The  ABS will be activated 
immediately, allowing you to retain
steering control during hard braking and on slipper y surfaces. However, the ABS 
does not decrease stopping distance.
ABS warning lamp
The ABS lamp in the instrument 

cluster momentarily illuminates when the ignition i s turned on. If
the light does not illuminate during start up, rema ins on or flashes, the
ABS may be disabled and may need to be serviced.
Even when the ABS is disabled, normal braking is st ill effective. ( If your BRAKE 
warning lamp

ABS
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illuminates with the parking brake released, have y our brake system
serviced immediately by an authorized dealer. )

BRAKE

Regenerative Braking System (RBS)

BRAKE

Your vehicle uses a feature known as regenerative b raking. This is used
to simulate the engine braking of an internal combu stion engine and
assist the standard brake system while recovering s ome of the energy of
motion back into the battery to improve fuel econom y. The standard
brake system is designed to fully stop the car if r egenerative braking is
not available. During regenerative braking, the mot or is spun as a
generator to create electrical current. This rechar ges the high voltage
battery and slows the vehicle. In effect, once the accelerator pedal is
released, the motor changes from an energy user to an energy producer.

When the accelerator pedal is released or the brake  pedal is applied, the 
brake controller automatically detects the amount o f deceleration 
requested and optimizes how much of the deceleratio n will be produced
by regenerative braking. The remaining portion is g enerated by standard 
friction braking. When the battery is almost fully charged, the amount of 
regenerative braking is limited to avoid overchargi ng, and the requested 
deceleration is produced by standard friction braki ng alone.
Regenerative braking does not take the place of the  standard friction brakes; it 
only assists them. Regenerative braking has also be en designed
to interact with the anti-lock brake system (ABS). Regenerative braking
is disabled when the ABS is activated or the batter y is fully charged.

Parking brake
Apply the parking brake whenever the vehicle is par ked. To set the parking 
brake, press the parking brake pedal down until the  pedal stops.

The BRAKE warning lamp in the
instrument cluster illuminates and
remains illuminated (when the

ignition is turned ON) until the parking brake is r eleased.

BRAKE

If the parking brake is fully released, but the bra ke warning lamp remains 
illuminated, the brakes may not be working properly .

 



 

See your authorized dealer.

Always set the parking brake fully and make sure th at the
gearshift is securely latched in P (Park).

The parking brake is not recommended to stop a movi ng vehicle.
However, if the normal brakes fail, the parking bra ke can be used to stop
your vehicle in an emergency. Since the parking bra ke applies only the
rear brakes, the vehicle's stopping distance will i ncrease greatly and the
handling of your vehicle will be adversely affected .
Pull the release lever to release the brake. Drivin g with the parking brake on 
will cause the brakes to wear out quickly and reduc e fuel economy.

STEERING
Your vehicle is equipped with an Electric Power-Ass isted Steering
(EPAS) system. There is no fluid reservoir to check  or fill.
If your vehicle loses electrical power while you ar e driving (or if the ignition 
is turned off), you can steer the vehicle manually,  but it takes more effort. 
Under extreme usage conditions, the steering effort  may increase. This occurs to 
prevent overheating and permanent damage to
your steering system. If this should occur, you wil l neither lose the ability
to steer the vehicle manually nor will it cause per manent damage.
Typical steering and driving maneuvers will allow t he system to cool and
steering assist will return to normal.
If the steering wanders or pulls, check for:
*  an improperly inflated tire
*  uneven tire wear
*  loose or worn suspension components
*  loose or worn steering components
*  improper steering alignment
A high crown in the road or high crosswinds may als o make the steering seem to 
wander/pull.

PREPARING TO DRIVE

Utility vehicles have a significantly higher rollov er rate than other types of 
vehicles.

In a rollover crash, an unbelted person is signific antly more likely
to die than a person wearing a seat belt.

Utility vehicles and trucks have larger tires and i ncreased ground clearance, 
giving the vehicle a higher center of gravity than a passenger car.

 



 

Vehicles with a higher center of gravity such as ut ility vehicles and trucks 
handle differently than vehicles with a lower cente r
of gravity. Utility vehicles and trucks are not des igned for cornering at speeds 
as high as passenger cars any more than low-slung s ports cars are designed to 
perform satisfactorily under off-road conditions. A void
sharp turns, excessive speed or abrupt maneuvers in  these vehicles. Failure to 
drive cautiously could result in an increased risk of loss of vehicle control, 
vehicle rollover, personal injury and death.

Loaded vehicles, with a higher center of gravity, m ay handle
differently than unloaded vehicles. Do not overload  your vehicle
and use extra precautions, such as driving at slowe r speeds, avoiding
abrupt steering changes and allowing for increased stopping distance,
when driving a heavily loaded vehicle. Over - loading or loading the
vehicle improperly can deteriorate handling capabil ity and contribute
to loss of vehicle control and vehicle rollover.

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION OPERATION Brake-shift interl ock
This vehicle is equipped with a brake-shift interlo ck feature that prevents the 
gearshift lever from being moved from P (Park) when  the ignition is
in the RUN position unless brake pedal is depressed .
If you cannot move the gearshift lever out of P (Pa rk) with ignition in the RUN 
position and the brake pedal depressed, it is possi ble that a fuse has blown or 
the vehicle's brake lamps are not operating properl y. Refer to Fuses and relays 
in the Roadside Emergencies chapter.

If the fuse is not blown, perform the following pro cedure:
1. Apply the parking brake.
2. Using a screwdriver or similar tool, carefully p ry out the small Brake 
Transmission Shift Interlock (BTSI) cover cap locat ed to the right of the 
gearshift lever.
3. Depress the brake pedal and then start the vehic le.
4. Insert a screwdriver or similar tool straight do wn into the access hole and 
press downward while
pulling the gearshift lever out of the P (Park) pos ition and into the N 
(Neutral) position.

5. Remove tool and reinstall BTSI cover cap.
6. Release the parking brake and drive normally.

Do not drive your vehicle until you verify that the  brakelamps are working.

Always set the parking brake fully and make sure th e gearshift is
latched in P (Park). Turn the ignition to the LOCK position and
remove the key whenever you leave your vehicle.

If the parking brake is fully released, but the bra ke warning lamp
remains illuminated, the brakes may not be working properly.
See your authorized dealer as soon as possible.

 



 

Understanding the gearshift positions of the
electronically-controlled Continuously Variable Tra nsaxle (eCVT)

P (Park)
This position locks the transaxle and prevents the front wheels from turning.
To put your vehicle in gear:
*  Start the engine
*  Release the parking brake
*  Depress the brake pedal
*  Move the gearshift lever into the desired gear
To put your vehicle in P (Park):
*  Come to a complete stop
*  Move the gearshift lever and securely latch it i n P (Park)

Always set the parking brake fully and make sure th e gearshift is latched in P 
(Park). Turn the ignition to the LOCK position and
remove the key whenever you leave your vehicle.

R (Reverse)
With the gearshift lever in R (Reverse), the vehicl e will move backward. Always 
come to a complete stop before shifting into and ou t of R (Reverse).
N (Neutral)
With the gearshift lever in N (Neutral), the vehicl e is free to roll; hold the 
brake pedal down while in this position. Because of  the unique
nature of the hybrid vehicle, the engine will not s tart in the N (Neutral)
position.
The vehicle does not charge the high voltage batter y in the N (Neutral) 
position. Do not idle the vehicle in N (Neutral) fo r extended periods as this 
will discharge your high voltage battery.
D (Drive)
The normal driving position for the best fuel econo my.
L (Low)
*  Provides maximum engine braking.
*  The transmission may be shifted into L (Low) at any vehicle speed.

 



 

When parking, do not use the gearshift in place of the parking brake. Always set 
the parking brake fully and make sure that the
gearshift is securely latched in P (Park). Turn off  the ignition
whenever you leave your vehicle. Never leave your v ehicle unattended
while it is running. If you do not take these preca utions, your vehicle
may move unexpectedly and injure someone.

If your vehicle gets stuck in mud or snow
If your vehicle gets stuck in mud or snow, it may b e rocked out by
shifting between forward and reverse gears, stoppin g between shifts in a
steady pattern. Press lightly on the accelerator in  each gear.
Do not rock the vehicle if the engine is not at nor mal operating temperature or 
damage to the transmission may occur.
Do not rock the vehicle for more than a minute or d amage to the transmission and 
tires may occur, or the engine may overheat.

REVERSE SENSING SYSTEM (IF EQUIPPED)
The Reverse Sensing System (RSS) sounds a tone to w arn the driver of obstacles 
near the rear bumper when R (Reverse) is selected a nd the vehicle is moving at 
speeds less than 3 mph (5 km/h). The system is not effective at speeds above 3 
mph (5 km/h) and may not detect certain angular or moving objects.

To help avoid personal injury, please read and unde rstand the limitations of the 
reverse sensing system as contained in this
section. Reverse sensing is only an aid for some (g enerally large and fixed) 
objects when moving in reverse on a flat surface at  "parking speeds". Inclement 
weather may also affect the function of the RSS; th is may include reduced 
performance or a false activation.

To help avoid personal injury, always use caution w hen in
reverse and when using the RSS.

This system is not designed to prevent contact with  small or
moving objects. The system is designed to provide a  warning to
assist the driver in detecting large stationary obj ects to avoid damaging
the vehicle. The system may not detect smaller obje cts, particularly
those close to the ground.

Certain add-on devices such as large trailer hitche s, bike or
surfboard racks and any device that may block the n ormal
detection zone of the RSS system may create false b eeps.

The RSS detects obstacles up to 6 6
feet (1.8 meters) from the rear
bumper with a decreased coverage
area at the outer corners of the
bumper, (refer to the figures for
approximate zone coverage areas).
As you move closer to the obstacle,
the rate of the tone increases. When

 



 

the obstacle is less than 10 inches
(25.0 cm) away, the tone will sound
continuously. If the RSS detects a
stationary or receding object further
than 10 inches (25.0 cm) from the
side of the vehicle, the tone will
sound for only three seconds. Once
the system detects an object
approaching, the tone will sound
again.

The RSS automatically turns on
when the gear selector is placed in
R (Reverse) and the ignition is on.
An RSS control allows the driver to
turn the RSS on and off. To turn the
RSS off, the ignition must be on.
The system will remain off until
either the RSS control is pressed again or the igni tion is turned off, then
on again. An indicator light on the control will il luminate when the
system is turned off. If the indicator light illumi nates when the RSS is
not turned off, it may indicate a failure in the RS S.
Keep the RSS sensors (located on the rear bumper/fa scia) free from snow, ice and 
large accumulations of dirt (do not clean the senso rs with sharp objects). If 
the sensors are covered, it will affect the accurac y of the RSS.
If your vehicle sustains damage to the rear bumper/ fascia, leaving
it misaligned or bent, the sensing zone may be alte red causing
inaccurate measurement of obstacles or false alarms .

FOUR WHEEL DRIVE (4WD) SYSTEM (IF EQUIPPED)

For important information regarding safe operation of this type
of vehicle, see Preparing to drive your vehicle in this chapter.

Your vehicle is equipped with an intelligent 4WD Sy stem that continuously 
monitors vehicle conditions and automatically adjus ts the power distribution 
between the front and rear wheels. It combines tran sparent all-surface operation 
with highly capable four-wheel drive.
The 4WD system is always active and requires no dri ver input. It is capable of 
handling all road conditions, including street and highway driving as well as 
off-road and winter driving.

Driving off-road with truck and utility vehicles
4WD vehicles are specially equipped for driving on sand, snow, mud and rough 
terrain and have operating characteristics that are  somewhat different from 
conventional vehicles, both on and off the road.
How your vehicle differs from other vehicles
Truck and utility vehicles can differ from some oth er vehicles. Your vehicle may 
be higher to allow it to travel over rough terrain without getting hung up or 
damaging underbody components.
The differences that make your vehicle so versatile  also make it handle 
differently than an ordinary passenger car.

 



 

Maintain steering wheel control at all times, espec ially in rough terrain. Since 
sudden changes in terrain can result in abrupt stee ring wheel motion, make sure 
you grip the steering wheel from the outside. Do no t grip the spokes.
Drive cautiously to avoid vehicle damage from conce aled objects such as rocks 
and stumps.
You should either know the terrain or examine maps of the area before driving. 
Map out your route before driving in the area. To m aintain steering and braking 
control of your vehicle, you must have all four whe els on the ground and they 
must be rolling, not sliding or spinning.
Basic operating principles
*  Drive slower in strong crosswinds which can affe ct the normal steering 
characteristics of your vehicle.
*  Be extremely careful when driving on pavement ma de slippery by loose sand, 
water, gravel, snow or ice.

If your vehicle goes off the edge of the pavement
*  If your vehicle goes off the edge of the pavemen t, slow down, but avoid 
severe brake application, and ease the vehicle back  onto the pavement only after 
reducing your speed. Do not turn the steering wheel  too sharply while returning 
to the road surface.
*  It may be safer to stay on the apron or shoulder  of the road and slow down 
gradually before returning to the pavement. You may  lose
control if you do not slow down or if you turn the steering wheel too sharply or 
abruptly.
*  It often may be less risky to strike small objec ts, such as highway 
reflectors, with minor damage to your vehicle rathe r than attempt a sudden 
return to the pavement which could cause the vehicl e to slide sideways out of 
control or roll over. Remember, your safety and the  safety of others should be 
your primary concern.

Vehicles with a higher center of gravity such as ut ility and
four-wheel drive vehicles handle differently than v ehicles with a
lower center of gravity. Utility and four-wheel dri ve vehicles are not
designed for cornering at speeds as high as passeng er cars any more
than low-slung sports cars are designed to perform satisfactorily under
off-road conditions. Avoid sharp turns, excessive s peed and abrupt
maneuvers in these vehicles. Failure to drive cauti ously could result in
an increased risk of loss of vehicle control, vehic le rollover, personal
injury and death.

If your vehicle gets stuck
If your vehicle gets stuck in mud or snow it may be  rocked out by
shifting between forward and reverse gears, stoppin g between shifts, in a
steady pattern. Press lightly on the accelerator in  each gear.
Do not rock the vehicle if the engine is not at nor mal operating temperature or 
damage to the transmission may occur.
Do not rock the vehicle for more than a few minutes  or damage to the 
transmission and tires may occur or the engine may overheat.

Always set the parking brake fully and make sure th e gearshift is latched in P 
(Park). Turn the ignition to the LOCK position and
remove the key whenever you leave your vehicle.

 



 

If the parking brake is fully released, but the bra ke warning lamp
remains illuminated, the brakes may not be working properly.
See your authorized dealer.

Do not spin the wheels at over 35 mph (56 km/h). Th e tires may
fail and injure a passenger or bystander.

Emergency maneuvers
*  In an unavoidable emergency situation where a su dden sharp turn must be made, 
remember to avoid "over-driving" your vehicle, i.e. ,
turn the steering wheel only as rapidly and as far as required to avoid the 
emergency. Excessive steering will result in less v ehicle control,
not more. Additionally, smooth variations of the ac celerator and/or
brake pedal pressure should be utilized if changes in vehicle speed are
required. Avoid abrupt steering, acceleration or br aking which could
result in an increased risk of loss of vehicle cont rol, vehicle rollover
and/or personal injury. Use all available road surf ace to return the
vehicle to a safe direction of travel.
*  In the event of an emergency stop, avoid skiddin g the tires and do not 
attempt any sharp steering wheel movements.

Vehicles with a higher center of gravity such as ut ility and
four-wheel drive vehicles handle differently than v ehicles with a
lower center of gravity. Utility and four-wheel dri ve vehicles are not
designed for cornering at speeds as high as passeng er cars any more
than low-slung sports cars are designed to perform satisfactorily under
off-road conditions. Avoid sharp turns, excessive s peed and abrupt
maneuvers in these vehicles. Failure to drive cauti ously could result in
an increased risk of loss of vehicle control, vehic le rollover, personal
injury and death.

*  If the vehicle goes from one type of surface to another (i.e., from concrete 
to gravel) there will be a change in the way the ve hicle responds to a maneuver 
(steering, acceleration or braking). Again, avoid t hese abrupt inputs.

Sand
When driving over sand, try to keep all four wheels  on the most solid area of 
the trail. Avoid reducing the tire pressures and dr ive steadily
through the terrain. Apply the accelerator slowly a nd avoid spinning the wheels.

Avoid excessive speed because vehicle momentum can work against you
and cause the vehicle to become stuck to the point that assistance may be 
required from another vehicle. Remember, you may be  able to back out the way you 
came if you proceed with caution.

Mud and water
If you must drive through high water, drive slowly.  Traction or brake capability 
may be limited.
When driving through water, determine the depth; av oid water higher than the 
bottom of the hubs (if possible) and proceed slowly . If
the ignition system gets wet, the vehicle may stall .

 



 

Once through water, always try the brakes. Wet brak es do not stop the vehicle as 
effectively as dry brakes. Drying can be improved b y moving your vehicle slowly 
while applying light pressure on the brake pedal.
Be cautious of sudden changes in vehicle speed or d irection when you
are driving in mud. Even 4WD vehicles can lose trac tion in slick mud. As when 
you are driving over sand, apply the accelerator sl owly and avoid spinning your 
wheels. If the vehicle does slide, steer in the dir ection of
the slide until you regain control of the vehicle.
If the transmission, transfer case or front axle ar e submerged in water, their 
fluids should be checked and changed, if necessary.
Driving through deep water may damage the transmiss ion.
If the front or rear axle is submerged in water, th e axle lubricant should be 
replaced.
After driving through mud, clean off residue stuck to rotating driveshafts and 
tires. Excess mud stuck on tires and rotating drive shafts causes an imbalance 
that could damage drive components.
"Tread Lightly" is an educational program designed to increase public awareness 
of land-use regulations
and responsibilities in our nation's wilderness are as. Ford Motor
Company joins the U.S. Forest Service and the Burea u of Land Management in 
encouraging you to help preserve our national fores t and other public and 
private lands by "treading lightly."

Driving on hilly or sloping terrain
Although natural obstacles may make it necessary to  travel diagonally up
or down a hill or steep incline, you should always try to drive straight up
or straight down. Avoid driving crosswise or turnin g on steep
slopes or hills. A danger lies in losing traction, slipping sideways and
possibly rolling over. Whenever driving on a hill, determine beforehand
the route you will use. Do not drive over the crest  of a hill without
seeing what conditions are on the other side. Do no t drive in reverse
over a hill without the aid of an observer.
If you do stall out, do not try to
turn around because you might roll
over. It is better to back down to a
safe location.
Apply just enough power to the wheels to climb the hill. Too much power will 
cause the tires to slip, spin or lose traction, res ulting in loss of vehicle 
control.
Do not descend a hill in N (Neutral)
and avoid sudden hard braking as
you could lose control.

Since your vehicle has anti-lock brakes, apply the brakes steadily. Do not
"pump" the brakes.
Driving on snow and ice

 



 

4WD vehicles have advantages over 2WD vehicles in s now and ice but can skid like 
any other vehicle.
Should you start to slide while driving on snowy or  icy roads, turn the steering 
wheel in the direction of the slide until you regai n control.
Avoid sudden applications of power and quick change s of direction on snow and 
ice. Apply the accelerator slowly and steadily when  starting from a full stop.

Avoid sudden braking as well. Although a 4WD vehicl e may accelerate 
better than a two-wheel drive vehicle in snow and i ce, it won't stop any 
faster, because as in other vehicles, braking occur s at all four wheels. Do 
not become overconfident as to road conditions.
Make sure you allow sufficient distance between you  and other vehicles
for stopping; drive slower than usual. Since your v ehicle is equipped with
a Four Wheel Anti-Lock Brake System (ABS), apply th e brake steadily.
Do not "pump" the brakes. Refer to the BraWesBrakes  section of this chapter
for additional information on the operation of the anti-lock brake system.
4WD vehicles should be driven with traction devices  as referred to in Using snow 
tires and traction devices in the Tires, Wheels and  Loading chapter.
Maintenance and Modifications
The suspension and steering systems on your vehicle  have been designed and 
tested to provide durable load carrying capability and predictable performance 
whether loaded or empty. For this reason, Ford Moto r Company strongly recommends 
that you do not make modifications such
as adding or removing parts (such as lift kits or s tabilizer bars) or using 
replacement parts not equivalent to the original fa ctory equipment.
Any modifications to a vehicle that raise the cente r of gravity can make
it more likely the vehicle will roll over as a resu lt of a loss of control.
Ford Motor Company recommends that caution be used with any vehicle
equipped with a high load or device (such as ladder  racks or pickup box
cover).
Failure to maintain your vehicle properly may void the warranty, increase your 
repair cost, reduce vehicle performance and operati onal capabilities and 
adversely affect driver and passenger safety. Frequ ent inspection of vehicle 
chassis components is recommended if the vehicle is  subjected to heavy off-road 
usage.

DRIVING THROUGH WATER
If driving through deep or standing water is unavoi dable, proceed very slowly 
especially when the depth is not known. Never drive  through
water that is higher than the bottom of the wheel r ims (for cars) or the bottom 
of the hubs (for trucks).

When driving through water, traction or brake capab ility may be limited. 
Also, water may enter your engine's air intake and severely damage your 
engine or your vehicle may stall. Driving through d eep water where
the transmission vent tube is submerged may allow w ater into the 
transmission and cause internal transmission damage .
Once through the water, always dry the brakes by mo ving your vehicle slowly 
while applying light pressure on the brake pedal. W et brakes do not stop the 
vehicle as quickly as dry brakes.

ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE

 



 

Getting roadside assistance
To fully assist you should you have a vehicle conce rn, Ford Motor Company offers 
a complimentary roadside assistance program. This p rogram is separate from the 
New Vehicle Limited Warranty. The service
is available:
*  24-hours, seven days a week
*  for the period of five years or 60,000 miles (10 0,000 km), whichever occurs 
first on Ford and Mercury vehicles, and six years o r 70,000 miles (110,000 km) 
on Lincoln vehicles.
Roadside assistance will cover:
*  a flat tire change with a good spare
*  battery jump start
*  lock-out assistance (key replacement cost is the  customer's responsibility)
*  fuel delivery - Independent Service Contractors,  if not prohibited by state, 
local or municipal law shall deliver up to 2.0 gall ons (7.5L) of gasoline or 5 
gallons (18.9L) of diesel fuel to a disabled vehicl e. Fuel delivery service is 
limited to two no-charge occurrences within a
12-month period.
*  winch out - available within 100 feet (30.5 mete rs) of a paved or county 
maintained road, no recoveries.
*  towing - Ford/Mercury/Lincoln eligible vehicle t owed to an authorized dealer 
within 35 miles (56.3 km) of the disablement locati on or to the nearest 
authorized dealer. If a member requests to be towed  to an authorized dealer more 
than 35 miles (56.3 km) from the disablement locati on, the member shall be 
responsible for any mileage costs in
excess of 35 miles (56.3 km).
Trailers shall be covered up to $ 100200  if the disabled eligible vehicle
requires service at the nearest authorized dealer. If the trailer is disabled,
but the towing vehicle is operational, the trailer does not qualify for any
roadside services.
If you need towing after the New Vehicle Limited Wa rranty period has ended, 
roadside assistance can arrange towing and charge y our credit card unless the 
problem is covered by another Ford warranty. Ford w ill pay the tow charge under 
the other warranty.

Canadian customers refer to your Customer Informati on Guide
for information on:
*  coverage period
*  exact fuel amounts
*  towing of your disabled vehicle
*  emergency travel expense reimbursement
*  travel planning benefits

Using roadside assistance
Complete the roadside assistance identification car d and place it in your wallet 
for quick reference. In the United States, this car d is found in the Owner Guide 
portfolio in the glove compartment. In Canada, the card is found in the Customer 
Information Guide in the glove compartment.
U.S. Ford or Mercury vehicle customers who require roadside assistance, call 1-
800-241-3673; Lincoln vehicle customers call 1-800- 521-4140.
Canadian customers who require roadside assistance,  call
1-800-665-2006.
If you need to arrange roadside assistance for your self, Ford Motor Company will 
reimburse a reasonable amount  for towing to the nearest dealership within 35 
miles . To obtain reimbursement information, U.S. Ford  or ,  Mercury vehicles 

 



 

customers call1-800-241-3673; and  Lincoln vehicle customers call 1-800- 521-
4140. 241-3673. Customers will be asked to submit their o riginal receipts.
Canadian customers who need to obtain reimbursement  information, call
1-800-665-2006.

Roadside coverage beyond basic warranty
In the United States, you may purchase additional r oadside assistance coverage 
beyond this period through the Ford Auto Club by co ntacting your authorized 
dealer  or by calling 1-800-FORD-CLUB .
Similarly in Canada, for uninterrupted Roadside Ass istance coverage, you may 
purchase extended coverage prior to your Basic Warr anty's Roadside Assistance 
expiring. For more information and enrollment, cont act
1-877-294-2582 or visit our website at www.ford.ca.

HAZARD FLASHER CONTROL
The hazard flasher is located on the steering colum n, just behind the steering 
wheel. The hazard flashers will operate when the ig nition is in any position or 
if the key is not in the ignition.
Push in the flasher control and all front and rear direction signals will flash. 
Press the flasher control again to turn them off. U se it when your vehicle is 
disabled and is creating a safety hazard for other motorists.
Note: With extended use, the flasher may run down y our low voltage
(underhood) battery.

FUEL PUMP/HIGH VOLTAGE SHUT-OFF SWITCHES
The fuel pump shut-off switch stops the electric fu el pump from sending fuel to 
the engine and the high voltage shut-off switch shu ts off power from the high 
voltage battery when your vehicle receives a substa ntial physical jolt.
After an accident, if the engine does not start, on e or both of the switches may 
have been activated.

The fuel pump shut-off switch is
located in the front passenger's
footwell, behind a flip-up cover.

 



 

The high voltage shut-off switch is located in the cargo area on the passenger 
side of the vehicle in the jack compartment, behind  the jack access door. The 
switch is located behind the jack.

To reset the switch(es):
1. Turn the ignition to LOCK.
2. Check the fuel system for leaks.
3. If no leaks are apparent, reset the switch by pu shing in on the reset button. 
Both switches should be checked and reset.
4. Turn the ignition to RUN.
5. Wait a few seconds and return the key to LOCK.
6. Make another check for leaks.
If you see or smell fuel, do not reset the fuel pum p shut-off or try to start 
your vehicle; you could injure yourself or others. Have all the
passengers get out of the vehicle and call the loca l fire department or a towing 
service.
FUSES AND RELAYS Fuses
If electrical components in the vehicle are not wor king, a fuse may have blown. 
Blown fuses are identified by a broken wire within
the fuse. Check the appropriate 15
fuses before replacing any electrical
components.
Note: Always replace a fuse with one that has the s pecified amperage rating. 
Using a fuse with a higher amperage rating can caus e severe wire damage and 
could start a fire.

Standard fuse amperage rating and color
COLOR
 Fuse rating
Mini fuses
Standard fuses
Maxi fusesCartridge
maxi fuses
Fuse link cartridge2AGreyGrey---3AVioletViolet---4A PinkPink---5ATanTan---
7.5ABrownBrown---10ARedRed---15ABlueBlue---
20AYellowYellowYellowBlueBlue25ANaturalNatural---30 AGreenGreenGreenPinkPink40A--
OrangeGreenGreen50A--RedRedRed60A--BlueYellowYellow 70A--Tan-Brown80A--
NaturalBlackBlack
Passenger compartment fuse panel
The fuse panel is located on the right-hand side of  the center console, by the 
instrument panel. Remove the panel cover to access
the fuse cover. Press the tabs on the top and botto m of the fuse cover to 
remove.

 



 

The fuses are coded as follows:
Fuse/Relay
LocationFuse Amp
RatingPassenger Compartment Fuse
Panel Description130 ANot used (spare) A110V inverter 215ABrake On/Off 
switch315ANot used (spare)430 A110V inverter ANot used (spare) 510ABrake Shift 
Interlock (BSI), 
SPDJB, Keypad illumination 620ATurn signals, Stop lamps710ALow beam headlamps 
(left)810ALow beam headlamps (right)915AInterior 
lights1015ABacklighting1110AFour wheel drive127.5AP ower mirror 
switch137.5ACanister vent1410AFCIM (radio buttons),  Satellite
radio, Front display module1510AClimate control 1615ANot used (spare)

Fuse/Relay
LocationFuse Amp
RatingPassenger Compartment Fuse
Panel Description 1615ANot used (spare) 1720AAll lock motor feeds, Liftgate
release, Liftglass release1820AHeated seat1925ARear  wiper2015ADatalink2115AFog 
lamps2215APark lamps2315AHigh beam headlamps2420AHo rn relay2510ADemand 
lamps2610AInstrument panel cluster2720AIgnition swi tch285ARadio295AInstrument 
panel cluster305ANot used (spare)3110 ACompass module3210 ARestraints control 
module 3310ASpeed control switch 3210ANot used (spare)3310ANot used 
(spare) 345ASpeed control deactivate switch,
ABS3510AFour wheel drive, EPAS 
(steering) , 110V inverter module, Park aid module 365APATS 
transceiver3710AClimate control3820ASubwoofer/Amp ( Audiophile 
radio)3920ARadio4020AFront power point

Fuse/Relay
LocationFuse Amp
RatingPassenger Compartment Fuse
Panel Description 4115ADriver/passenger door lock 
switches , Auto dimming mirror, Compass, Ambient lighting 4210ANot used 
(spare)4310ARear wiper logic, Heated seats
relay, Auto dimming mirror Instrument cluster 4410ANot used (spare)

Fuse/Relay
LocationFuse Amp
RatingPassenger Compartment FusePanel Description 455AFront wiper logic, Blower 
motor
relay467.5AOCS (restraints), PADI 
(restraints)4730A Circuit
BreakerPower windows, Moon roof48-Delayed accessory  relay
Power distribution box
The power distribution box is located in the engine  compartment. The power 
distribution box contains high-current fuses that p rotect your vehicle's main 
electrical systems from overloads.

 



 

Always disconnect the low voltage (underhood) batte ry before servicing high 
current fuses.

To reduce risk of electrical shock, always replace the cover to
the power distribution box before reconnecting the low voltage
(underhood) battery or refilling fluid reservoirs.

If the low voltage (underhood) battery has been dis connected and reconnected, 
refer to the Low voltage (underhood) battery sectio n of the Maintenance and 
Specifications chapter.

The fuses are coded as follows.
Fuse/Relay
LocationFuse Amp
RatingPower Distribution Box
DescriptionA80A MidiEPASB125A MidiSPDJB MidiPower steering control moduleB125A 
MidiPDB 115A*Heated mirror230A**Rear defroster320A**Rear po wer point420A**Fuel 
injector510A*Powertrain Control Module (PCM) 
Keep Alive power , TBCM 65A*Anti-lock Brake System (ABS)710A*Reverse 
lamps85A*Transaxle Control Module (TCM)950A**ABS103 0A**Front 
wipers1130A**PCM/Power sustain1240A**Blower motor13 10A*A/C 
clutch1410A*Heater/Coolant pump
1550A**Traction Brake Battery  Control Module
(TBCM)

Fuse/Relay
LocationFuse Amp
RatingPower Distribution Box
Description 1640A**Cooling fan 11740A**Cooling fan 21850A**ABS 
solenoid1930A**Power seats20-A/C clutch relay21A-Re ar defroster relay21B-Not 
used21C-Blower relay21D-PCM relay22-Not used235A*TB CM2420A*Fuel 
pump2515A*Ignition coils

Fuse/Relay
LocationFuse Amp
RatingPower Distribution BoxDescription 265A* Interlock TBCM2710A*Cooling 
fan/TCM2815A*Heated Exhaust Gas Oxygen

 



 

(HEGO) sensor2915A*PCM power30A-Cooling fan 1 relay 30B-Power sustain relay30C-
Cooling fan main relay30D-Cooling fan 2 relay31A-Re verse lamp relay31B-Injector 
relay31C-Heater pump relay31D-Coolant pump relay31E -Not used31F-Not used32-A/C 
clutch diode33-PCM diode34-Not used

Fuse/Relay
LocationFuse Amp
RatingPower Distribution Box
Description 355A*RUN/START36-Not used37-Not used* Mini fuse ** Cartridge fuse
CHANGING A FLAT TIRE
If you get a flat tire while driving:
*  do not brake heavily.
*  gradually decrease the vehicle's speed.
*  hold the steering wheel firmly.
*  slowly move to a safe place on the side of the r oad.
Your vehicle may be equipped with a conventional sp are tire that is different in 
one or more of the following: type, brand, size, sp eed rating and tread design. 
If this is the case, this dissimilar spare tire is still rated for your vehicle 
loads (GAWR and GVWR). This temporary spare tire is
not equipped with a Tire Pressure Monitor System (T PMS) sensor.
Note: The tire pressure monitoring system (TPMS) in dicator light will illuminate 
when the spare is in use. To restore the full funct ionality of the TPMS system, 
all road wheels equipped with the tire pressure mon itoring sensors must be 
mounted on the vehicle.
Have a flat tire serviced by an authorized dealer i n order to prevent damage to 
the TPMS sensor, refer to Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS) in the Tires, 
Wheels, and Loading chapter. Replace the spare tire  with a road tire as soon as 
possible. During repairing or replacing of the flat  tire, have the authorized 
dealer inspect the TPMS sensor for damage.

The use of tire sealants may damage your tires. The use of tire sealants may 
also damage your Tire Pressure 
Monitoring System and should not be used.

Refer to Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS) in the Tire,
Wheels and Loading chapter for important informatio n. If the
tire pressure monitor sensor becomes damaged, it wi ll no longer
function.

Dissimilar spare tire/wheel information

Failure to follow these guidelines could result in an increased risk of loss of 
vehicle control, injury or death.

If you have a dissimilar spare tire/wheel, then it is intended for temporary use 
only. This means that if you need to use it, you sh ould
replace it as soon as possible with a road tire/whe el that is the same size and 
type as the road tires and wheels that were origina lly provided by Ford. If the 
dissimilar spare tire or wheel is damaged, it shoul d be
replaced rather than repaired.
A dissimilar spare tire/wheel is defined as a spare  tire and/or wheel that
is different in brand, size or appearance from the road tires and wheels
and can be one of three types:

 



 

1. T-type mini-spare: This spare tire begins with t he letter "T" for tire size 
and may have "Temporary Use Only" molded in the sid ewall
2. Full-size dissimilar spare with label on wheel: This spare tire has
a label on the wheel that states: "THIS TIRE AND WH EEL FOR
TEMPORARY USE ONLY"
When driving with one of the dissimilar spare tires  listed above, do not:
*  Exceed 50 mph (80 km/h)
*  Load the vehicle beyond maximum vehicle load rat ing listed on the
Safety Compliance Label
*  Tow a trailer
*  Use snow chains on the end of the vehicle with t he dissimilar spare tire
*  Use more than one dissimilar spare tire at a tim e
*  Use commercial car washing equipment
*  Try to repair the dissimilar spare tire
Use of one of the dissimilar spare tires listed abo ve at any one wheel location 
can lead to impairment of the following:
*  Handling, stability and braking performance
*  Comfort and noise
*  Ground clearance and parking at curbs
*  Winter weather driving capability
*  Wet weather driving capability
For vehicles equipped with 4WD, it is not recommend ed that the vehicle be 
operated in 4WD modes with a temporary emergency sp are tire. If
4WD operation is necessary, do not operate above sp eeds of 10 mph
(16 km/h) or for distances above 50 miles (80 km).

3. Full-size dissimilar spare without label on whee l
When driving with the full-size dissimilar spare ti re/wheel, do not:
*  Exceed 70 mph (113 km/h)
*  Use more than one dissimilar spare tire/wheel at  a time
*  Use commercial car washing equipment
*  Use snow chains on the end of the vehicle with t he dissimilar spare 
tire/wheel
The usage of a full-size dissimilar spare tire/whee l can lead to impairment of 
the following:
*  Handling, stability and braking performance
*  Comfort and noise
*  Ground clearance and parking at curbs
*  Winter weather driving capability
*  Wet weather driving capability
*  All-Wheel driving capability (if applicable)
*  Load leveling adjustment (if applicable)
When driving with the full-size dissimilar spare ti re/wheel additional caution 
should be given to:
*  Towing a trailer
*  Driving vehicles equipped with a camper body
*  Driving vehicles with a load on the cargo rack
Drive cautiously when using a full-size dissimilar spare tire/wheel and seek 
service as soon as possible.

Stopping and securing the vehicle
1. Park on a level surface, set the parking brake a nd activate the hazard 
flashers.
2. Place gearshift lever in P (Park)
and turn engine off.

 



 

Removing the jack and tools
The jack and tools are located in the right rear of  the cargo area behind
an access panel.

To remove jack from vehicle:
1. Release the thumbscrew on the bracket.
2. Release the retention clip on the upper part of the jack bracket.
3. Dislodge the jack from the bracket and carefully  guide jack
down and out through trim opening, upper end out fi rst.

Remove the lug wrench from the jack in order to rem ove the spare tire from under 
the vehicle.

Removing the spare tire or spare tire and tether (i f equipped)
1. Insert the lug wrench through the access hole in  the rear bumper.
2. Turn the handle counterclockwise  
and lower the spare tire until it can
be slid rearward and the cable is
slack.
3. Slide the retainer through the center of the whe el.
If equipped with a tether, 
perform the following additional 
steps:
4. Lift the spare tire on end to access tether atta chment (1).

5. Use the lug wrench to remove the lug nut from th e spare tire tether.

 



 

6. If not replacing the spare or flat 
tire to the underbody storage area, 
raise winch up into the installed 
position.
7. Use the attached fastener strap (2) to tie the t ether end to the winch 
actuator shaft (if equipped).

Tire change procedure

When one of the front wheels is off the ground, the  transmission alone will not 
prevent the vehicle from moving or slipping off the
jack, even if the vehicle is in P (Park).

To help prevent the vehicle from moving when you ch ange a tire,
be sure the parking brake is set, then block (in bo th directions)
the wheel that is diagonally opposite (other side a nd end of the
vehicle) to the tire being changed.

If the vehicle slips off the jack, you or someone e lse could be
seriously injured.

Do not attempt to change a tire on the side of the vehicle close
to moving traffic. Pull far enough off the road to avoid the
danger of being hit when operating the jack or chan ging the wheel.

1. Block the diagonally opposite wheel.

2. Loosen each wheel lug nut
one-half turn counterclockwise but
do not remove them until the wheel
is raised off the ground.

Before placing the jack under the vehicle, NOTE the  jack locations:
*  Front
View shown from rear of front tire. Position the ja ck directly below the 
protruding bolt.

*  Rear
View shown from forward of rear
tire. Position the jack directly below
the stud on the rear trailing arm.

 



 

3. Position the jack according to the guides and tu rn the jack handle clockwise 
until the tire is a
maximum of 1 inch (25 mm) off the ground.

Never use the differentials as a jacking point.

To lessen the risk of personal injury, do not put
any part of your body under the vehicle while chang ing a tire. Do not start the 
engine when your vehicle is on the jack. The jack i s only meant for changing the 
tire.

4. Remove the lug nuts with the lug nut wrench.
5. Replace the flat tire with the spare tire, makin g sure the valve stem is 
facing outward. Reinstall lug nuts until the wheel is snug against the hub. Do 
not fully tighten the lug nuts until the wheel has been lowered.
6. Lower the wheel by turning the jack handle count erclockwise.
7. Remove the jack and fully tighten 1
the lug nuts in the order shown.

 



 

Refer to Wheel lug nut torque
specifications later in this chapter
for the proper lug nut torque 3 4
specification.
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Stowing the jack and tools
Make sure the jack is fully lowered and reclip the tools onto the jack.

Reinstall the jack and tools in the cargo area. To replace the jack in the 
vehicle,

*  guide the jack bottom first in the
trim opening and position in the
bracket (3),
*  secure the retention clip on the upper part of t he jack (2), and
*  close the thumbscrew (1).
Make sure the jack is fastened so it does not rattl e when you drive.

Stowing the flat/spare tire
Note: Failure to follow spare tire stowage instruct ions may result in failure of 
cable or loss of spare tire.
If you are stowing a tire that requires reattaching  it to the
vehicle with a tether, perform these steps first, t hen proceed with
the steps following.
1. Place tire on end with valve stem facing rearwar d, away from vehicle.
2. Place tether into bolt holes in wheel and attach  lug nut using lug wrench.

3. Lay the tire on the ground with the valve stem f acing down. If your vehicle 
is equipped with aluminum wheels, remove the wheel ornament.

 



 

4. Slide the wheel partially under the vehicle and install the retainer through 
the center of the wheel.
5. Turn the jack handle clockwise until the tire is  raised to its original 
position underneath the vehicle. The effort to turn  the jack handle increases 
significantly as the tire contacts the frame. The s pare tire carrier will 
ratchet when the tire is in the fully stowed positi on. The
spare tire carrier has a built-in ratchet feature t hat will not allow you to 
overtighten. If the spare tire carrier ratchets wit h very little effort, take 
the vehicle to your authorized dealer for assistanc e at your earliest
convenience. If your vehicle is equipped with a tra iler hitch, guide the tire 
with one hand; keep the rear of the tire tilted dow n until the tire clears the 
bumper.
6. Check that the tire lies flat against the frame assembly. Push against the 
tire to make sure it is tightly seated under the ve hicle. Loosen and
retighten, if necessary. Failure to properly stow t he spare tire may result
in failure of the winch cable and loss of the spare  tire. (Make sure that
the tire does not contact the bumper.)
7. Repeat this tightness check procedure (every six  months, per
scheduled maintenance information), when servicing the spare tire
pressure or at any time that the spare tire is dist urbed through service of
other components.
WHEEL LUG NUT TORQUE SPECIFICATIONS
Retighten the lug nuts to the specified torque at 5 00 miles (800 km) after any 
wheel disturbance (tire rotation, changing a flat t ire, wheel removal, etc.).
Bolt sizeWheel lug nut torque*lb.ft.N*mM12 x 1.5100 135* Torque specifications 
are for nut and bolt threads free of dirt and
rust. Use only Ford recommended replacement fastene rs.When a wheel is installed, 
always remove any corrosion, dirt or foreign materi als present on the mounting 
surfaces of the wheel
or the surface of the wheel hub, brake drum or brak e disc that
contacts the wheel. Ensure that any fasteners that attach the rotor to
the hub are secured so they do not interfere with t he mounting
surfaces of the wheel. Installing wheels without co rrect metal-to-metal
contact at the wheel mounting surfaces can cause th e wheel nuts to
loosen and the wheel to come off while the vehicle is in motion,
resulting in loss of control.

Note: Inspect the wheel pilot hole
prior to installation. If there is
visible corrosion in wheel pilot hole,
remove loose particles by wiping
with clean rag and apply grease.
Apply grease only to the wheel pilot
hole surface by smearing a "dime"
(1 square cm) sized glob of grease
around the wheel pilot surface (1)
with end of finger. DO NOT apply
grease to lugnut/stud holes or wheel-to-brake surfa ces.

JUMP STARTING (LOW VOLTAGE [UNDERHOOD] BATTERY ONLY)
Your vehicle has two separate jump starting procedu res; the following procedure 
is for the low voltage (underhood) battery only. Re fer to
Jump starting the high voltage battery in this chap ter for information on jump 
starting the high voltage battery.

 



 

The gases around the battery can explode if exposed  to flames, sparks, or lit 
cigarettes. An explosion could result in injury or
vehicle damage.

Batteries contain sulfuric acid which can burn skin , eyes and
clothing, if contacted.

Do not attempt to push-start your automatic transmi ssion vehicle. Automatic 
transmissions do not have push-start
capability. Attempting to push-start a vehicle with  an automatic transmission 
may cause transmission damage.

Preparing your vehicle
If your low voltage (underhood) battery becomes dis connected or disabled for any 
reason, the vehicle controller must relearn the eng ine's operating 
characteristics in order to operate it at maximum e fficiency. This relearning 
process occurs the first time the vehicle is driven  after
reconnecting the low voltage battery. If the learni ng procedure does not have 
time to complete during the drive, the engine will continue to operate for 3-5 
seconds after you turn the ignition off to complete  the relearning process. This 
is a normal condition and will not re-occur until 

the low voltage battery is disconnected again. The brake system must
also be reset. Refer to Low voltage (underhood) bat tery in the
Maintenance and Specification chapter for more info rmation.
1. Use only a 12-volt supply to start your vehicle.
2. Do not disconnect the battery of the disabled ve hicle as this could damage 
the vehicle's electrical system.
3. Park the booster vehicle close to the hood of th e disabled vehicle making 
sure the two vehicles do not touch. Set the parking  brake on both vehicles and 
stay clear of the engine cooling fan and other movi ng parts.
4. Check all battery terminals and remove any exces sive corrosion before you 
attach the battery cables. Ensure that vent caps ar e tight and level.
5. Turn the heater fan on in both vehicles to prote ct from any electrical 
surges. Turn all other accessories off.

Connecting the jumper cables

1. Connect the positive (+) jumper cable to the pos itive (+) terminal of the 
discharged battery.
Note: In the illustrations, lightning bolts are use d to designate the assisting 
(boosting) battery.

2. Connect the other end of the positive (+) cable to the positive (+)
terminal of the assisting battery.

 



 

3. Connect the negative (-) cable to the negative ( -) terminal of the assisting 
battery.

4. Make the final connection of the negative (-) ca ble to an exposed
metal part of the stalled vehicle's engine, away fr om the battery and the
carburetor/fuel injection system. Do not use fuel l ines, engine rocker
covers or the intake manifold as grounding points.

Do not connect the end of the second cable to the n egative (-)
terminal of the battery to be jumped. A spark may c ause an
explosion of the gases that surround the battery.

5. Ensure that the cables are clear of fan blades, belts, moving parts of both 
engines, or any fuel delivery system parts.

Jump starting
1. Start the engine of the booster vehicle and run the engine at moderately 
increased speed.
2. Start the engine of the disabled vehicle.
3. Once the disabled vehicle has been started, run both engines for an 
additional three minutes before disconnecting the j umper cables.

Removing the jumper cables

Remove the jumper cables in the reverse order that they were connected.
1. Remove the jumper cable from the ground metal su rface.
Note: In the illustrations, lightning bolts are use d to designate the assisting 
(boosting) battery.

2. Remove the jumper cable on the negative (-) conn ection of the booster 
vehicle's battery.

3. Remove the jumper cable from the positive (+) te rminal of the booster 
vehicle's battery.

4. Remove the jumper cable from the positive (+) te rminal of the disabled 
vehicle's battery.

 



 

After the disabled vehicle has been started and the  jumper cables removed, allow 
it to idle for several minutes so the engine comput er can relearn its idle 
conditions.

JUMP STARTING THE HIGH VOLTAGE BATTERY
Your vehicle has two separate jump starting procedu res; the following procedure 
is for the cargo area high voltage battery only. Re fer to the Jump starting your 
vehicle (Low voltage [underhood] battery only) sect ion in this chapter for 
information on jump starting the low voltage (under hood) battery.

The gases around the battery can explode if exposed  to flames, sparks, or lit 
cigarettes. An explosion could result in injury or
vehicle damage.

The high voltage battery contains potassium hydroxi de (a strong
alkaline electrolyte) which can burn skin, eyes and  clothing, if
contacted.

Do not attempt to push-start your vehicle. This veh icle does not have push-start 
capability.
If you attempt to start your vehicle and the engine  cranks but does not start, 
the high voltage battery may need to be jump starte d.
The Service Soon (yellow wrench) light in the instr ument cluster may also be 
illuminated and the message center may display a me ssage.
To jump start the high voltage battery, turn the ig nition to OFF, open the 
access panel on the end of
the driver side instrument panel and press the jump  start button momentarily. 
After pressing the button, you should wait eight
minutes before attempting to start the engine, othe rwise the high voltage 
battery may not receive
sufficient charge to start the engine.
The high voltage battery will use voltage from the low voltage
(underhood) battery to charge itself.
When the button is pressed, the indicator light on the button will illuminate. 
After eight minutes has passed, the indicator light  will flash rapidly for two 
minutes. Turn the ignition to RUN. You may now atte mpt
to start the engine. If you attempt to start the en gine before the eight minutes 
passes, the jump starting procedure will stop and w ill have to be restarted if 
the engine does not start.
If the engine still does not start after the first complete high voltage jump 
start, a second jump start procedure can be attempt ed after a
two-minute period (indicated by the button light ch anging from a rapid flash to 
no illumination). This jump start procedure can onl y be done twice before the 
low voltage (underhood) battery becomes discharged and must also be jump 
started.

If the jump start button is pressed, but the indica tor on the button
flashes slowly, the low voltage (underhood) battery  may not have enough
energy to charge the high voltage battery. If this occurs, refer to the
Jump starting your vehicle (Low voltage [underhood]  battery only)
section in this chapter for information on jump sta rting the low voltage
(underhood) battery. You may perform another high v oltage battery jump
start by pressing the jump start button after havin g connected the

 



 

jumper cables and starting the booster vehicle.
Once the engine is started, the jumper cables shoul d be removed as described in 
the Jump starting your vehicle (Low voltage
[underhood] battery only) section.

WRECKER TOWING

If you need to have your vehicle towed, contact a p rofessional towing
service or, if you are a member of a roadside assis tance program, your 
roadside assistance service provider.
It is recommended that your vehicle be towed with a  wheel lift and dollies or 
flatbed equipment. Do not tow with a slingbelt. For d Motor Company has not 
approved a slingbelt towing procedure.
On FWD vehicles, if your vehicle is to be towed fro m the front, ensure proper 
wheel lift equipment is used to raise the front whe els off the ground. The rear 
wheels can be left on the ground when towed in this  fashion.
If your vehicle is to be towed from the rear using wheel lift equipment, it
is required that the front wheels (drive wheels) be  placed on a dolly to
prevent damage to the automatic transaxle.
On 4WD vehicles, it is required that your vehicle b e towed with a wheel lift and 
dollies or flatbed equipment with all the wheels of f the ground to prevent 
damage to the automatic transaxle, 4WD system or ve hicle.

If the vehicle is towed by other means or incorrect ly, vehicle
damage may occur.
In case of a roadside emergency with a disabled veh icle (without access
to wheel dollies, car hauling trailer, or flatbed t ransport vehicle) your
vehicle (regardless of transmission powertrain conf iguration) can be flat
towed (all wheels on the ground) with the transmiss ion placed in N
(Neutral).

 



 

Ford Motor Company produces a towing manual for all  authorized tow truck 
operators. Have your tow truck operator refer to th is manual for proper hook-up 
and towing procedures for your vehicle.

Emergency Towing
In case of a roadside emergency with a disabled veh icle (without access
to wheel dollies, car hauling trailer, or flatbed t ransport vehicle) your
vehicle (regardless of transmission powertrain conf iguration) can be flat
towed (all wheels on the ground) under the followin g conditions:
*  Vehicle is facing forward.
*  Place the transmission in N (Neutral).
*  Maximum speed is not to exceed 35 mph (56 km/h).
*  Maximum distance is 50 miles (80 km).

GETTING THE SERVICES YOU NEED

At home
You must take your Ford vehicle to an authorized de aler for warranty repairs. 
While any authorized dealer handling your vehicle l ine will provide warranty 
service, we recommend you return to your selling au thorized dealer who wants to 
ensure your continued satisfaction.
Please note that certain warranty repairs require s pecial training and/or 
equipment, so not all authorized dealers are author ized to perform all warranty 
repairs. This means that, depending on the warranty  repair needed, you may have 
to take your vehicle to another authorized dealer.
A reasonable time must be allowed to perform a repa ir after taking your vehicle 
to the authorized dealer. Repairs will be made usin g Ford or Motorcraft parts, 
or remanufactured or other parts that are authorize d by Ford.
If you have questions or concerns, or are unsatisfi ed with the service you are 
receiving, follow these steps:
1. Contact your Sales Representative or Service Adv isor at your 
selling/servicing authorized dealer.
2. If your inquiry or concern remains unresolved, c ontact the Sales
Manager, Service Manager or Customer Relations Mana ger.
3. If you require assistance or clarification on Fo rd Motor Company policies or 
procedures, please contact the Ford Customer Relati onship Center at 1-800-392-
3673 (FORD).

Away from home
If you own a Ford or Mercury vehicle and are away f rom home when
your vehicle needs service, or if you need more hel p than the authorized
dealer could provide, after following the steps des cribed above, contact
the Ford Customer Relationship Center to find an au thorized dealer to
help you.
In the United States: Ford Motor Company
Customer Relationship Center
P.O. Box 6248
Dearborn, MI 48121
1-800-392-3673 (FORD)
(TDD for the hearing impaired: 1-800-232-5952)
www.customersaskford.com

In Canada:
Customer Relationship Centre

 



 

Ford Motor Company of Canada, Limited
P.O. Box 2000
Oakville, Ontario L6J 5E4
1-800-565-3673 (FORD)
www.ford.ca
If you own a Lincoln vehicle and are away from home  when your vehicle needs 
service, or if you need more help than the authoriz ed dealer could provide, 
after following the steps described above, contact the Ford Customer 
Relationship Center to find an authorized dealer to  help you.
In the United States: Ford Motor Company
Customer Relationship Center
P.O. Box 6248
Dearborn, MI 48121
1-800-521-4140
(TDD for the hearing impaired: 1-800-232-5952)
www.customersaskford.com
In Canada: Lincoln Centre
Ford Motor Company of Canada, Limited
P.O. Box 2000
Oakville, Ontario L6J 5E4
1-800-387-9333
www.lincolncanada.com
In order to help you service your Lincoln vehicle, please have the following 
information available when contacting the Lincoln C entre:
*  Your telephone number (home and business)
*  The name of the authorized dealer and the city w here the authorized dealer is 
located
*  The year and make of your vehicle
*  The date of vehicle purchase
*  The current odometer reading
*  The vehicle identification number (VIN)
Additional Assistance
If you still have a complaint involving a warranty dispute, you may wish
to contact the Better Business Bureau (BBB) AUTO LI NE program (U.S.
only).

In some states (in the U.S.) you must directly noti fy Ford in writing before 
pursuing remedies under your state's warranty laws.  Ford is also allowed a final 
repair attempt in some states.
In the United States, a warranty dispute must be su bmitted to the BBB AUTO LINE 
before taking action under the Magnuson-Moss Warran ty
Act, or to the extent allowed by state law, before pursuing replacement
or repurchase remedies provided by certain state la ws. This dispute
handling procedure is not required prior to enforci ng state created rights
or other rights which are independent of the Magnus on-Moss Warranty
Act or state replacement or repurchase laws.

IN CALIFORNIA (U.S. ONLY)
California Civil Code Section 1793.2(d) requires th at, if a manufacturer
or its representative is unable to repair a motor v ehicle to conform to the
vehicle's applicable express warranty after a reaso nable number of
attempts, the manufacturer shall be required to eit her replace the
vehicle with one substantially identical or repurch ase the vehicle and
reimburse the buyer in an amount equal to the actua l price paid or
payable by the consumer (less a reasonable allowanc e for consumer

 



 

use). The consumer has the right to choose whether to receive a refund
or replacement vehicle.
California Civil Code Section 1793.22(b) presumes t hat the manufacturer has had 
a reasonable number of attempts to conform the vehi cle to its applicable express 
warranties if, within the first 18 months of owners hip
of a new vehicle or the first 18,000 miles (29,000 km), whichever occurs first:
1. Two or more repair attempts are made on the same  non-conformity likely to 
cause death or serious bodily injury OR
2. Four or more repair attempts are made on the sam e nonconformity (a defect or 
condition that substantially impairs the use, value  or safety of
the vehicle) OR
3. The vehicle is out of service for repair of nonc onformities for a total of 
more than 30 calendar days (not necessarily all at one time)
In the case of 1 or 2 above, the consumer must also  notify the manufacturer of 
the need for the repair of the nonconformity at the  following address:
Ford Motor Company
16800 Executive Plaza Drive
Mail Drop 3NE-B
Dearborn, MI 48126

THE BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU (BBB) AUTO LINE PROGRAM (U.S. ONLY)
Your satisfaction is important to Ford Motor Compan y and to your dealer. 
Experience has shown that our customers have been v ery successful in achieving 
satisfaction by following the three-step procedure outlined on
the front page of the Warranty Guide. However, if y our warranty concern has not 
been resolved using the three-step procedure, you m ay be
eligible to participate in the BBB AUTO LINE progra m.
The BBB AUTO LINE program consists of two parts - m ediation and arbitration. 
Initially, the BBB will try to resolve your questio n or concern through 
mediation. Mediation is a process through which a
representative of the BBB will contact the parties and explore options for 
settlement of your claim. If mediation is not succe ssful, customers with 
eligible claims may participate in the BBB AUTO LIN E arbitration
process. An arbitration hearing will be scheduled s o that you can present your 
case in an informal setting before an impartial per son. The
arbitrator will consider the testimony provided and  make a decision after the 
hearing. You are not bound by the decision but may choose to accept
it. If you choose to accept the BBB AUTO LINE decis ion then Ford must abide by 
the accepted decision as well. If the arbitrator ha s decided in
your favor and you accept the decision, the BBB AUT O LINE program
will contact you to ensure that Ford has complied w ith the decision in a
timely manner. Disputes submitted to the BBB AUTO L INE program are
usually decided within forty days after you file yo ur claim with the BBB.
To initiate a claim with the BBB AUTO LINE, you wil l be asked for your name and 
address, general information about your new vehicle , information about your 
warranty concerns and any steps you have
already taken to try to resolve them. You will then  be mailed a Customer Claim 
Form that you will need to complete, provide proof of vehicle ownership, sign 
and return the Customer Claim Form to the BBB. Upon  receipt, the BBB will review 
the claim for eligibility under the Program Summary  Guidelines.
You can get more information by calling BBB AUTO LI NE at
1-800-955-5100, or writing to:
BBB AUTO LINE
4200 Wilson Boulevard, Suite 800
Arlington, Virginia 22203-1833

 



 

Note: Ford Motor Company reserves the right to chan ge eligibility limitations, 
modify procedures, or to discontinue this process a t any time without notice and 
without obligation.

UTILIZING THE MEDIATION/ARBITRATION PROGRAM (CANADA  ONLY)
For vehicles delivered to authorized Canadian deale rs. In those cases where you 
continue to feel that the efforts by Ford of Canada  and the authorized dealer to 
resolve a factory-related vehicle service concern h ave been unsatisfactory, Ford 
of Canada participates in an impartial
third party mediation/arbitration program administe red by the Canadian
Motor Vehicle Arbitration Plan (CAMVAP).
The CAMVAP program is a straight-forward and relati vely speedy alternative to 
resolve a disagreement when all other efforts to pr oduce a settlement have 
failed. This procedure is without cost to you and i s designed to eliminate the 
need for lengthy and expensive legal proceedings.
In the CAMVAP program, impartial third-party arbitr ators conduct hearings at 
mutually convenient times and places in an informal  environment. These impartial 
arbitrators review the positions of the
parties, make decisions and, when appropriate, rend er awards to resolve 
disputes. CAMVAP decisions are fast, fair, and fina l as the arbitrator's award 
is binding both to you and Ford of Canada.
CAMVAP services are available in all territories an d provinces. For more 
information, without charge or obligation, call you r CAMVAP Provincial 
Administrator directly at 1-800-207-0685.

FORD EXTENDED SERVICE PLAN
You can get more protection for your new car or lig ht truck by
purchasing Ford Extended Service Plan (Ford ESP) co verage. It provides
the following:
*  Benefits during the warranty period depending on  the plan you purchase (such 
as: reimbursement for rentals; coverage for certain  maintenance and wear items).
*  Protection against covered repair costs after yo ur Bumper-to-Bumper
Warranty expires.
You may purchase Ford ESP from any participating au thorized dealer. There are 
several plans available in various time, distance a nd deductible combinations 
which can be tailored to fit your own driving needs . Ford
ESP also offers reimbursement benefits for towing a nd rental coverage.
When you buy Ford ESP, you receive Peace-of-Mind pr otection throughout the 
United States and Canada, provided by a network of more than 4,600 participating 
authorized dealers.

If you did not take advantage of the Ford Extended Service Plan at the 
time of purchasing your vehicle, you may still be e ligible. Since this 
information is subject to change, please ask your a uthorized dealer for 
complete details about Ford Extended Service Plan c overage options, or 
visit the Ford ESP website at www.ford-esp.com.

GETTING ASSISTANCE OUTSIDE THE U.S. AND CANADA
Before exporting your vehicle to a foreign country,  contact the
appropriate foreign embassy or consulate. These off icials can inform you
of local vehicle registration regulations and where  to find unleaded fuel.
If you cannot find unleaded fuel or can only get fu el with an anti-knock index 
lower than is recommended for your vehicle, contact  a regional office or owner 
relations/customer relationship office.

 



 

The use of leaded fuel in your vehicle without prop er conversion may damage the 
effectiveness of your emission control system and m ay cause engine knocking or 
serious engine damage. Ford Motor Company/Ford of C anada is not responsible for 
any damage caused by use of improper
fuel. Using leaded fuel may also result in difficul ty importing your vehicle 
back into the U.S.
If your vehicle must be serviced while you are trav eling or living in
Central America, the Caribbean, or the Middle East,  contact the nearest
authorized dealer. If the authorized dealer cannot help you, write or call:
FORD MOTOR COMPANY FORD EXPORT OPERATIONS
1555 Fairlane Drive
Fairlane Business Park #3
Allen Park, Michigan 48101
U.S.A.
Telephone: (313) 594-4857
FAX: (313) 390-0804
If you are in another foreign country, contact the nearest authorized dealer. If 
the authorized dealer employees cannot help you, th ey can direct you to the 
nearest Ford affiliate office.
If you buy your vehicle in North America and then r elocate outside of
the U.S. or Canada, register your vehicle identific ation number (VIN) and
new address with Ford Motor Company Export Operatio ns.
Customers in the U.S. should call 1-800-392-3673.

ORDERING ADDITIONAL OWNER'S LITERATURE
To order the publications in this portfolio, contac t Helm, Incorporated at: 
HELM, INCORPORATED
P.O. Box 07150
Detroit, Michigan 48207
Or call:
For a free publication catalog, order toll free: 1- 800-782-4356
Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. EST
Helm, Incorporated can also be reached by their web site:
www.helminc.com.
(Items in this catalog may be purchased by credit c ard, checWcheck  or money 
order.)
Obtaining a French owner's guide
French Owner's Guides can be obtained from your aut horized dealer or by writing 
to:
Ford Motor Company of Canada, Limited
Service Publications CHQ202
The Canadian Road
P.O. Box 2000
Oakville, ON, Canada
L6J 5E4
REPORTING SAFETY DEFECTS (U.S. ONLY)
If you believe that your vehicle has a defect which  could cause a crash or could 
cause injury or death, you should immediately infor m the National Highway 
Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA) in addition to notifying For d Motor Company.
If NHTSA receives similar complaints, it may open a n investigation, and
if it finds that a safety defect exists in a group of vehicles, it may order a
recall and remedy campaign. However, NHTSA cannot b ecome involved
in individual problems between you, your dealer, or  Ford Motor
Company.

 



 

To contact NHTSA, you may call the Vehicle Safety H otline toll-free at
1-888-327-4236 (TTY: 1-800-424-9153); go to http:// www.safercar.gov;
or write to:
Administrator
NHTSA
400 Seventh Street, SW
1200 New Jersey Avenue, Southeast
Washington, D.C. 20590

You can also obtain other information about motor v ehicle safety from
http://www.safercar.gov.

REPORTING SAFETY DEFECTS (CANADA ONLY)
If you believe that your vehicle has a defect which  could cause a crash or could 
cause injury or death, you should immediately infor m Transport Canada, using 
their toll-free number: 1-800-333-0510.

WASHING THE EXTERIOR
Wash your vehicle regularly with cool or lukewarm w ater and a neutral
pH shampoo, such as Motorcraft Detail Wash (ZC-3-A) , which is available
from your authorized dealer.
*  Never use strong household detergents or soap, s uch as dish washing
or laundry liquid. These products can discolor and spot painted
surfaces.
*  Never wash a vehicle that is "hot to the touch" or during exposure to strong, 
direct sunlight.
*  Always use a clean sponge or car wash mitt with plenty of water for best 
results.
*  Dry the vehicle with a chamois or soft terry clo th towel in order to 
eliminate water spotting.
*  It is especially important to wash the vehicle r egularly during the
winter months, as dirt and road salt are difficult to remove and cause
damage to the vehicle.
*  Immediately remove items such as gasoline, diese l fuel, bird droppings and 
insect deposits because they can cause damage to th e vehicle's paintwork and 
trim over time. Use Bug and Tar Remover ,  ( ZC-42, 42)
which is available from your authorized dealer.
*  Remove any exterior accessories, such as antenna s, before entering a car 
wash.
*  Suntan lotions and insect repellents can damage any painted surface; if these 
substances come in contact with your vehicle, wash off as soon as possible.
*  Use care when washing the vehicle to ensure wate r and soap are not directed 
into the high voltage battery vent, located near th e driver side rear window.
Exterior chrome
*  Wash the vehicle first, using cool or lukewarm w ater and a neutral pH
shampoo, such as Motorcraft Detail Wash (ZC-3-A).
*  Use Custom Bright Metal Cleaner (ZC-15), availab le from your authorized 
dealer. Apply the product as you would a wax to cle an bumpers and other chrome 
parts; allow the cleaner to dry for a few minutes, then wipe off the haze with a 
clean, dry rag.
*  Never use abrasive materials such as steel wool or plastic pads
as they can scratch the chrome surface.

 



 

*  After polishing chrome bumpers, apply a coating of Motorcraft
Premium Liquid Wax (ZC-53-A), available from your a uthorized dealer,
or an equivalent quality product to help protect fr om environmental
effects.

WAXING
Applying Motorcraft Paint Sealant (ZC-45) to your v ehicle every six months will 
assist in reducing minor scratches and paint damage .
*  Wash the vehicle first.
*  Do not use waxes that contain abrasives; use Mot orcraft Premium
Liquid Wax (ZC-53-A), which is available from your authorized dealer,
or an equivalent quality product.
*  Do not allow paint sealant to come in contact wi th any non-body
(low-gloss black) colored trim, such as grained doo r handles, roof
racks, bumpers, side moldings, mirror housings or t he windshield cowl
area. The paint sealant will "gray" or stain the pa rts over time.

PAINT CHIPS
Your authorized dealer has touch-up paint to match your vehicle's color. Take 
your color code (printed on a sticker in the driver 's door jamb) to your 
authorized dealer to ensure you get the correct col or.
*  Remove particles such as bird droppings, tree sa p, insect deposits, tar 
spots, road salt and industrial fallout before repa iring paint chips.
*  Always read the instructions before using the pr oducts.

ALUMINUM WHEELS AND WHEEL COVERS
Aluminum wheels and wheel covers are coated with a clearcoat paint finish. In 
order to maintain their shine:
*  Clean weekly with Motorcraft Wheel and Tire Clea ner (ZC-37-A), which is 
available from your authorized dealer. Heavy dirt a nd brake dust accumulation 
may require agitation with a sponge. Rinse thorough ly with a strong stream of 
water.
*  Never apply any cleaning chemical to hot or warm  wheel rims or covers.
*  Some automatic car washes may cause damage to th e finish on your wheel rims 
or covers. Chemical-strength cleaners, or cleaning chemicals, in combination 
with brush agitation to remove brake dust and dirt,  could wear away the 
clearcoat finish over time.
*  Do not use hydrofluoric acid-based or high caust ic-based wheel cleaners, 
steel wool, fuels or strong household detergent.
*  To remove tar and grease, use Motorcraft Bug and  Tar Remover
(ZC-42), available from your authorized dealer.

ENGINE
Engines are more efficient when they are clean beca use grease and dirt buildup 
keep the engine warmer than normal. When washing:
*  Take care when using a power washer to clean the  engine. The high-pressure 
fluid could penetrate the sealed parts and cause da mage.
*  Do not spray a hot engine with cold water to avo id cracking the engine block 
or other engine components.
*  Spray Motorcraft Engine Shampoo and Degreaser (Z C-20) on all parts that 
require cleaning and pressure rinse clean . In Canada use
Motorcraft Engine Shampoo (CXC-66-A) .

 



 

*  Cover the highlighted areas to prevent water dam age when cleaning the engine. 
Note: As with all transmissions, be especially care ful as water entry into the 
vents can damage internal parts.
*  Never wash or rinse the engine while it is runni ng; water in the running 
engine may cause internal damage.

PLASTIC (NON-PAINTED) EXTERIOR PARTS
Use only approved products to clean plastic parts. These products are available 
from your authorized dealer.
*  For routine cleaning, use Motorcraft Detail Wash  (ZC-3-A).
*  If tar or grease spots are present, use Motorcra ft Bug and Tar
Remover (ZC-42).
*  For plastic headlamp lenses, use Motorcraft Ultr a Clear Spray Glass
Cleaner (ZC-23).

WINDOWS AND WIPER BLADES
The windshield, rear and side windows and the wiper  blades should be cleaned 
regularly. If the wipers do not wipe properly, subs tances on the vehicle's glass 
or the wiper blades may be the cause. These may inc lude hot wax treatments used 
by commercial car washes, water repellent coatings,  tree sap, or other organic 
contamination; these contaminants
may cause squeaking or chatter noise from the blade s, and streaking and smearing 
of the windshield. To clean these items, follow the se tips:
*  The windshield, rear windows and side windows ma y be cleaned with
a non-abrasive cleaner such as Motorcraft Ultra-Cle ar Spray Glass
Cleaner (ZC-23), available from your authorized dea ler.
*  The wiper blades can be cleaned with isopropyl ( rubbing) alcohol or 
Motorcraft Premium Windshield Washer Concentrate (Z C-32-A), available from your 
authorized dealer. This washer fluid contains speci al solution in addition to 
alcohol which helps to remove the hot
wax deposited on the wiper blade and windshield fro m automated car wash 
facilities. Be sure to replace wiper blades when th ey appear
worn or do not function properly.
*  Do not use abrasives, as they may cause scratche s.
*  Do not use fuel, kerosene, or paint thinner to c lean any parts.
If you cannot remove those streaks after cleaning w ith the glass cleaner
or if the wipers chatter and move in a jerky motion , clean the outer
surface of the windshield and the wiper blades usin g a sponge or soft
cloth with a neutral detergent or mild-abrasive cle aning solution. After
cleaning, rinse the windshield and wiper blades wit h clean water. The
windshield is clean if beads do not form when you r inse the windshield
with water.

 



 

Do not use sharp objects, such as a razor blade, to  clean the inside of the rear 
window or to remove decals, as it may cause damage to the rear window 
defroster's heated grid lines.

INSTRUMENT PANEL/INTERIOR TRIM AND CLUSTER LENS
Clean the instrument panel, interior trim areas and  cluster lens with a clean 
and damp white cotton cloth, then with a clean and dry white cotton cloth; you 
may also use Motorcraft Dash & Vinyl Cleaner
(ZC-38-A) on the instrument panel and interior trim  areas.
*  Avoid cleaners or polishes that increase the glo ss of the upper portion
of the instrument panel. The dull finish in this ar ea helps protect the
driver from undesirable windshield reflection.

*  Be certain to wash or wipe your hands clean if y ou have been in contact with 
certain products such as insect repellent and sunta n lotion in order to avoid 
possible damage to the interior painted surfaces.
*  Do not use household or glass cleaners as these may damage the finish of the 
instrument panel, interior trim and cluster lens.

Do not use chemical solvents or strong detergents w hen cleaning the steering 
wheel or instrument panel to avoid contamination of
the airbag system.

If a staining liquid like coffee/juice has been spi lled on the instrument panel 
or on interior trim surfaces, clean as follows:
1. Wipe up spilled liquid using a clean ,  white ,  cotton cloth.
2. Apply Motorcraft Deluxe Leather and Vinyl Cleane r (ZC-11-A) [In Canada use 
Motorcraft Multi-Purpose Cleaner (CXC-101)] to the wiped area and spread around 
evenly.
3. Apply more Motorcraft cleaner to a clean ,  white ,  cotton cloth and press the 
cloth onto the soiled area-allow this to set at roo m temperature for 30 minutes.
4. Remove the soaked cloth, and if it is not soiled  badly, use this cloth to 
clean the area by using a rubbing motion for 60 sec onds.
5. Following this, wipe area dry with a clean ,  white ,  cotton cloth.

INTERIOR
For fabric, carpets, cloth seats, safety belts and seats equipped with side 
airbags:
*  Remove dust and loose dirt with a vacuum cleaner .
*  Remove light stains and soil with Motorcraft Pro fessional Strength
Carpet & Upholstery Cleaner (ZC-54).
*  If grease or tar is present on the material, spo t-clean the area first with 
Motorcraft Spot and Stain Remover (ZC-14 ). In Canada, use Motorcraft Multi-
Purpose Cleaner (CXC-101 ).
*  If a ring forms on the fabric after spot cleanin g, clean the entire area 
immediately (but do not oversaturate) or the ring w ill set.
*  Do not use household cleaning products or glass cleaners, which can stain and 
discolor the fabric and affect the flame retardant abilities of the seat 
materials.

Do not use cleaning solvents, bleach or dye on the vehicle's 
safety belts, as these actions may weaken the belt webbing.

 



 

DoOn vehicles equipped with seat-mounted airbags, do  not use 
chemical solvents or strong detergents  when cleaningthe seat-mounted side airbag 
(if equipped) . Such products could
contaminate the side - airbag system and affect performance of the side
airbag in a collision.

LEATHER SEATS (IF EQUIPPED)
Your leather seating surfaces have a clear, protect ive coating over the leather.
*  To clean, use a soft cloth with Motorcraft Delux e Leather and Vinyl Cleaner 
(ZC-11-A ). In Canada, use Motorcraft Vinyl Cleaner (CXC-93 ). Dry the area with a 
soft cloth.
*  To help maintain its resiliency and color, use t he Motorcraft Deluxe Leather 
Care Kit (ZC-11-D), available from your authorized dealer . In Canada, use 
Motorcraft Vinyl Cleaner (CXC-93) or an equivalent high-quality leather care 
product .
*  Do not use household cleaning products, alcohol solutions, solvents or 
cleaners intended for rubber, vinyl and plastics, o r oil/petroleum-based leather 
conditioners. These products may cause premature we aring of the clear, 
protective coating.
Note: In some instances, color or dye transfer can occur when wet clothing comes 
in contact with leather upholstery. If this occurs,  the leather should be 
cleaned immediately to avoid permanent staining.

UNDERBODY
Flush the complete underside of your vehicle freque ntly. Keep body and door 
drain holes free from packed dirt.

FORD AND LINCOLN MERCURY CAR CARE PRODUCTS
Your Ford or Lincoln Mercury authorized dealer has many quality products 
available to clean your vehicle and protect its fin ishes. These quality products 
have been specifically engineered to fulfill your a utomotive needs; they are 
custom designed to complement the style
and appearance of your vehicle. Each product is mad e from high quality materials 
that meet or exceed rigid specifications. For best results, use
the following products or products of equivalent qu ality:
Motorcraft Bug and Tar Remover (ZC-42) Motorcraft C ar Wash (Canada only) (CXC-
21) Motorcraft Multi-Purpose Cleaner (Canada only) (CXC -101)  Motorcraft Custom 
Bright Metal Cleaner (ZC-15) Motorcraft Custom Clea r Coat Polish (ZC-8-A) 
Motorcraft Custom Vinyl Protectant  (U.S. only)  (ZC-40-A) Motorcraft Dash and 
Vinyl Cleaner (ZC-38-A)
Motorcraft Deluxe Leather and Vinyl Cleaner (U.S. o nly) (ZC-11-A) Motorcraft 
Leather Care Kit ( U.S. only) ( ZC-11-D)
Motorcraft Detail Wash (ZC-3-A ) Motorcraft Dusting Cloth Mitt (ZC-47 ) Motorcraft 
Dusting Cloth (ZC-24)
Motorcraft Engine Shampoo and Degreaser (U.S. only)  (ZC-20) Motorcraft One Step 
Wash and Wax Concentrate (ZC-6 Engine Shampoo (Canada only) (CXC-66 -A) Motorcraft 
Paint Sealant (ZC-45) Multi-Purpose Cleaner (Canada only) (CXC-101) Motorcraft 
Premium Glass Cleaner (Canada only) (CXC-100) Motor craft Premium Liquid Wax (ZC-
53-A)
Motorcraft Premium Windshield Washer Concentrate ( U.S. only) ( ZC-32-A) 
Motorcraft Professional Strength Carpet & Upholster y Cleaner (ZC-54) Motorcraft 
Spot and Stain Remover (U.S. only) (ZC-14)

 



 

Motorcraft Tire Clean and Shine (ZC-28) Motorcraft Triple Clean (U.S. only) (ZC-
13)
Motorcraft Ultra-Clear Spray Glass Cleaner (ZC-23) Motorcraft Vinyl Cleaner 
(Canada only) (CXC-93 ) Motorcraft Wash and Wax (Canada only) (CXC-95 )
Motorcraft Wheel and Tire Cleaner (ZC-37-A)

SERVICE RECOMMENDATIONS
To help you service your vehicle, we provide schedu led maintenance information 
which makes tracking routine service easy.
If your vehicle requires professional service, your  authorized dealer can 
provide the necessary parts and service. Check your  Warranty Guideto Guide to  
find out which parts and services are covered.
Use only recommended fuels, lubricants, fluids and service parts conforming to 
specifications. Motorcraft parts are designed and b uilt to provide the best 
performance in your vehicle.

PRECAUTIONS WHEN SERVICING YOUR VEHICLE
*  Do not work on a hot engine.
*  Make sure that nothing gets caught in moving par ts.
*  Do not work on a vehicle with the engine running  in an enclosed space, unless 
you are sure you have enough ventilation.
*  Keep all open flames and other burning (cigarett es) material away from the 
battery and all fuel related parts.

High Voltage Information

Exposure to high voltage may result in severe perso nal injury or death. High 
voltage components must be serviced by a trained
service technician.

Your vehicle consists of various high voltage compo nents and wiring. All
of the high voltage power flows through specific wi ring assemblies which
are labeled as such and/or are covered with a solid  orange convolute or
orange stripe tape. Do not come in contact with the se components.

The following are specific locations in the rear ca rgo area that consist of 
high voltage components and/or wiring.

1

2
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1. High voltage connector shield
2. Service Disconnect
3. High voltage battery case

Working with the engine off
1. Set the parking brake and ensure the gearshift i s securely latched in P 
(Park).
2. Turn off the engine and remove the key.
3. Block the wheels to prevent the vehicle from mov ing unexpectedly.

Working with the engine on
1. Set the parking brake and shift to P (Park).
2. Block the wheels.

To reduce the risk of vehicle damage and/or persona l burn injuries ,  do not start 
your engine with the air cleaner removed
and do not remove it while the engine is running.

OPENING THE HOOD
1. Inside the vehicle, pull the hood release handle  located under the bottom of 
the instrument panel.
2. At the front of the vehicle, lift up on the auxi liary latch handle located in 
the center between the hood and the grille.
3. Lift the hood open and secure it with the prop r od.

IDENTIFYING COMPONENTS IN THE ENGINE COMPARTMENT

2.3L I4 engine

1 2 3 4 5
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1. Engine coolant reservoir
2. Motor/Electronics (M/E) coolant reservoir
3. Engine oil filler cap
4. Brake fluid reservoir
5. Power distribution box
6. Low Voltage (underhood) battery
7. Engine air filter assembly
8. Engine oil dipstick
9. Windshield washer fluid reservoir

WINDSHIELD WASHER FLUID
Add fluid to fill the reservoir if the level is low . In very cold weather, do 
not fill the reservoir completely.

Only use a washer fluid that meets Ford specificati ons. Do not use any
special washer fluid such as windshield water repel lent type fluid or bug
wash. They may cause squeaking, chatter noise, stre aking and smearing.
Refer to the Maintenance product specifications and  capacities
section in this chapter.
State or local regulations on volatile organic comp ounds may restrict the use of 
methanol, a common windshield washer antifreeze add itive.
Washer fluids containing non-methanol antifreeze ag ents should be used only if 
they provide cold weather protection without damagi ng the vehicle's paint 
finish, wiper blades or washer system.

If you operate your vehicle in temperatures below 4 0°F (4.5°C), use washer fluid 
with antifreeze protection. Failure to use
washer fluid with antifreeze protection in cold wea ther could result in impaired 
windshield vision and increase the risk of injury o r accident.

Note: Do not put washer fluid in the engine coolant  reservoir. Washer fluid 
placed in the cooling system may harm engine and co oling system components.

Checking and adding washer fluid for the liftgate
Washer fluid for the liftgate is supplied by the sa me reservoir as the 
windshield.

CHANGING THE WIPER BLADES
1. Pull the wiper blade and arm
away from the glass. Turn the blade
at a right angle to the arm.
2. Squeeze the locking tabs to release the blade fr om the arm and

 



 

pull the blade away from the arm to remove it.

3. Attach the new blade to the arm and snap it into  place.
Replace wiper blades at least once per year for opt imum performance.
Poor wiper quality can be improved by cleaning the wiper blades and the 
windshield, refer to Windows and wiper blades in th e Cleaning
chapter.
To prolong the life of the wiper blades, it is high ly recommended to scrape off 
the ice on the windshield before turning on the wip ers. The
layer of ice has many sharp edges and can damage th e micro edge of the wiper 
rubber element.

Changing rear window wiper blade

The rear wiper arm is designed without a service po sition. This reduces the risk 
of damage to the blade in an automatic car wash.
To replace the wiper blade:
1. Grab the wiper arm just below with one hand close to  the arm/ blade 
attachment joint  and pull it as far away from the glass as possible . Do not use 
excessive force because it can break the wiper arm at the heel. Hold it there 
until the next step.
2. Grab the wiper primary structure of the  blade with your the  other hand and use 
your fingers to close to the arm/blade joint.

3. Grip tightly and  push on the  wiper  arm  tip through the wiper / blade center 
to joint from beneath and  separate the blade from the arm.
3. 4. Attach the new wiper to the wiper arm and press it into place until a 
click is heard.
If you find this procedure too difficult, please se e your dealer.

ENGINE OIL

Checking the engine oil

Refer to the scheduled maintenance information for the appropriate intervals for 
checking the engine oil.
1. Make sure the vehicle is on level ground.
2. Turn the engine off and wait a few minutes for t he oil to drain into the oil 
pan.
3. Set the parking brake and ensure the gearshift i s securely latched in P 
(Park).
4. Open the hood. Protect yourself from engine heat .

 



 

5. Locate and carefully remove the engine oil level  indicator ( dipstick ) .
6. Wipe the indicator dipstick  clean. Insert the indicator dipstick  fully, then 
remove it again.
*  If the oil level is within the MIN and MAX marks  or the lower and upper 
holes, the oil level is acceptable. DO NOT ADD OIL.
*  If the oil level is below the MIN mark or the lo wer hole, engine oil must be 
added to raise the level within the normal operatin g range.
*  If required, add engine oil to the engine. Refer  to Adding engine oil
in this chapter.
*  Do not overfill the engine with oil. Oil levels above the MAX
mark or upper hole may cause engine damage. If the engine is
overfilled, some oil must be removed from the engin e by an authorized
dealer.
7. Put the indicator dipstick  back in and ensure it is fully seated.

Adding engine oil
1. Check the engine oil. For instructions, refer to  ChecWing Checking  the engine 
oil in this chapter.

2. If the engine oil level is not within the normal  range, add only certified 
engine oil of the recommended viscosity. Remove the  engine oil filler cap and 
use a funnel to pour the engine oil into the openin g.
3. Recheck the engine oil level. Make sure the oil level is not above the
FULL mark on the engine oil level indicator ( dipstick ) .
4. Install the indicator dipstick  and ensure it is fully seated.
5. Fully install the engine oil filler cap by turni ng the filler cap clockwise
1/4 of a turn until it is seated.
To avoid possible oil loss, DO NOT operate the vehi cle with the engine oil level 
indicator dipstick  and/or the engine oil filler cap removed.

Engine oil and filter recommendations

 



 

Look for this certification trademark.

Use SAE 5W-20 engine oil
Only use oils "Certified For Gasoline Engines" by t he American
Petroleum Institute (API). An oil with this tradema rk symbol conforms
to the current engine and emission system protectio n standards and fuel
economy requirements of the International Lubricant  Standardization and
Approval Committee (ILSAC), comprised of U.S. and J apanese
automobile manufacturers.
To protect your engine's warranty use Motorcraft SA E 5W-20 or an equivalent SAE 
5W-20 oil meeting Ford specification WSS-M2C930-A. SAE 5W-20 oil provides 
optimum fuel economy and durability performance mee ting all requirements for 
your vehicle's engine.
Do not use supplemental engine oil additives, clean ers or other engine 
treatments. They are unnecessary and could lead to engine damage that
is not covered by Ford warranty.
Change your engine oil and filter according to the appropriate schedule listed 
in scheduled maintenance information.

When changing the oil filter on the 2.3L engine you  must also replace the filter 
cap O-ring. The oil filter drain plug O-ring must a lso be replaced whenever the 
oil filter drain plug is removed. Reuse of the
O-rings may cause engine oil leakage and may result  in severe engine damage. The 
customer warranty may be void for any damage to the  engine if the O-rings are 
not replaced.
Ford production and aftermarket (Motorcraft) oil fi lters are designed for added 
engine protection and long life. If a replacement o il filter is used that does 
not meet Ford material and design specifications, s tart-up
engine noises or knock may be experienced. 
It is recommended you use the appropriate Motorcraf t oil filter ( or another 
brand meeting Ford specifications) with equivalent performance  for your engine 
application.
LOW VOLTAGE (UNDERHOOD) BATTERY
Your vehicle is equipped with a Motorcraft maintena nce-free battery which 
normally does not require additional water during i ts life of service.

If your battery has a cover/shield, make sure it is  reinstalled after the 
battery has been cleaned or replaced.
For longer, trouble-free operation, keep the top of  the battery clean and dry. 
Also, make certain the battery cables are always ti ghtly fastened to the battery 
terminals.

 



 

If you see any corrosion on the battery or terminal s, remove the cables from the 
terminals and clean with a wire brush. You can neut ralize the acid with a 
solution of baking soda and water.
Note: Electrical or electronic accessories or compo nents added to the vehicle by 
the dealer or the owner (e.g. spot lights, electric  winch, etc.) may adversely 
affect vehicle performance and durability.

Batteries normally produce explosive gases which ca n cause personal injury. 
Therefore, do not allow flames, sparks or lighted
substances to come near the battery. When working n ear the battery, always 
shield your face and protect your eyes. Always prov ide proper ventilation.

When lifting a plastic-cased battery, excessive pre ssure on the
end walls could cause acid to flow through the vent  caps,
resulting in personal injury and/or damage to the v ehicle or battery.
Lift the battery with a battery carrier or with you r hands on opposite
corners.

Keep batteries out of reach of children. Batteries contain sulfuric
acid. Avoid contact with skin, eyes or clothing. Sh ield your eyes
when working near the battery to protect against po ssible splashing of
acid solution. In case of acid contact with skin or  eyes, flush
immediately with water for a minimum of 15 minutes and get prompt
medical attention. If acid is swallowed, call a phy sician immediately.

Battery posts, terminals and related accessories co ntain lead and
lead compounds. Wash hands after handling.

If the battery is disconnected, the Regenerative Br aking System will need
to relearn the initial brake pedal position. After reconnecting the battery,
slowly depress and release the brake pedal one time .
Because your vehicle's engine is electronically con trolled by a computer, some 
control conditions are maintained by power from the  battery. When the battery is 
disconnected or a new battery is installed, the eng ine must relearn its idle and 
fuel trim strategy for optimum driveability and per formance. To begin this 
process:
1. With the vehicle at a complete stop, set the par king brake.
2. Put the gearshift in P (Park), turn off all acce ssories and start the engine.
3. Run the engine until it reaches normal operating  temperature.
4. Allow the engine to idle for at least one minute .
5. Turn the A/C on and allow the engine to idle for  at least one minute.
6. Drive the vehicle to complete the relearning pro cess.
*  The vehicle may need to be driven 10 miles (16 k m) or more to relearn the 
idle and fuel trim strategy.
*  If you do not allow the engine to relearn its id le trim, the idle quality of 
your vehicle may be adversely affected until the id le trim is eventually 
relearned.
If the battery has been disconnected or a new batte ry has been installed, the 
clock and the preset radio stations must be reset o nce the battery is 
reconnected.

 



 

*  Always dispose of automotive
batteries in a responsible manner.
Follow your local authorized
standards for disposal. Call your
local authorized recycling center
to find out more about recycling
automotive batteries.

RECYCLE

Low and high voltage battery - storage
Your vehicle must be started and run for a minimum of 10 minutes once
a month in order to maintain the high voltage batte ry charge. This will
maintain the high voltage battery but it is not eno ugh to maintain the
low voltage (underhood) battery and additional low voltage (underhood)
battery charging may be required after 60 days.
If your vehicle is to be stored for 30 days or long er, the low voltage 
(underhood) battery negative terminal must be disco nnected. Failure to do this 
could damage your vehicle's batteries.

ENGINE COOLANT AND MOTOR/ELECTRONICS COOLANT
Your vehicle is equipped with two separate coolant systems. One is for engine 
cooling and the other is for various electric motor s and other components that 
are specific to the hybrid operating systems.

Checking engine coolant
The concentration and level of
engine coolant should be checked at
the intervals listed in scheduled
maintenance information. The
coolant concentration should be
maintained at 50/50 coolant and
distilled water, which equates to a
freeze point of -34°F (-36°C).
Coolant concentration testing is
possible with a hydrometer or
antifreeze tester (such as the
Rotunda Battery and Antifreeze
Tester, 014-R1060). The level of
coolant should be maintained at the
"FULL COLD" level or within the
"COLD FILL RANGE" in the coolant
reservoir. If the level falls below, add
coolant per the instructions in the
Adding engine coolant section.
When the engine is cold, check the
level of engine coolant in the
reservoir.

Checking motor/electronics (M/E) coolant
The M/E coolant reservoir is located behind the eng ine coolant reservoir.
Refer to the following engine  
coolant sections for all information,

 



 

instructions and warnings related to
cooling systems. The two systems
use the same coolant and operate
similarly, with the Motor and
Electronics system generally
operating at a lower temperature
and pressure. The fluid levels in
both reservoirs need to be
maintained. When the engine is
cold, check the level of M/E coolant
in the reservoir.

Factory fill and coolant specifications
Your vehicle was factory-filled with a 50/50 engine  coolant and water 
concentration. If the concentration of coolant fall s below 40% or above
60%, the engine parts could become damaged or not w ork properly. A
50-50 mixture of coolant and water provides the fol lowing:
*  Freeze protection down to -34°F (-36°C).
*  Boiling protection up to 265°F (129°C).
*  Protection against rust and other forms of corro sion.
*  Enables calibrated gauges to work properly.
Common instructions for cooling systems
*  The engine coolant should be at the "FULL COLD" level or within the "COLD 
FILL RANGE" as listed on the engine coolant reservo ir (depending upon 
application).
*  Refer to the scheduled maintenance information f or service interval 
schedules.
*  Be sure to read and understand Precautions when servicing your vehicle in 
this chapter.

If the engine coolant has not been checked at the r ecommended interval, the 
engine coolant reservoir may become low or empty. I f the reservoir is low or 
empty, add engine coolant to the reservoir. Refer t o Adding
engine coolant in this chapter.
Note: Automotive fluids are not interchangeable; do  not use engine coolant, 
antifreeze or windshield washer fluid outside of it s specified function and 
vehicle location.

Adding engine coolant
When adding coolant, make sure it is a 50/50 mixtur e of engine coolant and 
distilled water. Add the mixture to the coolant res ervoir, when the engine is 
cool, until the appropriate fill level is obtained.

Do not add engine coolant when the engine is hot. S team and scalding liquids 
released from a hot cooling system can burn you
badly. Also, you can be burned if you spill coolant  on hot engine parts.

Do not put engine coolant in the windshield washer fluid

 



 

container. If sprayed on the windshield, engine coo lant could
make it difficult to see through the windshield.

*  Add Motorcraft Premium Gold Engine Coolant or eq uivalent meeting Ford 
specification WSS-M97B51-A1. Refer to
Maintenance product specifications and capacities i n this chapter.
Note: Use of Motorcraft Cooling System Stop Leak Pe llets or an equivalent 
product meeting Ford specification WSS-M99B37-B6, m ay darken the color of 
Motorcraft Premium Gold Engine Coolant from yellow to golden tan.
*  Do not add/mix an orange-colored, extended life coolant such
as Motorcraft Specialty Orange Engine Coolant, meet ing Ford
specification WSS-M97B44-D, or DEX-COOL(r) brand wi th the
factory-filled coolant. Mixing Motorcraft Specialty  Orange Engine
Coolant or any orange-colored extended life product  such as
DEX-COOL(r) brand with your factory filled coolant can result in
degraded corrosion protection.
*  A large amount of water without engine coolant m ay be added, in case
of emergency, to reach a vehicle service location. In this instance, the
cooling system must be drained and refilled with a 50/50 mixture of
engine coolant and distilled water as soon as possi ble. Water alone
(without engine coolant) can cause engine damage fr om corrosion,
overheating or freezing.

*  Do not use alcohol, methanol, brine or any engin e coolants mixed with alcohol 
or methanol antifreeze (coolant). Alcohol and other  liquids can cause engine 
damage from overheating or freezing.
*  Do not add extra inhibitors or additives to the coolant. These
can be harmful and compromise the corrosion protect ion of the engine
coolant.
For vehicles with overflow coolant systems with a n on-pressurized cap on the 
coolant recovery system, add coolant to the coolant  recovery
reservoir when the engine is cool. Add the proper m ixture of coolant and water 
to the "FULL COLD" level. For all other vehicles wh ich have a coolant degas 
system with a pressurized cap, or if it is necessar y to
remove the coolant pressure relief cap on the radia tor of a vehicle with an 
overflow system, follow these steps to add engine c oolant.

To reduce the risk of personal injury, make sure th e engine is cool before 
unscrewing the coolant pressure relief cap. The
cooling system is under pressure; steam and hot liq uid can come out forcefully 
when the cap is loosened slightly.

Add the proper mixture of coolant and water to the cooling system by following 
these steps:
1. Before you begin, turn the engine off and let it  cool.
2. When the engine is cool, wrap a thick cloth arou nd the coolant
pressure relief cap on the coolant reservoir (a tra nslucent plastic bottle).
Slowly turn cap counterclockwise (left) until press ure begins to release.
3. Step back while the pressure releases.
4. When you are sure that all the pressure has been  released, use the cloth to 
turn it counterclockwise and remove the cap.
5. Fill the coolant reservoir slowly with the prope r coolant mixture  (see 
above) , to within the "COLD FILL RANGE" or the "FULL COLD " level on the 
reservoir. If you removed the radiator cap in an ov erflow system, fill the 
radiator until the coolant is visible and radiator is almost full.

 



 

6. Replace the cap. Turn until tightly installed. ( Cap must be tightly installed 
to prevent coolant loss. )
After any coolant has been added, check the coolant  concentration (refer to 
ChecWing Checking  engine coolant). If the concentration is not 50/50
(protection to -34°F/-36°C), drain some coolant and  adjust the concentration. It 
may take several drains and additions to obtain a 5 0/50 coolant concentration.

Whenever coolant has been added, the coolant level in the coolant 
reservoir should be checked the next few times you drive the vehicle. If
necessary, add enough 50/50 concentration of engine  coolant and 
distilled water to bring the liquid level to the pr oper level.
If you have to add more than 1.0 quart (1.0 liter) of engine coolant per month, 
have your authorized dealer check the engine coolin g system. Your cooling system 
may have a leak. Operating an engine with a low lev el of coolant can result in 
engine overheating and possible engine damage.

Recycled engine coolant
Ford Motor Company does NOT recommend the use of re cycled engine coolant in 
vehicles originally equipped with Motorcraft Premiu m Gold Engine Coolant since a 
Ford-approved recycling process is not yet availabl e.

Used engine coolant should be disposed of in an app ropriate
manner. Follow your community's regulations and sta ndards for recycling
and disposing of automotive fluids.

Coolant refill capacity
To find out how much fluid your vehicle's cooling s ystem can hold, refer
to Maintenance product specifications and capacitie s in this chapter.
Fill your engine coolant reservoir as outlined in A dding engine coolant
in this section.

Severe climates
If you drive in extremely cold climates (less than -34°F [-36°C ]):
*  It may be necessary to increase the coolant conc entration above 50%.
*  NEVER increase the coolant concentration above 6 0%.
*  Increased engine coolant concentrations above 60 % will decrease the overheat 
protection characteristics of the engine coolant an d may cause engine damage.
*  Refer to the chart on the coolant container to e nsure the coolant 
concentration in your vehicle will provide adequate
freeze protection at the temperatures in which you drive in the winter months.

If you drive in extremely hot climates:
*  It is still necessary to maintain the coolant co ncentration above 40%.
*  NEVER decrease the coolant concentration below 4 0%.
*  Decreased engine coolant concentrations below 40 % will decrease the corrosion 
protection characteristics of the engine coolant an d may cause engine damage.
*  Decreased engine coolant concentrations below 40 % will decrease the freeze 
protection characteristics of the engine coolant an d may cause engine damage.
*  Refer to the chart on the coolant container to e nsure the coolant 
concentration in your vehicle will provide adequate  protection at the 
temperatures in which you drive.
Vehicles driven year-round in non-extreme climates should use a 50/50 mixture of 
engine coolant and distilled water for optimum cool ing system and engine 
protection.

 



 

FUEL FILTER
For fuel filter replacement, see your authorized de aler. Refer to scheduled 
maintenance information for the appropriate interva ls for changing the fuel 
filter.
Replace the fuel filter with an authorized Motorcra ft part. The customer 
warranty may be void for any damage to the fuel sys tem
if an authorized Motorcraft fuel filter is not used .

WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT AUTOMOTIVE FUELS

Important safety precautions

Do not overfill the fuel tank. The pressure in an o verfilled tank may cause 
leakage and lead to fuel spray and fire.

The fuel system may be under pressure. If the fuel filler cap is
venting vapor or if you hear a hissing sound, wait until it stops
before completely removing the fuel filler cap. Oth erwise, fuel may
spray out and injure you or others.

If you do not use the proper fuel filler cap, exces sive vacuum in
the fuel tank may damage the fuel system or cause t he fuel cap
to disengage in a collision, which may result in possible serious  personal 
injury.

Automotive fuels can cause serious injury or death if misused or
mishandled.

Gasoline may contain benzene, which is a cancer-cau sing agent.

Observe the following guidelines when handling auto motive fuel:
*  Extinguish all smoking materials and any open fl ames before refueling your 
vehicle.
*  Always turn off the vehicle before refueling.
*  Automotive fuels can be harmful
or fatal if swallowed. Fuel such as gasoline is hig hly toxic and if 
swallowed can cause death or permanent injury. If f uel is swallowed, 
call a physician immediately, even if no symptoms a re immediately 
apparent. The toxic effects of fuel may not be visi ble for hours.
*  Avoid inhaling fuel vapors. Inhaling too much fu el vapor of any kind can lead 
to eye and respiratory tract irritation. In severe cases, excessive or prolonged 
breathing of fuel vapor can cause serious illness a nd permanent injury.
*  Avoid getting fuel liquid in your eyes. If fuel is splashed in the eyes, 
remove contact lenses (if worn), flush with water f or 15 minutes and seek 
medical attention. Failure to seek proper medical a ttention could lead to 
permanent injury.
*  Fuels can also be harmful if absorbed through th e skin. If fuel is splashed 
on the skin and/or clothing, promptly remove contam inated clothing and wash skin 

 



 

thoroughly with soap and water. Repeated or prolong ed skin contact with fuel 
liquid or vapor causes skin irritation.

*  Be particularly careful if you are taking "Antab use" or other forms of 
disulfiram for the treatment of alcoholism. Breathi ng gasoline vapors,
or skin contact could cause an adverse reaction. In  sensitive 
individuals, serious personal injury or sickness ma y result. If fuel is 
splashed on the skin, promptly wash skin thoroughly  with soap and 
water. Consult a physician immediately if you exper ience an adverse 
reaction.

When refueling always shut the engine off and never  allow sparks or open flames 
near the filler neck. Never smoke while
refueling. Fuel vapor is extremely hazardous under certain conditions. Care 
should be taken to avoid inhaling excess fumes.

The flow of fuel through a fuel pump nozzle can pro duce static
electricity, which can cause a fire if fuel is pump ed into an
ungrounded fuel container.

Refueling

Fuel vapor burns violently and a fuel fire can caus e severe injuries. To help 
avoid injuries to you and others:
*  Read and follow all the instructions on the pump  island;
*  Turn off your engine when you are refueling;
*  Do not smoke if you are near fuel or refueling y our vehicle;
*  Keep sparks, flames and smoking materials away f rom fuel;
*  Stay outside your vehicle and do not leave the f uel pump unattended when 
refueling your vehicle - this is against the law in  some places;
*  Keep children away from the fuel pump; never let  children pump fuel.

Use the following guidelines to avoid electrostatic  charge build-up when filling 
an ungrounded fuel container:
*  Place approved fuel container on the ground.
*  DO NOT fill a fuel container while it is in the vehicle (including the cargo 
area).
*  Keep the fuel pump nozzle in contact with the fu el container while filling.
*  DO NOT use a device that would hold the fuel pum p handle in the fill 
position.

Fuel Filler Cap
Your fuel tank filler cap has an indexed design wit h a 1/4 turn on/off feature.
When fueling your vehicle:
1. Turn the engine/ignition switch to the off posit ion.
2. Carefully turn the filler cap counterclockwise u ntil it spins off.
3. To install the cap, align the lugs on the cap wi th the threads on the filler 
pipe.
4. Turn the filler cap clockwise until it clicks at  least once.
If the check fuel cap light or a "check fuel cap" message comes on,
After refueling, if the "CHECK FUEL CAP" indicator comes on and stays on when 
you start the engine, the fuel filler cap may not be properly installed. Turn The 

 



 

light or message can come on after several driving events after you've refueled 
your vehicle.
At the next opportunity, safely pull  off of the engine road , remove the fuel 
filler cap, align the cap properly and reinstall it  securely. The "CHECK FUEL 
CAP" indicator should turn off after three driving cycles with the fuel filler 
cap properly installed . The check fuel cap
light or "check fuel cap" message may not reset immediate ly; it may
take several driving cycles for the check fuel cap light or "check fuel cap" 
message to turn off . A driving cycle consists of a cold an engine start-up (after 
four or more hours with the engine off) followed by mixed city /  and highway 
driving.
Continuing to drive with the check fuel cap light or "check fuel cap"
message on may cause the light to turn on as well.

If you must replace the fuel filler cap, replace it  with a fuel filler cap that 
is designed for your vehicle. The customer warranty  may be void for any damage 
to the fuel tank or fuel system if the correct genu ine Ford  or ,  Motorcraft  or 
other certified  fuel filler cap 
is not used.

The fuel system may be under pressure. Remove fuel filler cap slowly. Otherwise, 
fuel may spray out and injure you or others.

If you do not use the proper fuel filler cap, exces sive vacuum in
the fuel tank may damage the fuel system or cause t he fuel cap
to disengage in a collision, which may result in  possible  personal injury.

Choosing the right fuel
Use only UNLEADED fuel or UNLEADED fuel blended wit h a maximum
of 10% ethanol. Your vehicle was not designed to ru n on E85 fuels that are 
blended with a maximum of 85% ethanol. The use of l eaded fuel is prohibited by 
law and could damage your vehicle. Do not use fuel containing methanol. It can 
damage critical fuel system components.
Your vehicle was not designed to use fuel or fuel a dditives with metallic 
compounds, including manganese-based additives. Stu dies indicate that these 
additives can cause your vehicle's emission control  system to deteriorate more 
rapidly.
Repairs to correct the effects of using a fuel for which your vehicle was not 
designed may not be covered by your warranty.

Octane recommendations
Your vehicle is designed to use 

 



 

"Regular" unleaded gasoline with pump (R+M)/2 octan e rating of 87. We do not 
recommend the use of gasolines labeled as "Regular"  that

87
(R+M)/2 METHOD

are sold with octane ratings of 86 or lower in high  altitude areas.
Do not be concerned if your engine sometimes knocks  lightly. However, if
it knocks heavily under most driving conditions whi le you are using fuel 
with the recommended octane rating, see your author ized dealer to 
prevent any engine damage.

Fuel quality
If you are experiencing starting, rough idle or hes itation driveability 
problems, try a different brand of unleaded gasolin e. "Premium" unleaded 
gasoline is not recommended for vehicles designed t o use "Regular" unleaded 
gasoline because it may cause these problems to
become more pronounced. If the problems persist, se e your authorized dealer.
Do not add aftermarket fuel additive products to yo ur fuel tank. It should not 
be necessary to add any aftermarket products to you r fuel
tank if you continue to use high quality fuel of th e recommended octane rating. 
These products have not been approved for your engi ne and
could cause damage to the fuel system. Repairs to c orrect the effects of using 
an aftermarket product in your fuel may not be cove red by your warranty.
Many of the world's automakers approved the World-W ide Fuel Charter that 
recommends gasoline specifications to provide impro ved performance and emission 
control system protection for your vehicle. Gasolin es that meet the World-Wide 
Fuel Charter should be used when available. Ask you r fuel supplier about 
gasolines that meet the
World-Wide Fuel Charter.

Cleaner air
Ford endorses the use of reformulated "cleaner-burn ing" gasolines to improve air 
quality, per the recommendations in the Choosing th e Right Fuel section.

Running out of fuel
Avoid running out of fuel because this situation ma y have an adverse effect on 
powertrain components.
If you have run out of fuel:
*  You may need to cycle the ignition from OFF to O N several times after 
refueling to allow the fuel system to pump the fuel  from the tank to
the engine. On restarting, cranking time will take a few seconds longer than 
normal.
*  Normally, adding 1 gallon (3.8L) of fuel is enou gh to restart the 
engine. If the vehicle is out of fuel and on a stee p grade, more than 1 
gallon (3.8L) may be required.
*  The  Service engine soon indicator may come on. For more information on the 
"check engine" or the "service Service  engine soon " indicator, refer to 
Warning lights and chimes in the Instrument Cluster  chapter.

ESSENTIALS OF GOOD FUEL ECONOMY 

Measuring techniques

 



 

Your best source of information about actual fuel e conomy is you, the driver. 
You must gather information as accurately and consi stently as possible. Fuel 
expense, frequency of fill-ups or fuel gauge readin gs are 
NOT accurate as a measure of fuel economy. We do no t recommend taking fuel 
economy measurements during the first 1,000 miles ( 1,600 km) of driving (engine 
break-in period). You will get a more accurate 
measurement after 2,000 miles-3,000 miles (3,000 km -5,000 km).

Filling the tank
When the fuel gauge indicates empty, there is still  a small reserve of fuel
in the fuel system. When refueling your vehicle aft er the fuel gauge
indicates empty, you might not be able to refuel th e full amount of the
advertised capacity of the fuel tank due to the emp ty reserve still
present in the tank. The amount of usable fuel in t he empty reserve
varies and should not be relied upon to increase dr iving range.
For consistent results when filling the fuel tank:
*  Turn the engine/ignition switch to the off posit ion prior to refueling;
an error in the reading will result if the engine i s left running.
*  Allow no more than two automatic click-offs when  filling.
*  Always use fuel with the recommended octane rati ng.
*  Use a known quality gasoline, preferably a natio nal brand.
Your results will be most accurate if your filling method is consistent.

Calculating fuel economy
1. Fill the fuel tank completely and record the ini tial odometer reading
(in miles or kilometers).
2. Each time you fill the tank, record the amount o f fuel added (in gallons or 
liters).
3. After at least three to five tank fill-ups, fill  the fuel tank and record the 
current odometer reading.
4. Subtract your initial odometer reading from the current odometer reading.
5. Follow one of the simple calculations in order t o determine fuel economy:
Calculation 1: Divide total miles traveled by total  gallons used. 

Calculation 2: Multiply liters used by 100, then di vide by total 
kilometers traveled.
Keep a record for at least one month and record the  type of driving (city
or highway). This will provide an accurate estimate  of the vehicle's fuel
economy under current driving conditions. Additiona lly, keeping records
during summer and winter will show how temperature impacts fuel
economy. In general, lower very hot or very cold  temperatures give lower fuel 
economy.

Driving style - good driving and fuel economy habit s
Since it is able to operate in electric mode and to  collect braking energy, your 
hybrid vehicle will get better fuel economy in city  driving than on
the highway. This is contrary to conventional vehic les. However, many of the 
same actions that improve fuel economy in a convent ional vehicle
will also improve fuel economy in this vehicle.
Give consideration to the lists that follow and you  may be able to improve your 
fuel economy.
Habits
*  Avoid aggressive driving. Quick acceleration and  deceleration decrease fuel 
economy.

 



 

*  Drive at a smooth, constant speed. Excessive var iation in pedal input causes 
more operating mode changes and reduces efficiency.
*  Drive at reasonable speeds. Traveling at 60 mph [96 km/h] uses approximately 
20% less fuel than traveling at 70 mph [112 km/h]).
*  Minimize A/C and defroster usage. Selecting defr ost, or defrost/floor mode on 
the climate control system will force the engine to  run continuously, which 
reduces fuel economy. Selecting AUTO will typically  force the engine to run 
continuously, unless ECON is selected.
*  Minimize temperature extremes when the vehicle i s parked, for example by 
storing in a garage to avoid extreme cold in winter  and
extreme sun loads in summer. The high voltage batte ry operates more efficiently 
in moderate temperatures.
*  Combine errands. Your vehicle is more fuel effic ient when the engine
is warm. Driving to your farthest destination first  will warm the engine
more quickly and may improve fuel economy for the r est of the trip.

Maintenance
*  Keep tires properly inflated and use only recomm ended size.
*  Keep wheels properly aligned.
*  Use recommended engine oil. Refer to Lubricant s pecifications in this 
chapter.
*  Perform all regularly scheduled maintenance item s. Follow the recommended 
maintenance schedule and owner maintenance checks f ound in scheduled maintenance 
information.
Conditions
*  Heavily loading a vehicle or towing a trailer ma y reduce fuel economy
at any speed.
*  Carrying unnecessary weight may reduce fuel econ omy (approximately
1 mpg [0.4 km/L] is lost for every 300 lb [136 kg] of weight carried).
*  Adding certain accessories to your vehicle (for example ;  bug
deflectors, rollbars/light bars, running boards, sk i/luggage racks, flags)
may reduce fuel economy.
*  Using fuel blended with alcohol may lower fuel e conomy.
*  Driving on flat terrain offers improved fuel eco nomy as compared to driving 
on mountainous terrain.
*  Close windows for high speed driving.

EPA window sticker
Every new vehicle should have the EPA window sticke r. Contact your authorized 
dealer if the window sticker is not supplied with y our vehicle. The EPA window 
sticker should be your guide for the fuel economy c omparisons with other 
vehicles.
It is important to note the box in the lower left c orner of the window sticker. 
These numbers represent the Range of MPG (L/100 km)  expected on the vehicle 
under optimum conditions. Your fuel economy may var y depending upon the method 
of operation and conditions.

EMISSION CONTROL SYSTEM
Your vehicle is equipped with various emission cont rol components and a 
catalytic converter which will enable your vehicle to comply with
applicable exhaust emission standards. To make sure  that the catalytic converter 
and other emission control components continue to w ork properly:
*  Use only the specified fuel listed.
*  Avoid running out of fuel.

 



 

*  Do not turn off the ignition while your vehicle is moving, especially at high 
speeds.
*  Have the items listed in scheduled maintenance i nformation
performed according to the specified schedule.
The scheduled maintenance items listed in scheduled  maintenance information are 
essential to the life and performance of your vehic le and to its emissions 
system.
If other than Ford, Motorcraft or Ford-authorized p arts are used for maintenance 
replacements or for service of components affecting  emission control, such non-
Ford parts should be equivalent to genuine Ford Mot or Company parts in 
performance and durability.

Do not park, idle, or drive your vehicle in dry gra ss or other dry ground cover. 
The emission system heats up the engine
compartment and exhaust system, which can start a f ire.

Illumination of the  Service engine soon indicator, charging system warning 
light or the temperature warning light, fluid leaks , strange odors, smoke or 
loss of engine power could indicate that the emissi on control system is not 
working properly.
An improperly operating or damaged exhaust system m ay allow exhaust
to enter the vehicle. Have a damaged or improperly operating exhaust
system inspected and repaired immediately.

Exhaust leaks may result in entry of harmful and po tentially lethal fumes into 
the passenger compartment.

Do not make any unauthorized changes to your vehicl e or engine. By law, vehicle 
owners and anyone who manufactures, repairs, servic es, sells, leases, trades 
vehicles, or supervises a fleet of vehicles are not
permitted to intentionally remove an emission contr ol device or prevent
it from working. Information about your vehicle's e mission system is on
the Vehicle Emission Control Information Decal loca ted on or near the
engine. This decal identifies also lists  engine displacement  and gives some tune 
upspecifications .
Please consult your Warranty Guide for complete emi ssion warranty information.

On board diagnostics (OBD-II)
Your vehicle is equipped with a computer that monit ors the engine's emission 
control system. This system is commonly known as th e On Board Diagnostics System 
(OBD-II). The OBD-II system protects the environmen t by ensuring that your 
vehicle continues to meet government emission stand ards. The OBD-II system also 
assists your
authorized dealer in properly servicing your vehicl e. When the  Service
engine soon indicator illuminates, the OBD-II system has detect ed 
a malfunction. Temporary malfunctions may cause the  Service engine soon
indicator to illuminate. Examples are:
1. The vehicle has run out of fuel-the engine may m isfire or run poorly.
2. Poor fuel quality or water in the fuel-the engin e may misfire or run poorly.
3. The fuel cap may not have been securely tightene d. See Fuel filler cap in 
this chapter.
4. Driving through deep water-the electrical system  may be wet.
These temporary malfunctions can be corrected by fi lling the fuel tank with good 
quality fuel, properly tightening the fuel cap or l etting the electrical system 

 



 

dry out. After three driving cycles without these o r any other temporary 
malfunctions present, the  Service engine soon
indicator should stay off the next time the engine is started. A driving cycle 
consists of a cold engine startup followed by mixed  city/highway driving. No 
additional vehicle service is required.
If the  Service engine soon indicator remains on, have your vehicle serviced 
at the first available opportunity. Although some m alfunctions detected by the 
OBD-II may not have symptoms that are apparent, con tinued driving with the  
Service engine soon indicator on can result in increased emissions, low er 
fuel economy, reduced engine and transmission smoot hness, and lead to more 
costly repairs.

Readiness for Inspection/Maintenance (I/M) testing
Some state/provincial and local governments may hav e Inspection/Maintenance 
(I/M) programs to inspect the emission control equi pment on your vehicle. 
Failure to pass this inspection could prevent you f rom getting a vehicle 
registration. Your vehicle may not pass the I/M tes t if the  Service engine 
soon indicator is on or not working properly (bulb is bu rned out), or if the 
OBD-II system has determined 
that some of the emission control systems have not been properly 
checked. In this case, the vehicle is considered no t ready for I/M testing.

If the  Service engine soon indicator is on or the bulb does not work, the 
vehicle may need to be serviced. Refer to the On bo ard diagnostics (OBD-II) 
description in this chapter.
If the vehicle's engine or transmission has just be en serviced, or the battery 
has recently run down or been replaced, the OBD-II system may indicate that the 
vehicle is not ready for I/M testing. To determine if the vehicle is ready for 
I/M testing, turn the ignition key to the ON positi on
for 15 seconds without cranking the engine. If the  Service engine
soon indicator blinks eight times, it means that the veh icle is not 
ready for I/M testing; if the  Service engine soon indicator stays on solid, 
it means that the vehicle is ready for I/M testing.
The OBD-II system is designed to check the emission  control system during normal 
driving. A complete check may take several days. If  the vehicle is not ready for 
I/M testing, the following driving cycle consisting
of mixed city and highway driving may be performed:
15 minutes of steady driving on an expressway/highw ay followed by 20
minutes of stop-and-go driving with at least four 3 0-second idle periods.
Allow the vehicle to sit for at least eight hours w ithout starting the
engine. Then, start the engine and complete the abo ve driving cycle. The
engine must warm up to its normal operating tempera ture. Once started,
do not turn off the engine until the above driving cycle is complete. If
the vehicle is still not ready for I/M testing, the  above driving cycle will
have to be repeated.

BRAKE FLUID
The fluid level will drop slowly as the brakes wear , and will rise when
the brake components are replaced.
Check fluid levels with the ignition in the RUN pos ition. Fluid levels
between the "MIN" and "MAX" lines are within the no rmal operating range; there 
is no need to add fluid.
If the fluid levels are outside of the normal opera ting range the
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performance of your brake system could be compromis ed; seek service
from your authorized dealer immediately.

Brake pad replacement information
The Regenerative Braking System checks the integrit y of the brake system at 
times when the vehicle is parked. This is done by d eveloping brake pressure for 
short periods of time. In order to change the brake  pads, it is necessary to 
enter the Pad Service Mode. This will prevent brake  pressure from being applied.
To enter the Pad Service Mode, perform the followin g with the vehicle 
stationary:
1. Place the vehicle in Park and turn ignition to t he ON position.
2. Apply the brake pedal.
3. Turn the ignition OFF, then ON three times and t hen release the brake pedal. 
The total time elapsed for the three ignition cycle s and brake
release must be less than 3 seconds.
The brake warning lamp will:
*  flash as stored hydraulic pressure is released.
*  remain illuminated once the pressure is complete ly released.
*  flash if the brake is applied. To exit the Pad S ervice Mode:
1. Apply the brake pedal and turn the ignition OFF then ON. This will cause 
brake pressure to be developed within the brake sys tem. Once brake pressure is 
developed, the brake warning light will turn off.
2. The Pad Service Mode will also be exited if the gear shift lever is moved 
from the (P) Park position, the vehicle is moved (w heels rotate)
or the ignition is turned OFF.

Note: The brake system on this vehicle can only be bled at a authorized
dealer.

TRANSMISSION FLUID

Checking electronically controlled continuously var iable transmission (eCVT)
Refer to your scheduled maintenance information cha pter for
scheduled intervals for fluid checks and changes. Y our transaxle does not
consume fluid. It is designed to be filled for life . However, the fluid level

 



 

should be checked if you notice some sign of fluid leakage.
Automatic transmission fluid expands when warmed. T o obtain an accurate fluid 
check, drive the vehicle until it is warmed up (app roximately 20 miles [30 km]). 
If your vehicle has been
operated for an extended period at high speeds, in city traffic during hot 
weather or pulling a trailer, the vehicle should be  turned off for about 30 
minutes to allow fluid to cool before checking.
1. Drive the vehicle 20 miles (30 km) or until it r eaches normal operating 
temperature.
2. Park the vehicle on a level surface and engage t he parking brake.
3. With the parking brake engaged and your foot on the brake pedal, turn the key 
to the ACCESSORY position but do not start the engi ne. Turn the wheel to the 
left to gain access to the check plug.

4. Latch the gearshift lever in P (Park) and make s ure that the engine is
OFF by placing the ignition in the Lock position.

5. Using the hole in the splash
shield, remove the check plug from
the side of the transmission.

If this is the first check of the transmission flui d, it may be necessary to 
remove the perforated section of the splash shield (as indicated on the splash 
shield).

 



 

6. Be sure the engine has been stopped for at least  3 minutes before
performing the fluid level check.

7. The fluid level should be within
1/4 inch (6 mm) of the plug threads.
8. Replace the check plug.

Adjusting eCVT fluid levels
Before adding any fluid, make sure the correct type  is used. The type of fluid 
used is indicated in the Maintenance product specif ications and capacities 
section in this chapter.
Use of a non-approved fluid may cause internal tran saxle component damage.
If the fluid level is low, add fluid through the ch eck port until the level is 
correct and fluid begins to run out of the transmis sion. If an overfill
occurs, excess fluid should be removed by allowing the fluid to run out of the 
check port.
A serious overfill condition of transmission fluid may cause damage.
Do not use supplemental transmission fluid additive s, treatments or cleaning 
agents. The use of these materials may affect trans mission operation and result 
in damage to internal transmission components.

AIR FILTER
Refer to scheduled maintenance information for the appropriate intervals for 
changing the air filter element.
When changing the air filter element, use only the Motorcraft air filter element 
listed. Refer to Motorcraft part numbers in this ch apter.

To reduce the risk of vehicle damage and/or persona l burn injuries do not start 
your engine with the air cleaner removed
and do not remove it while the engine is running.

Changing the air filter element
1. Release the clamps that secure the air filter ho using cover.
2. Carefully separate the two halves of the air fil ter housing.

3. Remove the air filter element from the air filte r housing.
4. Wipe the air filter housing and cover clean to r emove any dirt or debris and 
to ensure good sealing.

 



 

5. Install a new air filter element. Be careful not  to crimp the filter
element edges between the air filter housing and co ver. This could cause filter 
damage and allow unfiltered
air to enter the engine if not properly seated.

6. Replace the air filter housing cover and secure the clamps.
Note: Failure to use the correct air filter element  may result in severe engine 
damage. The customer warranty may be voided for any  damage to the engine if the 
correct air filter element is not used.

HIGH VOLTAGE BATTERY COOLING FILTER (REAR A/C) MAIN TENANCE
The high voltage battery has a dedicated A/C coolin g system which includes an 
air filter.
Refer to the scheduled maintenance information for the appropriate intervals for 
air filter.
When changing the air filter element, use only the Motorcraft air filter element 
listed. Refer to Motorcraft part numbers in this ch apter.

Changing the high voltage battery air filter elemen t
1. Remove access panel located in the rear cargo ar ea on the driver's side trim 
panel to expose the filter cover.

2. Push the tabs (located on each side of filter co ver) while pulling gently to 
remove filter cover.

3. Install new filter and filter cover (note arrows  indicating top side).
4. Re-install the access panel into the trim panel.

MOTORCRAFT PART NUMBERS
Component2.3L I4 engineOil filterFL-2017-B1PCV valv e2Spark plugs3Engine air 
filter elementFA-17724Rear A/C (high voltage batter y
cooling) air filter elementFP-51Cabin air filterFP- 66Fuel filterFG-872Low 
voltage (underhood) batteryBXT-96R
1When changing oil filter you must also replace the  filter cap O-ring. The oil 
filter drain plug O-ring must also be replaced when ever the oil filter
drain plug is removed. Reuse of the O-rings may cau se engine oil leakage and may 
result in severe engine damage. The customer warran ty may be void for any damage 
to the engine if the O-rings are not replaced.

 



 

2The PCV valve is a critical emission component. It  is one of the items listed 
in scheduled maintenance information chapter and is  essential
to the life and performance of your vehicle and to its emissions system.
For PCV valve replacement, see your authorized deal er. Refer to scheduled 
maintenance information chapter for the appropriate  intervals for changing the 
PCV valve.
Replace the PCV valve with one that meets Ford mate rial and design 
specifications for your vehicle, such as a Motorcra ft or equivalent replacement 
part. The customer warranty may be void for any
damage to the emissions system if such a PCV valve is not used.
3For spark plug replacement, see your authorized de aler. Refer to scheduled 
maintenance information chapter for the appropriate  intervals for changing the 
spark plugs.
Replace the spark plugs with ones that meet Ford ma terial and design 
specifications for your vehicle, such as Motorcraft  or equivalent replacement 
parts. The customer warranty may be void for any da mage to the engine if such 
spark plugs are not used.
4Failure to use the correct air filter element may result in severe engine 
damage. The customer warranty may be void for any d amage to the engine if the 
correct air filter element is not used.

MAINTENANCE PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS AND CAPACITIES
Item Capacity Ford Part Name or Ford Part Number /
equivalent Ford Specification
Brake fluid
Between MIN and MAX lines on reservoirMotorcraft Hi gh
Performance DOT 3
Motor Vehicle Brake
Fluid
   PM-1-C / WSS-M6C62-A Body hinges, latches, door striker plates and rollers, 
seat tracks, fuel filler door hinge and spring, pri mary and auxiliary hood 
latches

-

Multi-Purpose Grease

XG-4 or XL-5 / ESB-M1C93-BEngine coolant8.5 quarts (8.0L)Motorcraft Premium Gold 
Engine Coolant with bittering agent (yellow-colored )1
VC-7-B /
WSS-M97B51-A1Motor/Electronics (M/E) Coolant
3.7 quarts (3.5L)Cooling system stop leak pellets-M otorcraft Cooling
System Stop Leak PelletsVC-6 /
WSS-M99B37-B6

Engine oil

4.5 quarts (4.25L)Motorcraft SAE 5W-20
   Premium Synthetic Blend Motor Oil (US) Motorcraf t SAE 5W-20
Super Premium Motor
Oil (Canada)2
XO-5W20-QSP (US) CXO-5W20-LSP12 (Canada) /
WSS-M2C930-A with API Certification Mark

 



 

Automatic eCVT
transaxle fluid 5.3 quarts (5.0L) 3

Motorcraft MERCON(r) V ATF4
  
XT-5-QM / MERCON(r) V
 

1Add the coolant type originally equipped in your v ehicle. Refer to Adding 
engine coolant in this chapter.
2Use of synthetic or synthetic blend motor oil is n ot mandatory. Engine oil need 
only meet the requirements of Ford specification WS S-M2C930-A and the API 
Certification mark.
3Indicates only approximate dry-fill capacity.
4Using any transmission fluid other than those that  meet the recommended 
specification may cause internal transaxle damage. Do not use Motorcraft 
MERCON(r) CVT (blue) ATF. This vehicle uses
only Motorcraft MERCON(r)V ATF
5Fill to 1/4 inch to 9/16 inch (6 mm to 14 mm) belo w bottom of fill hole.
64WD vehicles exposed for prolonged periods to temp eratures less than -40° C (-
40° F) should change out the rear axle fluid to Mot orcraft SAE 75W-140 Rear Axle 
Lubricant, Ford part number
XY-75W140-QL meeting Ford specification WSL-M2C192- A.
7The Power Transfer Unit is lubricated for life wit h synthetic lube. Lubricant 
levels are not to be checked or changed unless a le ak is suspected or repair 
required. Replace Power Transfer Unit lubricant wit h specified synthetic 
lubricant anytime the unit is submerged in water.

Maintenance and Specifications

ENGINE DATA
Engine2.3L I4 engineCubic inches140Required fuel87 octaneFiring order1-3-4-
2Ignition systemCoil on plugSpark plug gap0.049-0.0 53 inch (1.25-
1.35mm)Compression ratio12.3:1
Engine drivebelt routing

 



 

*  2.3L I4 Engine

HIGH VOLTAGE BATTERY DATA
High Voltage BatteryBattery chemistryNickel Metal H ydrideNominal Voltage330 
VoltsCapacity6 Amp-hours

Maintenance and Specifications

IDENTIFYING YOUR VEHICLE

Safety Compliance Certification Label
The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration Regulations require that a 
Safety Compliance Certification Label be affixed to  a vehicle and prescribe 
where the Safety Compliance Certification
Label may be located. The Safety Compliance Certifi cation Label is located on 
the structure (B-Pillar) by the trailing edge of th e driver's door or the edge 
of the driver's door.

Vehicle identification number (VIN)
The vehicle identification number is located on the  driver side
instrument panel.
Please note that in the graphic, XXXX is representa tive of your vehicle 
identification number.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Maintenance and Specifications

The Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) contains th e following
information:
1. World manufacturer identifier
2. Brake system / Gross Vehicle Weight Rating (GVWR ) / Restraint System
3. Vehicle line, series, body type
4. Engine type
5. Check digit
6. Model year
7. Assembly plant
8. Production sequence number

TRANSMISSION/TRANSAXLE CODE DESIGNATIONS

 



 

You can find a transmission/transaxle code on the S afety Compliance 
Certification Label. The following table tells you which transmission or 
transaxle each code represents.

DescriptionCodeElectronically controlled continuous ly variable
transmission, eCVT
H

Accessories

GENUINE FORD ACCESSORIES FOR YOUR VEHICLE
A wide selection of Genuine Ford Accessories are av ailable for your vehicle 
through your local Ford or Ford of Canada dealer. T hese quality accessories have 
been specifically engineered to fulfill your automo tive needs; they are custom 
designed to complement the style and aerodynamic ap pearance of your vehicle. In 
addition, each accessory is made from high quality materials and meets or 
exceeds Ford's rigorous
engineering and safety specifications. Ford Motor C ompany will repair or replace 
any properly dealer-installed Genuine Ford Accessor ies found to
be defective in factory-supplied materials or workm anship during the warranty 
period, as well as any component damaged by the def ective accessories. The 
accessories will be warranted for whichever provide s you the greatest benefit:
*  12 months or 12,000 miles (20,000 km) (whichever  occurs first), or
*  the remainder of your new vehicle limited warran ty. Contact your dealer for 
details and a copy of the warranty.
The following is a list of several Genuine Ford Acc essories. Not all accessories 
are available for all models. For a complete listin g of the accessories that are 
available for your vehicle, please contact your dea ler
or visit our online store at: www.fordaccessoriesst ore.com.

Exterior style Bug shields Deflectors Splash guards

Interior style
Floor mats

Lifestyle
Ash cup / smoker's package 
Cargo organization and management  accessories 
Cross bars

Peace of mind

 



 

Wheel locks

Accessories

Not all accessories are available for all models.
For maximum vehicle performance, keep the following  information in 
mind when adding accessories or equipment to your v ehicle:
*  When adding accessories, equipment, passengers a nd luggage to your vehicle, 
do not exceed the total weight capacity of the vehi cle or of
the front or rear axle (GVWR or GAWR as indicated o n the Safety Compliance 
Certification label). Consult your authorized deale r for specific weight 
information.
*  The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and Canadian Radio 
Telecommunications Commission (CRTC) regulate the u se of mobile communications 
systems - such as two-way radios, telephones and th eft alarms - that are 
equipped with radio transmitters. Any such equipmen t installed in your vehicle 
should comply with FCC or CRTC regulations and shou ld be installed only by a 
qualified service technician.
*  Mobile communications systems may harm the opera tion of your vehicle, 
particularly if they are not properly designed for automotive use.
*  To avoid interference with other vehicle functio ns, such as anti-lock braking 
systems, amateur radio users who install radios and  antennas onto their vehicle 
should not locate the Amateur Radio Antennas in
the area of the driver's side hood.
*  Electrical or electronic accessories or componen ts that are added to
the vehicle by the authorized dealer or the owner m ay adversely affect
battery performance and durability.

GENERAL MAINTENANCE INFORMATION

Why maintain your vehicle?
This guide describes the scheduled maintenance requ ired for your vehicle. 
Carefully following this schedule helps protect aga inst major repair expenses 
resulting from neglect or inadequate maintenance an d may also help to increase 
the value of your vehicle when you sell or trade it .
It is your responsibility to see that all scheduled  maintenance is performed and 
that the materials used meet Ford engineering
specifications. Failure to perform scheduled mainte nance specific in this guide 
will invalidate warranty coverage on parts affected  by the lack of maintenance. 
Be sure receipts for completed maintenance are kept  with the vehicle and 
confirmation of the work performed is always record ed in
this guide.
Your Ford or Lincoln Mercury dealer, or Ford or Lin coln Mercury Quality
Care Center has factory trained technicians who can  perform the
required maintenance using genuine Ford parts. They  are committed to
meeting your service needs and to assuring your con tinuing satisfaction.

Protecting your investment
Maintenance is an investment that will pay dividend s in the form of improved 
reliability, durability and resale value. To ensure  the proper performance of 

 



 

your vehicle and its emission control systems, it i s imperative that scheduled 
maintenance be completed at the designated interval s.
Your vehicle is very sophisticated and built with m ultiple complex performance 
systems. Every manufacturer develops these systems using different 
specifications and performance features. That's why  it's
important to rely upon your Ford or Lincoln Mercury  dealership to properly 
diagnose and repair your vehicle.
Ford Motor Company has recommended maintenance inte rvals for various parts and 
component systems based upon engineering testing. F ord Motor Company relies upon 
this testing to determine the most appropriate mile age for replacement of oils 
and fluids to protect your vehicle at the lowest ov erall cost to you and 
recommends against maintenance schedules that devia te from the scheduled 
maintenance information.

Ford strongly recommends the use of genuine Ford re placement parts. Parts other 
than Ford, Motorcraft or Ford authorized remanufact ured parts that are used for 
maintenance replacement or for the service of compo nents affecting emission 
control must be equivalent to genuine Ford Motor Co mpany parts in performance 
and durability. It is the
owner's responsibility to determine the equivalency  of such parts. Please 
consult your Warranty Guide for complete warranty i nformation.
Non-Ford approved chemicals or additives are not re quired for factory 
recommended maintenance. In fact, Ford Motor Compan y recommends against the use 
of such additive products unless specifically recom mended by Ford for a 
particular application.

Oil, fluids and flushing
In many cases, fluid discoloration is a normal oper ating characteristic and, by 
itself, does not necessarily indicate a concern or that the fluid
needs to be changed. However, discolored fluids tha t also show signs of 
overheating and/or foreign material contamination s hould be inspected 
immediately by a qualified expert such as the facto ry-trained technicians
at your Ford or Lincoln Mercury Dealership. Your ve hicle's oils and fluids 
should be changed at the specified intervals or in conjunction with a
repair. Flushing is a viable way to change fluid fo r many vehicle
sub-systems during scheduled maintenance. It is cri tical that systems are
flushed only with new fluid that is the same as tha t required to fill and
operate the system, or using a Ford-approved flushi ng chemical.
Engine Emissions label
Emissions information appears on the Engine Emissio ns label on the underside of 
the hood. This decal identifies engine displacement  and provides certain engine 
specifications.
Any modification of the emissions control system co uld create liability under 
federal law (U.S.) if made prior to sale and regist ration, under the laws of 
some states if made thereafter. Further, federal la w prohibits vehicle 
manufacturers, dealers and other persons engaged in  the
business of repairing, servicing, selling, leasing or trading motor vehicles
as well as fleet operations from knowingly removing  or rendering an
emissions control system inoperative after sale and  delivery to an
ultimate purchaser. In Canada, modifications of the  emissions control
system could create liability under applicable fede ral or provincial laws.

Genuine Ford Parts and Service
When planning your maintenance services, consider y our Ford and
Lincoln Mercury dealership for all your vehicle's n eeds.

 



 

Get the most from your service and maintenance visi ts
There are a lot of reasons why visiting your Ford o r Lincoln Mercury Dealership 
for all your service needs is a great way to help k eep your vehicle running 
great.
Convenience
Many Dealerships have extended evening and Saturday  hours to make your service 
visit more convenient. How's that for quality servi ce?
Factory-trained Technicians
Ford and Lincoln Mercury service technicians partic ipate in extensive factory-
sponsored certification training to help them becom e experts on
the operation of your vehicle. Ask your Dealership about the training and 
certification their technicians have received.
Factory Authorized Systems Checks
In the event your vehicle experiences a component r elated concern,
please contact your Ford, Lincoln or Mercury dealer ship. The Ford Motor
Company Trained Technicians who work at Ford, Linco ln or Mercury
dealerships are specifically trained to understand your vehicle.
A proper repair begins with a thorough system check . Factory
Authorized Systems Checks can ONLY be found at a Fo rd or Lincoln
Mercury dealership. In some circumstances, the Tech nician may need to
request your authorization to perform additional op erations to determine
the final diagnosis. The Technician's goal is to en sure that your vehicle is
fixed right the first time, at the best value to yo u.
The following list represents several of the Factor y Authorized Systems
Checks available at participating Ford and Lincoln Mercury Dealerships:
*  Climate Control
*  Check Engine Light
*  All Wheel Drive/Four-Wheel Drive
*  Automatic Transmission
*  Engine Cooling/Cabin Heating
*  Suspension/Steering
*  Charge/Start/Battery
*  Wheel Alignment
*  Brakes
And when your vehicle needs replacement parts, insi st that only parts meeting 
Ford Motor Company's specifications are used. Genui ne Ford

and Motorcraft branded parts meet these specificati ons. You can find
them at your Ford and Lincoln Mercury Dealership. L ook for the
following brand logos to ensure the parts installed  on your vehicle meet
Ford Motor Company Specifications.

Genuine Ford and Motorcraft Replacement Parts
Ford and Lincoln Mercury dealerships stock Ford and  Motorcraft branded 
replacement parts. These parts meet or exceed Ford Motor
Company's specifications, and we stand behind them.  Maintenance parts installed 
at your Ford or Lincoln Mercury dealership carry a nationwide,
12 months, 12,000 mile parts and labor limited warr anty. Your dealer can give 
you details.
Value Shopping for Your Vehicle's Maintenance Needs
Your dealership recognizes the competitive landscap e of maintenance and light 
repair automotive services. With factory-trained te chnicians, and

 



 

one-stop service from routine maintenance like oil changes and tire rotations to 
repairs like brake service, check out the value you r Ford and Lincoln Mercury 
dealers can offer.
WHICH MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE SHOULD YOU FOLLOW? Owner Checks and Services
Refer to Mileage Intervals for Additional Checks an d Services
Certain basic maintenance checks and inspections sh ould be performed by the 
owner or a service technician at the intervals indi cated. Service information 
and supporting specifications are provided in this Owner's Guide.
Any adverse condition should be brought to the atte ntion of your dealer
or qualified service technician as soon as possible  for the proper service
advice. The owner maintenance service checks are ge nerally not covered
by warranties so you may be charged for labor, part s or lubricants used.

Maximum Oil Change Interval
?  12 months, 10,000 miles (16,000 km) or 200 hours of  engine operation.

Motorcraft Premium Gold Engine Coolant change inter val
?  6 years or 100,000 miles (160,000 km) - change Moto rcraft Premium Gold Engine 
Coolant (whichever comes first) ?   After initial change - change Motorcraft 
Premium Gold Engine Coolant every 3 years or 50,000  miles (80,000 km).

Check every month
?  Check function of all interior and exterior lights
?  Check tires for wear and correct air pressure, incl uding spare tire
?  Check windshield washer fluid level
?  Check engine oil level

Check every six months
?  Check lap/shoulder belts and seat latches for wear and function ?   Check that 
externally mounted spare tire is properly stowed (t ight) ?   Check parking brake 
for proper operation
?  Check safety warning lamps (brake, ABS, air bag, sa fety belt) for operation
?  Check cooling system fluid level and coolant streng th
?  Check low voltage (underhood) battery connections a nd clean if necessary
?  Check washer spray, wiper operation and clean all w iper blades (replace as 
necessary) ?   Check and lubricate all hinges, latches and outsid e locks. Inspect 
for correct operation ?   Check and lubricate door rubber weatherstrips. Ins pect 
for excessive wear
?  Check and clean body and door drain holes. Inspect for clogs and obstructions

Multi-point Inspection
In order to keep your vehicle running right, it is important that you have the 
systems on your vehicle checked regularly. This can  help identify any potential 
issue before there are any problems. Ford Motor Com pany suggests the following 
multi-point inspection to be performed at every sch eduled maintenance as the way 
to ensure your vehicle keeps running right.

Multi-point inspection - Recommended at every visit
?  Check and top up fluid levels: brake, engine coolan t recovery reservoir, 
motor/electronics reservoir and window washer. ?   Inspect tires for wear and 
correct air pressure.

 



 

?  Check exhaust system for leaks, damage, loose parts  and foreign materials. ?   
Check low voltage (underhood) battery performance.
?  Check operation of horn, exterior lamps, turn signa ls and hazard warning 
lights. ?   Check radiator, coolers and heater and air conditi oning hoses.
?  Inspect windshield washer spray and wiper operation . ?   Check windshield for 
cracks, chips and pitting.
?  Inspect for oil and fluid leaks.
?  Inspect engine air cleaner filter and elements. ?   Inspect half-shaft dust 
boots.
?  Check shocks, struts and other suspension component s for leaks and damage.

NORMAL SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE AND LOG
The following section contains the "Normal Schedule ". This schedule is presented 
at specific mileage (kilometer) intervals with exce ptions
noted.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AVAILABLE ON THE WEB
To learn more about the importance of routine and d ealer-performed maintenance 
on your vehicle, please visit the Ford Customer Ser vice Web site. You'll also 
find important warranty information, customer assis tance, technical expertise, 
frequently asked questions and much more. The Web s ite location is: 
www.genuineservice.com.
Then go to the vehicles and services pick at the We b site.

U.S. AND CANADIAN SCHEDULE

5,000 miles (8,000 km)
?  Inspect tires for wear and measure tread depth
?  Rotate tires DEALER  VALIDATION:

 RO#: P&A CODE: DATE: MILEAGE:

?  Change engine oil and replace oil filter

10,000 miles (16,000 km)

?  Inspect tires for wear and measure tread depth
?  Rotate tires
?  Inspect high voltage battery A/C filter, replace if  necessary

DEALER  VALIDATION:

RO#: P&A CODE: DATE: MILEAGE:

 



 

?  Change engine oil and replace oil filter

20,000 miles (32,000 km)

?  Inspect tires for wear and measure tread depth
?  Rotate tires
?  Inspect brake pads, shoes, rotors, drums, brake lin es and hoses and parking 
brake
?  Inspect engine and Motor/electronics cooling system  and hoses
?  Inspect steering linkage, suspension and, if equipp ed, half- shafts, 
driveshaft and ball joints
?  Inspect exhaust system and heat shields
?  Replace high voltage battery A/C filter

DEALER  VALIDATION:

RO#: P&A CODE: DATE: MILEAGE:

?  Change engine oil and replace oil filter

30,000 miles (48,000 km)

?  Inspect tires for wear and measure tread depth
?  Rotate tires
?  Inspect high voltage battery A/C filter, replace if  necessary
?  Replace engine air filter

DEALER  VALIDATION:

RO#: P&A CODE: DATE: MILEAGE:

?  Change engine oil and replace oil filter

40,000 miles (64,000 km)

?  Inspect tires for wear and measure tread depth

 



 

?  Rotate tires
?  Inspect brake pads, shoes, rotors, drums, brake lin es and hoses and parking 
brake
?  Inspect engine and Motor/electronics cooling system  and hoses
?  Inspect steering linkage, suspension and, if equipp ed, half- shafts, 
driveshaft and ball joints
?  Inspect exhaust system and heat shields
?  Replace high voltage battery A/C filter

DEALER  VALIDATION:

RO#: P&A CODE: DATE: MILEAGE:

?  Change engine oil and replace oil filter

50,000 miles (80,000 km)

?  Inspect tires for wear and measure tread depth
?  Rotate tires
?  Inspect high voltage battery A/C filter, replace if  necessary

DEALER  VALIDATION:

RO#: P&A CODE: DATE: MILEAGE:

?  Change engine oil and replace oil filter

60,000 miles (96,000 km)

?  Inspect tires for wear and measure tread depth
?  Rotate tires
?  Inspect brake pads, shoes, rotors, drums, brake lin es and hoses and parking 
brake
?  Inspect engine and Motor/electronics cooling system  and hoses
?  Inspect steering linkage, suspension and, if equipp ed, half- shafts, 
driveshaft and ball joints
?  Inspect exhaust system and heat shields ?   Replace high voltage battery A/C 
filter ?   Replace engine air filter

 



 

DEALER  VALIDATION:

RO#: P&A CODE: DATE: MILEAGE:

70,000 miles (112,000 km)
?  Change engine oil and replace oil filter
?  Inspect tires for wear and measure tread depth
?  Rotate tires
?  Inspect high voltage battery A/C filter, replace if  necessary

DEALER  VALIDATION:

   RO#: P&A CODE:
DATE: MILEAGE:

80,000 miles (128,000 km)
?  Change engine oil and replace oil filter
?  Inspect tires for wear and measure tread depth
?  Rotate tires
?  Inspect brake pads, shoes, rotors, drums, brake lin es and hoses and parking 
brake
?  Inspect engine and Motor/electronics cooling system  and hoses
?  Inspect steering linkage, suspension and, if equipp ed, half-

DEALER  VALIDATION:

shafts, driveshaft and ball joints
?  Inspect exhaust system and heat shields
?  Replace high voltage battery A/C filter

RO#: P&A CODE:
DATE: MILEAGE:

90,000 miles (144,000 km)
?  Change engine oil and replace oil filter
?  Inspect tires for wear and measure tread depth

 



 

?  Rotate tires
?  Inspect high voltage battery A/C filter, replace if  necessary
?  Replace engine air filter

DEALER  VALIDATION:

   RO#: P&A CODE:
DATE: MILEAGE:

100,000 miles (160,000 km)
?  Change engine oil and replace oil filter
?  Inspect tires for wear and measure tread depth
?  Rotate tires
?  Inspect brake pads, shoes, rotors, drums, brake lin es and hoses and parking 
brake
?  Inspect engine and Motor/electronics cooling system  and hoses
?  Inspect steering linkage, suspension and, if equipp ed, half- shafts, 
driveshaft and ball joints
?  Inspect exhaust system and heat shields

DEALER  VALIDATION:

?  Replace high voltage battery A/C filter
?  Replace fuel filter
?  Replace engine coolant and Motor/electronics coolan t (see
Motorcraft Premium Gold Coolant Change Record) ?   Inspect accessory drive belt
?  Replace spark plugs

RO#: P&A CODE: DATE: MILEAGE:

110,000 miles (176,000 km)
?  Change engine oil and replace oil filter
?  Inspect tires for wear and measure tread depth
?  Rotate tires
?  Inspect high voltage battery A/C filter, replace if  necessary

DEALER  VALIDATION:

 



 

   RO#: P&A CODE:
DATE: MILEAGE:

120,000 miles (192,000 km)
?  Change engine oil and replace oil filter
?  Inspect tires for wear and measure tread depth
?  Rotate tires
?  Inspect brake pads, shoes, rotors, drums, brake lin es and hoses and parking 
brake
?  Inspect engine and Motor/electronics cooling system  and hoses
?  Inspect steering linkage, suspension and, if equipp ed, half-

DEALER  VALIDATION:

shafts, driveshaft and ball joints
?  Inspect exhaust system and heat shields ?   Replace high voltage battery A/C 
filter ?   Replace engine air filter

RO#: P&A CODE: DATE: MILEAGE:

130,000 miles (208,000 km)
?  Change engine oil and replace oil filter
?  Inspect tires for wear and measure tread depth
?  Rotate tires
?  Inspect high voltage battery A/C filter, replace if  necessary

DEALER  VALIDATION:

   RO#: P&A CODE:
DATE: MILEAGE:

140,000 miles (224,000 km)
?  Change engine oil and replace oil filter
?  Inspect tires for wear and measure tread depth
?  Rotate tires
?  Inspect brake pads, shoes, rotors, drums, brake lin es and hoses and parking 
brake
?  Inspect engine and Motor/electronics cooling system  and hoses

 



 

?  Inspect steering linkage, suspension and, if equipp ed, half-

DEALER  VALIDATION:

shafts, driveshaft and ball joints
?  Inspect exhaust system and heat shields
?  Replace high voltage battery A/C filter

RO#: P&A CODE:
DATE: MILEAGE:

150,000 miles (240,000 km)
?  Change engine oil and replace oil filter
?  Inspect tires for wear and measure tread depth
?  Rotate tires
?  Inspect high voltage battery A/C filter
?  Replace engine air filter
?  Replace engine coolant and Motor/electronics coolan t (see
Motorcraft Premium Gold Coolant Change Record)
?  Replace accessory drive belt (if not replaced in th e last

DEALER  VALIDATION:

100,000 miles)
?  Inspect PCV valve for flow and replace, if required
?  Replace rear axle lubricant (4WD vehicles only)

RO#: P&A CODE:
DATE: MILEAGE:

SPECIAL OPERATING CONDITIONS

Towing a trailer or using a camper or car-top carri er

Every 5,000 miles, 6 months or 200 hours of engine operation (whichever comes 
first)

Change engine oil and replace filter

Every 5,000 miles  Inspect tires and rotate

Extensive Idling and/or Low Speed Driving for Long Distances as in Heavy

 



 

Commercial Use Such as Delivery, Taxi, Patrol Vehic le or Livery. This operating 
condition is for Extensive Maximum A/C or Heater Op eration with engine on in the 
above listed usage.

Every 5,000 miles, 6 months or 200 hours of engine operation (whichever comes 
first)

Change engine oil and replace filter

Every 5,000 miles  Inspect tires and rotate
Every 60,000 miles  Replace spark plugs
As required  Replace cabin air filter, if equipped

Operating in dusty conditions such as unpaved or du sty roads

Every 5,000 miles, 6 months or 200 hours of engine operation (whichever comes 
first)

Change engine oil and replace filter

Inspect tires and rotate

As required  Replace cabin air filter, if equipped
Replace engine air filter
Replace high voltage battery A/C air filter

Off-road operation

Every 5,000 miles, 6 months or 200 hours of engine operation (whichever comes 
first)

Change engine oil and replace filter

Inspect tires and rotate

As required  Replace cabin air filter, if equipped
Replace engine air filter
Replace high voltage battery A/C filter

Special Operating Conditions Log
DEALER  VALIDATION:

 



 

RO#: P&A CODE: DATE: MILEAGE:DEALER  VALIDATION:

RO#:  P&A CODE: DATE: MILEAGE:DEALER  VALIDATION:

RO#: P&A CODE: DATE: MILEAGE:DEALER  VALIDATION:

RO#:  P&A CODE: DATE: MILEAGE:DEALER  VALIDATION:

RO#: P&A CODE: DATE: MILEAGE:DEALER  VALIDATION:
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MOTORCRAFT PREMIUM GOLD ENGINE COOLANT CHANGE
RECORD

Motorcraft Premium Gold Engine Coolant
?  6 years or 100,000 miles (160,000 km) (whichever co mes first) - change 
Motorcraft Premium Gold Engine Coolant and motor/el ectrical coolant.
?  After initial change - change Motorcraft Premium Go ld Engine Coolant every 3 
years or 50,000 miles (80,000 km)

Current mileage goes here =>
Add 50,000 miles to the current miles + 50,000
Next change due at this mileage =>
Or
Today's date goes here =>
Add 3 years + 00 / 00 / 03
Date of next change =>
whichever comes first
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Add 3 years + 00 / 00 / 03
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Current mileage goes here =>
Add 50,000 miles to the current miles + 50,000
Next change due at this mileage =>
Or
Today's date goes here =>
Add 3 years + 00 / 00 / 03
Date of next change =>
whichever comes first
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P  &  A CODE R.O.#

Current mileage goes here =>
Add 50,000 miles to the current miles + 50,000
Next change due at this mileage =>
Or
Today's date goes here =>
Add 3 years + 00 / 00 / 03
Date of next change =>
whichever comes first
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P  &  A CODE R.O.#

A

Accessory delay  .......................... 6164
Air cleaner filter  ............... 279286 - 282289
Air conditioning automatic temperature
control system  .......................... 3941

 



 

Airbag supplemental restraint system  ........ 119, 128, 131 ................123, 
132, 135 and child safety seats  ............ 121125 description  
.............. 119, 128, 131 123, 132, 135 disposal 
.................................... 134138 driver airbag ............ 121, 129, 
132125, 133, 136 indicator light  ......... 128, 130, 134 131, 134, 137 operation  
................. 121, 129, 132 125, 133, 136 passenger airbag ..... 121, 129, 
132125, 133, 136 side airbag ............................... 128132
All Wheel Drive (AWD),
driving off road  ......................... 195200
Ambulance packages  ..................15
AM/FM  .........................................25
Anti-lock brake system
(see Brakes) ...................... ........185 190-191
Anti-theft system  ........................ 9396
Audio system (see Radio)  .........25
Automatic transaxle
fluid, adding  ............................ 277284
fluid, checking  ........................ 277284
Automatic transmission driving an automatic
overdrive  ................................. 191196  fluid, refill capacities 
.............. 283290  fluid, specification  .................. 283290
Auxiliary Input Jack  ...................32 input jack (Line in) ....34
Auxiliary power point ................. 5760
Axle
lubricant specifications  .......... 283290

refill capacities ........................ 283290

B

Battery ....................................... 257263  acid, treating emergencies 
..... 257263  jumping a disabled
battery  ............................. 224, 228 229, 234  maintenance-free 
.................... 257263  replacement, specifications  ... 282289  servicing  
.................................. 257263
Belt-Minder(r)  ............................. 114118
Booster seats ............................. 135139
Brakes ................................ 184-185 ........190  anti-lock 
........................... ........185 190-191  anti-lock brake system (ABS) 
warning light  ............... 186 ............191  fluid, checking and adding  
.... 276283  fluid, refill capacities .............. 283290  fluid, specifications 
................. 283290  lubricant specifications  .......... 283290  parking  
.................................... 187192  shift interlock 
.......................... 189194
Bulbs  ............................................ 4952

C

Capacities for refilling fluids .... 283290
Cargo area shade  ........................ 7881
CD  ............................................... .25
Cell phone use  ............................15
Child safety restraints  .............. 135138
child safety belts  .................... 135138

 



 

Child safety seats ...................... 138142  attaching with tether straps 
.. 142146  in front seat  ............................ 139143  in rear seat 
.............................. 139143
Child safety seats - booster
seats ........................................... 135139

Cleaning your vehicle
engine compartment  .............. 243249 instrument panel  
.................... 245250 interior ..................................... 245251 
plastic parts  ............................ 244249  washing 
.................................... 241247  waxing  
..................................... 242248  wheels 
...................................... 242248  wiper blades 
............................ 244250
Climate control (see Air conditioning or Heating) . ........... 3941
Clock  ............................................ 26
Compass, electronic .................... 6265 calibration  
................................. 6366 set zone adjustment  ................. 6265
Console  ........................................ 5659
Controls
power seat ............................... ..98 102
steering column  ........................ 6770
Coolant
checking and adding  ...... 260-261 265-267
refill capacities ................ 264, 283 270, 290
specifications  .......................... 283290
Cruise control
(see Speed control) .................... 6467
Customer Assistance  ................ 202207
Ford Extended Service
Plan .......................................... 237243
Getting assistance outside
the U.S. and Canada  .............. 238244
Getting roadside assistance ... 202207
Getting the service you  need  .................................233
need .........................................239
Ordering additional owner's 
literature  ................... 239 ..............245
Utilizing the 
Mediation/Arbitration 
Program  ...............237 ...................................243

D

Daytime running lamps
(see Lamps)  ................................ 4548
Dipstick
automatic transmission
fluid .......................................... 277284
engine oil ................................. 254260
Driving under special
conditions  .................. 192, 196, 199 197, 201, 204

 



 

sand  ......................................... 197 202
snow and ice ........................... 200 204
through water  ................. 198, 201 203, 205

E

Electronic message center ......... 6972
Emergencies, roadside
jump-starting  .................. 224, 228 229, 234
Emission control system  .......... 273280
Engine ........................................ 285292  cleaning  
................................... 243249  idle speed control 
................... 257263  lubrication specifications  ....... 283290  refill 
capacities ........................ 283290  service points 
.......................... 251257
Engine block heater  ................. 184188
Engine oil  .................................. 254260  checking and adding  
.............. 254260  dipstick .................................... 254260  filter, 
specifications  ........ 256, 282 262, 289  recommendations  
................... 256262  refill capacities ........................ 283290  
specifications  .......................... 283290
Event data recording ..................14
Exhaust fumes  .......................... 184188

F

Fluid capacities ......................... 283290

Foglamps  ..................................... 4447
Four-Wheel Drive vehicles
driving off road ....................... 195200
preparing to drive your
vehicle  ..................................... 188194
Fuel ............................................ 265271
calculating fuel
economy  ............................ 70, 270 73, 277
cap  ........................................... 267274
capacity  ................................... 283290
choosing the right fuel ........... 268275
comparisons with EPA fuel 
economy estimates  ......... 273 ........279
detergent in fuel ..................... 270276
filling your vehicle with  fuel  ..................265, 267, 270
fuel ...........................271, 274, 277
filter, specifications  ........ 265, 282 271, 289
fuel pump/high voltage
shut-off switches  .................... 204209
improving fuel economy  ........ 270277
octane rating ................... 269, 285 275, 292
quality ...................................... 269276
running out of fuel  ................. 270276
safety information relating to 

 



 

automotive fuels  ................ 265 .....271
Fuses .................................. 206211 - 207212

G

Gas cap (see Fuel cap) ............ 274
Gas mileage
(see Fuel economy)  ................. 277
Gauges  .........................................23

H

Hazard flashers  ......................... 209
Head restraints  ................. 100, 104
Headlamps ................................... 46
aiming ........................................ 49

bulb specifications .................... 52
daytime running lights  .............48
flash to pass .............................. 48 high beam  
................................. 4547 replacing bulbs  
......................... 5053 turning on and off  .................... 4346
Heating
heating and air conditioning system  .............. ......................... 3941
Hood  .......................................... 250256

I

Ignition ............................... 181, 285 185, 292
Illuminated visor mirror  ............. 5659
Infant seats
(see Safety seats) ..................... 138142
Inspection/maintenance (I/M) 
testing ..............................275  
........................................282
Instrument panel
cleaning  ................................... 245250
cluster ........................................18
lighting up panel and
interior ....................................... 4648

G

Gas cap (see Fuel cap) ............ 267
Gas mileage
(see Fuel economy)  ................. 270
Gauges  .........................................23

H

Hazard flashers  ......................... 204
Head restraints  ................. ..97, 100
Headlamps ................................... 43 aiming 
........................................ 46 bulb specifications 

 



 

.................... 49 daytime running lights .............45 flash to pass 

.............................. 45

J

Jump-starting your
vehicle ................................ 224, 228 229, 234

K

Keyless entry system
autolock ............................... 84, 86 87, 89
Keys  ....................................... 82, 95 85, 98
positions of the ignition ......... 181185

L

Lamps
bulb replacement
specifications chart  .................. 4952
daytime running light ............... 4548
fog lamps ................................... 44 47
headlamps  ................................. 43 46
headlamps, flash to pass .......... 45 48
instrument panel, dimming  ..... 46 48
interior lamps  ............... 47-48, ...... 50 -52
replacing bulbs  ......................... 5053
Lane change indicator
(see Turn signal)  ........................47
Liftgate  .................................. 77, 90 80, 93
Lights, warning and indicator ....18
anti-lock brakes (ABS)  .......... 186191
Load limits ................................. 169173
Loading instructions ................. 175179
Locks
autolock ............................... 84, 86 87, 89
childproof  .................................. 8891
doors .......................................... 8487
Lubricant specifications  ........... 283290
Lug nuts  .................................... 223228
Luggage rack ............................... 7982

M

Manual transmission
fluid capacities ........................ 283290
lubricant specifications  .......... 283290
Message center  ........................... 6972 english/metric button  
............... 7376 system check button ................ 7275 warning messages 
..................... 7477
Mirrors  ................................... 61, 64 64, 66 automatic dimming 
rearview mirror  ......................... 61...............64 fold away 

 



 

................................... 6467 heated 

........................................ 6467

side view mirrors (power) ....... 6466
Moon roof  .................................... 6871
Motorcraft parts ........ 247, 265, 282 253, 271, 289

N

Navigation system ....................... 3840

O

Octane rating  ............................ 269275
Oil (see Engine oil)  .................. 254260

P

Parking brake ............................ 187192
Parts (see Motorcraft parts) .... 282289
Passenger Occupant
Classification Sensor ................. 107111
Power distribution box
(see Fuses)  ............................... 210215
Power door locks  ........................ 8487
Power mirrors  ............................. 6466
Power point ................................. 5760
Power steering  .......................... 188193
Power Windows ........................... 6063
Preparing to drive your
vehicle ........................................ 188194

R

Radio ............................................2 5
Relays  ........................................ 206211
Remote entry system  ........... 8891- 8992 illuminated entry  
...................... 9295 locking/unlocking doors  ..... 8992- 9093 opening the 
trunk ..................... 90 93

panic alarm  ............................... 9093 replacement/additional 
transmitters ............................... 9194 replacing the batteries  
............. 9093
Reverse sensing system  ........... 193198
Roadside assistance .................. 202207
Roof rack  ..................................... 7982

S

Safety Belt Maintenance  .......... 113117

What Maintenance Schedule

 



 

Should You Follow?  ................ 300
Seats  .......................................... 100  child safety seats 
.................... 142  heated ...................................... 103
SecuriLock passive anti-theft
system .......................................... 96
Servicing your vehicle  .............. 254
Snowplowing  ...............................15
Spark plugs,  specifications ......289,
292

Safety belts (see Safety 
restraints) ...... 105, 109-112 ....109, 112, 114-116
Safety Canopy  ........... 128-129, 131 132-133, 135
Safety defects, reporting .. ........240 245-246
Safety 
restraints ........105, 109-112  ...........109, 112, 114-116
Belt-Minder(r)  ........................... 114118
extension assembly  ................ 113117
for adults ......................... 110114 - 112115
for children  ..................... 134-135 ........138
Occupant Classification
Sensor ...................................... 107111
safety belt maintenance ......... 113117
warning light and chime  ........ 114118
Safety seats for children  .......... 138142
Safety Compliance
Certification Label  .................... 286293
Satellite Radio (if equipped)  .....25
Satellite Radio Information  ........ 3537
Scheduled Maintenance
Guide  ......................................... 290297
General Maintenance
Information  ............................. 290297
Normal Scheduled
Maintenance and Log ............. 295302
Special Operating
Conditions  ............................... 301308
What Maintenance Schedule
Should You Follow?  ................ 293
Seats  .......................................... ..97  child safety seats 
.................... 138  heated ...................................... 100
SecuriLock passive anti-theft
system .......................................... 93

Servicing your vehicle  .............. 248
Snowplowing  ...............................15
Spark plugs,
specifications .....................282, 285
Special notice
ambulance conversions  ............15
utility-type vehicles .................. 1514
Specification chart,
lubricants ................................... 283290
Speed control .............................. 6467
Starting your vehicle  ........ 181185 - 183187
jump starting  .................. 224, 228 229, 234

 



 

Steering wheel
controls ...................................... 6770
tilting  ......................................... 5558
Stereo
CD-MP3  .....................................25

T

Tilt steering wheel ...................... 5558
Tire Pressure Monitoring
System (TPMS)
Tires, Wheels and Loading  .... 164168
Tires  ................................... 148152 - 149154  alignment  
................................ 156161  care 
.......................................... 152157  changing  
.......................... 215, 217 221, 223  checking the pressure 
............ 152157  inflating  ................................... 150155  label  
......................................... 163 167

replacing .................................. 154 158
rotating .................................... 157161  safety practices 
....................... 155160  sidewall information  ............... 158162  snow 
tires and chains  ............ 169173  spare tire ......................... 213, 
215219, 221  terminology  ............................. 149154  tire grades 
............................... 149153  treadwear  ........................ 148, 
153153, 157
Towing  ....................................... 175179  recreational towing 
................. 180184  trailer towing  .......................... 175179  wrecker 
.................................... 231237
Transmission  ............................. 189194  brake-shift interlock (BSI)  
.... 189194  fluid, checking and adding (automatic)  
............................. 277284  fluid, refill capacities 
.............. 283290  lubricant specifications  .......... 283290
Trunk  ...........................................9 0
Turn signal  .................................. 4750

V

Vehicle Identification Number
(VIN) .......................................... 286293
Vehicle loading .......................... 169173
Ventilating your vehicle  ........... 184188

W

Warning lights (see Lights)  .......18
Washer fluid  .............................. 252258
Water, Driving through ............. 201205
Windows
power ......................................... 6063
rear wiper/washer ..................... 5558
Windshield washer fluid and

 



 

wipers  .......................................... 54 57
checking and adding fluid  ..... 252 258
liftgate reservoir  ..................... 252 258
replacing wiper blades  ... 253-254 259-260
Wrecker towing ......................... 231237
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